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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.
E G Moore—Druggist.
A Holz—Bakery.
For sale—Foxes.
John W Somes—Petition to hold land.
Exec notice—Hannah P Holmes.
Notices of foreclosure—Hosea B Phillips.
Statement— Phcenix Insurance Co.
—Agricultural Insurance Co.
Admr notice— Est Charles H Bunker.
Notice of foreclosure—Sadie Hopkins Whit-

ing.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICE.

In

MAIL CL08BS AT

Going West—10.80,
Going East—6.45 a

m;

5.00,

3.45

u

m.

9 pm.
m.

its old-fashioned sociables next
evening.
Wives, unmarried
daughters and minor sons of Odd Fellows,
and all Rebekabs, are invited.
Members
other of

Tuesday

requested
Hoyt L. Smith and wife, of East Lamoille,
while driving home last week after an
evening spent in Ellsworth, were thrown
from their sleigh when it slued and upset.
severely

was

board,

with

haff propriate exercises
such

hour before mail closes,

bruised

and

the

proviso

should be

part of the session

as

that ap-

held

during

each teacher

designate.
B., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
Friend, of this city, and Mortimer Levy,
For Week Ending at Midnight Tuesday, of New York, were married at New York
1914.
February 17,
last Sunday.
Abie L. Friend, brother of
[From observations takeu at the power the bride, attended the wedding.
Mr.
station of the Bar Harbor «fc Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is and Mrs. Levy will reside at 2405 Seventh
should

WEATHER

Your Valuables

reduced to water.]

Temperature

protection against possible
theft, fire. Hood or "prying eyes” that is afforded by
the security boxes in our big vault. YOt 'can rent
afford NOT to have one?

Write for

Weather
conditions

Precipitatiou

4am
12 m
forenoon afternoon
Wed
—5
3—
fair
clear
—2
Thurs —15
clear
clear
Fri
—3
13—
clear
clear
\ .55
Sat
9—
snow
28—
snow
Sun
10—
21—
clear
clear
Mon
fair
snow
.02
—22
12—
Tucs
6—
24—
fair
clear
The thermometer at this station, owing, it
is believed, to the tempering effect of the
water, averages five degrees higher than at
postoffice square. It has also been noted that
the temperature at 1 a. m. is usually two or
three degrees higher thau at daylight.

—deserve the complete

of these boxes at i-f or more per year.

Mae

ELLSWORTH.

given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight; snowfall is, oi course,

—Your precious papers, notes, deeds, mortgaes, etc.

one

IN

Can you

particulars.

A regular meeting of Irene chapter, O.
E. S., will be held Friday evening.

Lygonia lodge, F. and AM., will work
the second degree Thursday evening.

Advertisement
to inforn, every reader of The

ments with the lowest

American, who has need
policies combine broad protection
possible rates.

C. W.

&

8

surance

that all cur

F.

L_.

ELLSWORTH,

Property

Fire

and

prompt settle

MASON,
MAINE

be protected from fire

owners will

of any kind of in-

by placing their

Insurance

with E. J. WALSH. ELLSWORTH.

Parcher

KLs

The Druggist

Can Help YOU and Your

Pets.

DOG BREAD; Dr. Daniels kind
for vour dog or puppy.
for your cat or
CAT CRUMBS
kitten.
lOc
Catnip Ball, the cat toy,
MEDICINES, for dog, cat, horse or
All Dr. Daniels’—with free
book on care and treatment of all
these animals.
cow.

Parcher
^

^
The

,

Farmer
Wheat

m

the

The

People Raise Families
The Families Have Appetites

And Raise Ned
If

They Haven’t Good Bread.
That’s Why

WE RAISE GOOD BREAD
For You to Buy.
,, r*

Druggist.

i

i

Raises

the

A. HOT.Z,
Main and Franklin
Sts., Ellsworth

WANTED
Representatives in all surrounding
towns to sell the only real iion-conand

Health

Accident

Phone 61-2.

Whether it’s a range or a fur

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by
Main Street,

Ellsworth.

STRAW
BALED HAY and just
Exceptionally good

ceived.
bale.

lot

^fc'nds of

Price reasonable by ton

or

...

The old Hale Stable.

prices on
ELLSWORTH
COATS Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
in

repairing promptly done

ounce, of performance to
every
*B
M TBv
advertieemente
at

AMERICAN.

m., 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p. m.
will be enrolled after 5 p.

a.

No

m.

to 1

p.

new names

Grand

through

wa3

the ice to

unable to break

Bluehill village.

• MO
PAY, NO WA8HI1.”
donei at short notice.
All kind* of laundry work
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY * CO.
Kllaworth. Me
Cstey Building, State St..

^AdvertUerein^Tal AMERICAN
capturing the trade,

professional

men

and

public

school teachers to start a public Montessori kindergarten for children between
the ages of two and six years. The need
of such a school has long been felt in

ore

pretty

and

with this

strong, conservative institution

am>tru»niunt&

by

very effective. Miss Helen
awarded the prize for the

Nealley
prettiest

costume.

Charles Bowden,

brother of Morris
Bowden, of Ellsworth, died suddenly Sunday at his home in East Bucksport, aged
a

sixty-seven

years. He was unmarried, and
leaves besides his brother here, two sisters

Mrs. Mary J. Eldridge, whoresided with
and Mrs. Phoebe Tripp, of Bar Harand another brother, Newell Bow-

him,
bor;

many

♦

It is not necessary that you should come
to the bank in person if you desire to open an account. Your deposit

privileges

vice and to

$

be sent

and broader business relations to ask and

use our

by

Buy
Every Box

of Rexall Cold

Tablets
not

Satisfactory.
E. G. Moore, 'To0"

ad-

mail and your

^

O

sistance.

.%

that

♦

If you

have bad

no

business with this bank,
we can render.

we

feel

confident

J

\
s

t

3

you will appreciate the service

4
*

♦

Union Trust

l

j

Company

of Ellsworth

I
i

l

EVERY Man, Woman and Child Ought to SAVE

•

That is the earnest and repeated exhortation of all the
good and wise men who have lived. To learn to save
is really the first important lesson of life.

•
*

J
Hancock County Savings Bank,
ESTABLISHED 1873.
Z
Z Next Interest quarter March 1,1914
Ellsworth, Me.
REPUBLICAN CAUCUS.
Dr.

gor this week, stopping at the Colonial,
while delivering his course of lectures on

“Roman Law” at the University of Maine
law school. The lectures, given once in
three years, are open to the entire student

as

A. C. Hagerthy the Unanimous
Choice for Mayor.

In spite of a storm of blizzard
proportions, there was a good crowd out at the
caucus
republican
Saturday evening.
The caucus was called to order by R. E.
Mason, of the city committee.
Col. H. E.
was chosen chairman and M. Y.
McGown secretary.
J. F. Knowlton, in placing in nomination Dr. A. C. Hagerthy for mayor,

Hamlin

spoke

at

Ford,

a

devoted young

was

and

seconded

ballot for the caucus.
Fred B. Marden, the present street commissioner, was unanimously nominated
for street commissioner. This year, for
for the first time under the amended city

charter,

the street commissioner wdll

be

elected

by the voters instead of by the
board of aldermen.
Before the general caucus adjourned,
R. M. Campbell extended the invitation
of
Dr.
to
Hagerthy
everyone
his guest at the
present to be
Bijou theatre after the adjournment of
the caucus, and the enjoyable evening that
followed was in the nature of a big ratification of the nominations made.

The caucuses of wards 1, 2, 3 and 5 wrere
j held after the general'eaucus, that of ward
4 being held at Agricultural hall in the
The nominees for aldermen
afternoon.

j

;

are:

Ward 1, Walter J. Clark, jr.
2, Frank R. Moore.
3, Owen H. Treworgy.

4, Charles G. Moore.
5, Howard B. Moor.
COMING EVENTS.

follows:

Richard

length

eloquently. The
by Roy C.
Haines, and was made unamanious, Mr.
Knowlton being instructed to cast a single
some

nomination

her

ELLSWORTH.

husband,
Roy C Haines

Wednesday evening, Feb. 18, at MethoMolly, his wife.Mrs C R Burrill dist vestry—Supper by aid society and
Robert Sheppard, Molly’s brother,
ladies of Foresters; 25 cents.
body of the school, and practicing lawyers
Walter Allen
“These lectures,” says Max Ten
also are invited.
Wednesday evening, Feb. 18, at HanEych, a chum of Robert,
Dean Walz, “enable the lawyer to get out
“The Elopement of Ellen,’*
Harold Gould cock hall
of his own system of law; they enable him Dorothy Marck, engaged to Max, a guest
under auspices of January social comof Mrs Ford.Margaret King mittee of Congregational church.
to see impressions of common law; they
point out methods of improvement in our June Haverhill, Wellesley ’06, who is doFriday, Feb. 20, at Court hall, 200 Hunting some special investigation for
administration of justice.
The great inington ave., Boston—Bluebill reunion.
economics course during the summer,
terest of the lectures consists in showing
Hazel Giles
Friday evening, Feb. 20, at Society hall
how the principles of evolution apply to
John Hume, rector of St. Agnes,
—Dance given by Monaghan after basketthe Roman law, and how these principles
Clarence Tapley
ball game.
should be kept alive in our own generaSaturday evening, Feb. 21, at Society
tion.”
—

The
cock

democratic
hall

last

Cunningham
mended for

Killed at
caucus was

held at Han-

evening. Mayor John A.
was
unanimously recom-

third term

mayor. There
nomination for
street commissioner between Joseph Morrison and Jeremiah Hurley. Mr. Morrison

lively

a

as

contest for the

tifty-six

votes and

Mr.

The meeting of the literature club last
Monday evening with Mrs. E. J. Collins
was of special interest.
The feature of
the evening was the paper on Queen Wilhelmina, of Holland, written and read by
Mrs. Lewis P. Tapley, of Bucksport, who
was the guest of the club.
The paper was
one written by Mrs. Tapley some years
ago, and the Ellsworth club, which this
year is studying Holland, invited her to
read it here. The paper was ably written
and effectively read, and members of the

Green Lake.

hall—Dance.

James E. Henry, freight brakeman, was
killed at Green Lake station Saturday
afternoon, while coupling cars. No one
saw' just how' the accident happened, but
it is

supposed

between

the

Hurley picked up,

Mr. Morrison was declared
tifty-one,
the nominee.
The ward nominations
were not Ailed, the city committee being
instructed to All vacancies.
Harry Jones,
2d, was nominated for alderman in ward
1 and John A. Stuart in ward 2.
Nominations for aldermen in wards 3 and 5 were
not made. Ward 4 holds its caucus to-day.
Nominations papers have not been signed
by the candidates named, and it is impossible to-day to say just how the ticket
for aldermen will be made up.
and

Back

receive

deposits promptly acknowledged by us.
We make it a point that every business transaction with our patrons
shall be satisfactory.
We want each one to feel free to come to us in
all matters in which our experience and advice will be of value and as-

!can

j

facilities.

husband, she leaves one
Mrs.
Mrs. William Royal.
Successful.
daughter
Frazier was an estimable woman, a good
To-night at Hancock hall “The ElopeThe funeral
neighbor and loyal friend.
ment of Ellen” w’ill be presented by a
was held at the home Tuesday afternoon, ;
local cast, under the auspices of the JanuRev. T. S. Ross officiating.
ary social committee of the CongregaFormer Chief-Justice Emery is in Bantional church. The cast of characters is

received

We

is

It leads to

pleas-

The
crepe paper costumes
many of the ladies added a brilliant touch to the party. The costumes
worn

—

account

great deal to you in convenience and security.

a

affair.

ant

was a

re-

Horses to let for work or driving.
Ellsworth.
F. h. Osgood,

David friend

of next week from 9

a

J. P. ELDRIDGE,

R

Friday

business and

nace—if it is

% Reduction

board of registration will be in sesTuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and

The
sion

Effort is being made in town by parents,

CLARION.

a

bank

worth

—

The
Ellsworth
recently-organized
athletic club basket-ball team lost its
first game with an out-of-town team to
Hancock A. A. at Hancock last Thursday
evening. Score, 35-15.

Monday the steamer

„

wras

j

♦

i

Monday evening,

A

♦

i

Besides

reunion.

her way

the-:

J

The crepe paper dancing party given by
the Unitarian club at Odd Fellows hall

was

I

Bank

a

Account

den, of Bucksport.
Ellsworth club expressed their appreciaThe house owned by Herman E Hill, on
Supper will be served at the Unitarian
tion of Mrs. Taplev’s kindness. During
State street, was gutted by fire Monday
vestry Wednesday eveniDg of next w’eek.
the evening there was a soio by Mrs. Allon
The house
was
occupied by
Miss Alice Garland is spending a vaca- evening.
Royal and a quartette by Mrs. Royal,
tion of three weeks at Somersworth, Fred Hunton, but he was not at home
Mrs. E. E. Rowe, Mrs. J. P. Eldridge and
when the fire broke out.
He lost his
N. H.
Mrs. H. E. Rowe. The next meeting of
household goods. The house was practiThe missionary society of the Congregathe club will he held March 2 with Mrs.
The loss is partially covcally
destroyed.
tional church will meet at the parsonage
Elmer E. Rowe.
ered by insurance. It is supposed the tire
next Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock.
The convention of Odd Fellows of the
caught around the chimney.
The Ellsworth reunion w'ill be held in
To-morrow*
Donaqua lodge, K. of P. twenty-second and twenty-third districts,
Boston Friday evening of next week.
will entertain M. L. Stevens lodge, of held in Ellsworth last Friday, was one of
Several Ellsworth residents plan to atWest Sullivan, in a celebration of the the most successful ever held in this juristend.
fiftieth anniversary of the order. It is diction. The committee from the home
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lake are being
had left nothing undone that would
expected that many members of other lodge
congratulated by their many friends on lodges will be present. There will be a add to the enjoyment of the visiting Odd
the advent of a little daughter, born yesA feature of the convention
banquet at 6.30, and in the evening Fellows.
terday.
the degree team from Stevens lodge will which distinguished it from all previous
Thermometers in Ellsworth registered work the rank of knighthood in long conventions was the attendance of so
24 to 28 below zero last Thursday morning, form.
many grand officers. Those present were
Grand Master Ellery Bowden, of Winterand again Monday morning, and from 22
Miss Emilie Young scored another
to 26 below this morning.
port; Deputy Grand Master Harry W.
as
a
of
social
affairs
at
manager
triumph
of Augusta; Grand Warden John E.
Mrs.W. Donlin, who, with little son the concert and ball of Pullen’s orchestra Reid,
of Bar Harbor; Grand Secretary
Clarence, has been visiting her parents, last Wednesday evening. In spite of the Bunker,
William W. Cutter, of Westbrook, and
Alec Pirie and wife, in Trenton, has rebitterly cold night, there was a good at- Grand
Representative Leon F. Higgins, of
turned to her home in Quebec.
tendance. While the difficulty of heating
Brewer.
But for illness or other unThis evening, the ladies’ aid society of the hall detracted somewhat from the enavoidable reason, all the elective officers of
the Methodist church and the ladies of joyment of the concert, this was forgotten
the grand lodge would have been present.
the Order of Foresters will serve a public by the dancers who enjoyed the program
District Deputy Grand Master Ward W.
of dances which followed. The ladies of
Methodist
at
the
vestry.
supper
Wescott, of Biuehill, presided at the consold rethe
improvement
society
Village
Dr. Harry C. Mason and wife, of Old
vention. The exemplification of the work
freshments.
Town, with their two little daughters,
throughout the afternoon and evening was
Mrs. John W. Frazier died Saturday at of a high
spent Sunday in Ellsworth with Dr.
order, and the social features of
her home on Sterling street, aged sixty the convention were most
Mason’s parents, C. W. Mason and wife.
enjoyable.
Mrs. Frazier had been ill for some
Capl. N. H. Means and his granddaugh- years.
time, from rheumatic troubles. An atter, Evelyn Osgood, left to-day for Boston.
ELLEN ELOPES TO-NIGHT
tack of grip was followed by pneumonia,
Capt. Means will visit his daughters there
which was the immediate cause of death.
for a few weeks, and attend the Ellsworth
Plans All Made and Promise to be

m. Friday.
Captain-General Edward R. Malpolicy ever issued.
let will pay his official visit of inspection
This is the largest company in the to Blanquefort commandery, K. T., next
world, and we offer a grand opportu- Monday evening. Work, order of the temnity to the right men, either whole or ple. A banquet will be served at 6.30.
Bluehill bay froze over Sunday night
Apply Continental
part time.
413
Fidelity for the first time this winter, says The
Casualty Company,
American’s Bluehill Falls correspondent.
Trust Building, Portland, Maine.

testable

I

avenue, New York. Ellsw'orth friends of
the bride extend congratulations.

were

The Value of

\

to furnish cake.

are

school

Registered mail should be at postoffice
an

an-

The city schools will be in session next
Monday, Feb. 23. The last legislature
abolished some holidays, and Washington’s birthday was made optional with the

POSTOFFICE

a m;

♦O4O*OV©4©*«*a#O40#O#O»040^0*O#O»0#0*O*a#O*):♦o^o^o^o
have

shaken up, and was confined to her bed
several days. Mr. Smith was not injured.

MAILS RECEIVED.

aftbrrtiBtmfiua.

interested in the proa trained

Those

Mrs. Smith

effect Feb. 2, 1914.

From West—7.13 a m; 4.14 p m.
From East—11.06, am; 5 86,10.52 p

Ellsworth.

ject are trying now to secure
kindergarten teacher.
Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F., will

he

slipped

rails.

but died

He

on

ice

was

or

snow

alive when

special train
on which he was being taken to Bangor.
Henry was thirty-two years old, and
lived in Bangor. He leaves a widow.
on

the

C. Austin was summoned in
the case. The inquest was held at his undertaking rooms in Ellsworth this morning. The jury was as follow's: John A.
Coroner H.

Cunningham, foreman; David Friend, A.
W. Curtis, C. P. Dorr, Walter J. Clark, jr.,
and

hearing of the case was not finished
morning, a recess being taken to this

afternoon.

Feb.

24,

at

Odd Fel-

Fellows’ sociable.

Wedenesday evening, Feb. 25, at Untarian vestry—Supper, 25 cents.
Friday, Feb. 27, at Paul Revere hall,
Ellsworth
Mechanics building, Boston
reunion. Tickets, 50 cents; refreshments,
—

10 cents.

Friday, Feb. 28, at Ellsworth high
school—Examination for State teachers*
certificates.

Wednesday evening, March 4, at Unitarian

vestry

—

Pierrot and Pierrette enter-

tainment.

The

J. H. Brimmer.

The
this

Tuesday evening,
lows hall—Odd

who sighs for the lost dreams
boyhood could probably bring them
back by eating one of his boyhood
Bupman

of his

per s.

ahhttttettnents.

MONEY
On

Improved,

Municipal

and

to

LOAN

Productive Real Estate; on Collateral and Commercial

Other Bonds of

C. C. BURRILL & SON,

Paper.
Also dealers in
approved legality and ascertained strength}
•

16 State St,

Ellsworth, Me

SjrwMvtistmnvoL

fHutual Bmclit Column.

SUNDAY_SCHOOL.
Lesson VIII.—First Quarter, For
Feb. 22. 1914.

i

of the

Memory
Luke

by

Lesson, Luke xli, 1-12.
8. 9—Golden Text,

8—Commentary

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—It is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

Prepared

Rev. D. M. Stearns.

all communications

Loan

ever

to

Rudyard Kipling.

tu

times

judge each other harshly,
Knowing not life’s hidden force;
Knowing not the fount of action
Ah!

we

“After taking the second bottle I noticed that the headache was not so bad,
I rested better, and my nerves were
stronger. I continued its use until it
made a new woman of me, and now I
can hardly realize that I am able to do
Whenever I know any
so much as 1 do.
woman in need of a good medicine I
highly praise Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegMrs. Frank
etable Compound.”
Clark, 3146 N. Tulip St, Richmond,Pa.

Could we judge allldeeds by motives
That surround each other’s lives,
See the naked heart and spirit.
Know what spur the action gives,
Often we should find it better,
Purer than we judge we should,
We should love each other better

Could we judge all deeds by motives,
See the good.and bad within.
Often we should love the sinner
All the while we loathe the sin.
Could we know the powers working
To overthrow integrity,
We should judge each other’s errors

ware

With

more

of their

inter

reading?

1

use

erly be called

the

winter advisedly, for the winter
with its longer evenings and its periods
of excessivel cold gives many the only
opportunity of the year for the enjoyword

papers and magazines.
The “combination offers” of various publications make it possible to secure good
ment

of^books

and

greatly

reduced expense.
Then there is another thing to be

reading

at

sidered:

occupation or
some periodihis line. Right
fathers to help

calling he’can find

printed especially

here is

con-

one’s

whatever

business
cal

a

a

chance

in

for the

boys. If a boy shows an interest in
any particular branch of work, it may be
machinery, it may be electxicity,no matter
what, so long as it be that kind which
will lead to anjhonest and honorable livelihood, provide him with some book or
magazine that treats of that subject which
their

interests him.

My heart goes ont in sympathy to those
boys whose fathers and mothers decide for
them w hat calling they shall follow, regardless of their own wishes or tastes; on
the other hand my sympathies go out to
the parents who object to football and
flying-machines. So on the whole 1 don’t
see but that every
family will have to
work out its own problems.
I was mentally workiDgon this question
to-day: What is the proportion of the
benefit we get from our own experience
and the experience of others? In other
words, how much of the experience of
others do we actually make use of? Somewhere way back in the days of long ago,
I

seem

remember

to

“Experience

which read:

but fools will learn
I

sort of

in no

is

a

a

BRIEF QUOTATIONS.

Man}*

It takes

many

old,

Are

a

plucking

Now

statement*

one

we

from

been

tossing

uuwise.

to close

with:

our
we

difficulties
spent

In

a

“Wimmen certainly ain’t got no con“What’s the matter, John?”

those cases,
the experiof those who have ruined their own

sistency.”

by following that same course?
Touching on this subject of experience
reminds me that I have really drifted
around to the M. B. cause—that of helping
each other by our own experiences.
So
let us have more of them, and perhaps we

“Me wife chased me out wid a rollin’
this morning and then cried because I
home without kissing her goodby.”

lives

thine”

helps the

“mine

pin

left

ilt'jcrt-jenmTUg.

TWO HOME WOMEN
TALKED ABOUT HAIR

or

most.

Dear Au ft

Madge:
morning of our arrival'off Santa Monica
was especially beautiful.
As we were makiug port it was just dawn. The Sierra Madre

lot

coin.”

ence

shall be able to decide whether

a

going to law.” “Well?” “I
understand the jury settled matters by

along

assuredly
why not profit by

Kipling

can

But to enter on any course
in life where danger-signals are strewn
is

thy gown.

“We could have settled
by tossing a coin. Instead

upholstered.

way,

at

Two

The

!

women

met in

our

store

the other

day, when one of them said:
“My, how pretty your hair looks! What

have you been doing to it!”
into view at gray dawn and
“Why, I have been using Harmony Hair
with
of
the
and
lighted up
approach
sun,
for the past two weeks,” was
when the sun came up I could see shadow ; Beautider
chasing shadow along mountain slopes and the reply.
“Why, indeed!” replied the tirst wojumping canyons. Tome the Beene was es- !
pecially pleasing, and I felt very much elated man, “that is just what I am using. Isn’t
over future prospects. The climate seemed
it great, and don’t yeu think my hair
to be all one could desire.
shows a lot of improvement?”
When we had come to land I could see
Harmony Hair Beautider ie becoming
nothing that looked like the swamps I was
all the rage among both men and women
told I would find in this section, and I felt no j
who are particular in the care of their hair.
ill effects from miasmatic conditions.
There
is named—a hair beautiwere no such conditions. The outlook for me j It is just what it
der. It seems to polish and burnish the
was good in so far as I could then see. I felt
it
glossy, silky-soft, and
willing to make a trial for the improvement hair, making
to put
of my health and for business to furnish me ! more easy
up in graceful, wavy
Contains no oil,
folds that “stay put”.
my bread and clothes.
and will not change color of hair or darkThere was a little span—it could not prop- en it.
Simply sprinkle a little on your
hair each time before brushing it.
To keep your hair and scalp dandruffFeel Miserable?
free and clean, use Harmony Shampoo.
Out of sorts, depressed, pain in the back— This
liquid shampoo gives an instantaneElectric Bitters renews your health and
lather that immediately
strength. A guaranteed Liver and Kidney ous, rich, foaming
to every part of the hair and
remedy.
Money back if not satisfied. It penetrates
completely cured Bobert Madsen, of West scalp, insuring a quick and thorough
Burlington, Iowa, who suffered from viru- cleansing. It is washed off just as quickly,
lent liver trouble for eight months.
After the entire operation taking only a few
four doctors gave him up he took Electric moments.
Harmony Hair Beautider, fl.00
Bitters and is now a well man. Get a bottle
Shampoo, 50c. Both guaranteed
to-day; it will do the same for you. Keep in Harmony
the house for all liver and kidney complaints. to satisfy you in every way, or your
Perfectly safe and dependable. Its results money back. Sold only at the more than
will surprise you. 60c. and $1.00. H. £. Buck- \ 7,000 Rexall Stores, and in this town only
leu St Co*,Philadelphia or St. Louis.
by us—E. G. Moore, Ellsworth, Me.
mountains

came

;

|

j

Ply,

March 7— Meeting of Hancock
grange with East Bluehill grange.

Saturday,

RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOKHVILLE.
grange met Feb. 12, thirty
all dressed in rags. The prize

Rainbow

present,
Sidney
was given to Bernice Gray and
Snow as the “poorest” dressed couple. A

good program

safer

Sedgwick grange met Feb. 13, thirty
present. Two were elected to membership
and three

instructed in the first and

were

degrees. At the next meeting the
third and fourth degrees will be given,
with a harvest supper.
second

_

Greene; readings,

master and

over-

POMONA.

HANCOCK

with Brooklin
present. The address of

Pomona

grange Feb. 10; 160
welcome was given

met

by

Laurel

Gray

and

re-

sponse by Bro. Grieve. Fifteen received
A brown-tail moth conthe fifth degree.
It is hoped each
test is soon to begin.
will enter.

grange

given by the

A fine

program

was

LAMOINE, 284.

Tuesday

Grace

j life;

Lincoln

was

Lamoine grange.
meeting, and there

It

night in
full-moon
a large attendance.
sketch of Lincoln’s

was

was

Hodgkins gave

a

the

Audrey Hodgkins
gave a piano duet; Austin Conary, Eunice
Coggins and Ellen Kice gave readings;
the

Lewis

master

Smith’told

and

Lincoln story, and the
Lincoln’s
Gettysburg
speecb. One candidate was received and
instructed in the first two degrees. The
master

a

recited

February

committee

served

cake

and

coffee.

NICOLIN,|389,

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

Nicolin grange met Jan. 17, twenty-six
members andlone visitor from Greenwood
grange present. Committees for the year
were appointed.
The program included
talk on State highway by Bro. Davis;
readings, Louisa Moore and Nettie Austin; remarks by Sister Erma Jordan, of
Greenwood grange.

meeting

next

Washington

there

program.

should furnish

something

Each

hand,

sist disease.

If Kexall Olive Oil Emulsion doesn't
build your child up, feed the stunted,
and make the little one
puny muscles,
lively, strong, well, and full of the animal

children Bre meant by nature to
come back and tell us mid get your
money back. We don’t want you lo lose
We think this is no more than
a cent.
lair, and it leaves you no cause to hesitate.
for convalescents
For old people also
for all who are nervous, tired-out, rundown, no matter what the cause—we offer
Kexall Olive Oil Emulsion w ith the same

spirits
have,

—

—

of entire satisfaction or money
7,000 Kexall
by us. fl.dO,
Stores,
E. G. Moore, cor. opp. postofflee, Ellsworth, Me.

DON’T GROW BALD
Use Parisian Sage.
If your hair is getting thin, losing
its natural color, or has that matted,
lifeless and scraggy appearance, the
reason is evident—dandruff and failure to keep the hair
roots properly

nourished.

Parisian Sage applied daily for a
week and then occasionally is all that
is needed. It removes dandruff with
oue application; almost immediately
stops falling hair and itching head: invigorates the scalp and makes lull,
stringy hair soft, abundant and iad nit
with life.
Equally good for men,
women or children—everyone needs it.
A large bottle of this delightful hair
tonic can be had from G. A. Pareher
or any drug counter for 50 cents.
You
will surely like Parisian Sage. There
is no other "Just its good”—Try it
now.

r|HUB-MARK
RUBBERS

will be a
member

for entertain-

ment.
BAY

Only

VIEW,

287,[SALISBURY

{

COVE.

handful of the faithful and tireless were out to the regular meeting Feb.
treat,
From attorneys and barges, ’od rot ’em— 11, the
glass registering 10 below zero.
For the lawyers are Just at the top of the
Two were instructed in the
degree of
street.
labor and culture.
And the barges are Just at the bottom.
W. M. Julien Emery gave report of the
Pomona meeting at Hancock Feb. 7. The 1
"The Finest Speech In English."
The finest speech In English of the paper on “Home Nursing without a
last half century was delivered at Get- Nurse”, by Mrs. B. B. Lyon, was full of
tysburg—a speech made by a man who help and practical suggestions. The chief
had been a country farmer and a dis- interest centred on Judge Benson’s talk on
trict lawyer—which ranks among the interstate commerce law and the public |
glories and the treasures of mankind. utilities bill.he Characterized bv himself sb
held the attention throughI escape the task of deciding which is dry matter,
out, and many regretted that he did not
the masterpiece of British eloquence talk longer.
Judge Benson, like other i
by awarding the prize to Ahrahani keen observers, was struck with the possibilities for good there is in the grange
Lincoln.—Lord Curzon at Cambridge It is
true; a live grange can touch and deUniversity.
velop phases of family life that the church
even cannot, for obvious reasons.
A Practical Woman.
Our idea of a practical woman is
“Please, ma’am, there’s a poor man at
one who can get as much
pleasure out the door with wooden legs,” said the ser- ;
of changing the chiffonier to where the vant.
“Well, what can we do with i
dresser stood and the dresser to where wooden legs? Tell him we don’t
want
the chitTonier stood as she would find any,”
replied the young mistress.
in buying a new rug for the dining
“What’s your earning capacity, young
room.—Galveston News.
man?”
“I’m afraid none at all, sir.”
“Then, how on earth do you expect to
The Tortoise.
support my daughter if I consent to her
Men live faster than women. When marrying you?” “To 6e frank
with you,
we married, at the age of
twenty- sir, I haven’t given it a thought, fiecently
three, our wife was twenty-two.
I have been so busy
trying to get a reThat was eighteen years ago, and duction in my income tax that—”
“Take
we are now forty-one. Our
wife, how- her, my boy—God bless you both!”
ever, has not yet reached twenty-seven.—Clnnamlnson Scimitar.
a

A Source of Supply Gone.
Bob—Ain’t it awful that Dick is going to get married? Jack—What’s awful about it?
Bob—Why, Dick was
such an easy guy to borrow money
from!—Puck.

See that the Hub-Mark is on the
robber before you buy. It is your
insurance of Standard First Quality
RubberFootwear for every purpose
SOLD BY

CENTURY

BOOT

SHOE,

KLUWOETH.

W. H. BLAISDELL,
FRAN RUN

L.

■

YOUNG,

E.

CORBA.

■
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OXIDAZE TABLETS
the latest, safest, best remedy for

*

BRONCHIAL ASTHMA

I
I

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR

M

Satisfaction

COUGHS
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j
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E. O. MOOKE,
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V All Growing Children
nourishment for
on
<j®P*n<lent
as men

'"Sf health
established
in
out
heln

and women is

childhood.

growth.
largely

U
bloodless, tired when rising, withImhS«nnhild Toay
lan?uid,’
cheeks, Scott’s Emulsion is
wonderful
°r

a

it

nature’s grandest body-building
delPr-tJv Presses
BC8ted l^at the blood absorbs its

j

and

carrief^i**1
“ *° eTery

fats

“PrtlfC-

No alcohol
\

or

so

strength

or«fan and tissue and fibre.
“ »dd* flesh-strensthens
the bones—make*
them sturdy, active and healthy.

w— n.

The winds and waves are always on
the side of the ablest navigators.—Gibbon.

On the other

contains no alcohol or habit-lorming
drugs, wbich most parents object to giving their children. It does its good work
by taking hold of the weakness and
builds the body up to its natural strength,
at the same time makingiit stroog to reit

ODly at the
and in this town only

PENOBSCOT, 240.

Last

digestion improved.

fuarantee
Sold
ack.

host grange.

Penobscot grange met Feb. 13, forty
present. The hall was decorated in honor
of Lincoln’s birthday. An attendance contest was started between the brothers and
! sisters, the'losing side to furnish supper.

To which Sir George Rose retaliated:
Why should Honesty fly to some safer re-

In a Bad Way.
Fond Parent—Do you think I ought
to have my daughter's voice cultivated?
Absentminded Visitor—I should
think you ought to have something
done for it!

GIVE THAT PUNY CHILD
THIS GUARANTEED REMEDY

If your child is under-weight, listless,
ailing, liable to get sick easily, it needs a
medicine to boild its weight and strength.
HARVEST HOME, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange has held no meetFor this purpose there is nothing else we
ing since Jan. 10, on account of stormy know of that we can so strongly endorse
The reweather. The grange has accepted an in- as Kexall Olive Oil Emulsion.
vitation to meet with Arbutus grange Feb* ] markable success of this splendid medicine
is due to the fact that it contains ingre2°dients that tone the nerves, enrich the
SEAGIRT, 471, SOUTH DEER ISLE.
blood and iurniab to the entire system
Seagirt grange met with a fair attend- the
strength, weight and health-building
for
One
ance.
membership
application
substance it needs. And it does all this
Bros.
were
stories
There
was received.
by
In fact,
without injuring the stomach.
Grant and Carman, and a song by the
Kexall Olive Oil Emulsion is not only
was
master. Bro. Ralph Johnson
reported
pleasant to take, but even the most sensivery ill.
tive stomach is benefited by it, and the

Hancock

the river and craft

atrcuwtK

—

recitation, Wendell Cbatto; song,
Alice Gray. At the next meeting the third
and fourth degrees will be conferred, followed by a harvest supper.

re-

health and

possible until they are reIf you suspect that
moved.
your child is suffering from
worms, do not lose another
| minute, but get a bottle of
this "me-tned, dependable
Trade Mark
Dr. True’s Elixir.
Discovered
remedy
bv my fattier, this compound hae, for over
fiO years, been growing in reputation as a
sure remedy for worms of all kinds and
tor keeping the stomach in the pink of
condition.
Send for list of symptoms.
Do not endanger your child’s health,
hut gel a bottle of Dr. True's Elixir, the
Family Laxative and Worm Expeller, at
At your
once.
Good for adults also.
Advice free.
dealer’s, 35c, 50c and fl
tor tapeworms.
treatment
Send
Special
for book.

seer;

moored at

Children

SEDGWICK, 244.

At the
some

j

presented.

was

to

is

reason.

Pomona

t

Honesty, fly; seek
treat.
on

are

train in

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

good

Danger

Childhood has many ills; but worms
whether pinworms or stomach worms’
must be vigorously guarded against,
kJ

cept by permission

Leona

Strand, ten attorneys
barges

Worms—A

esThis column is devoted to the Grange,
pecially to the granges of Hancock county.
the
The column is open to all grangers for
and
discussion of topics of general interest,
letters
Make
for reports of grange meetings.
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed exAll comof the writer.

478, SOUTH BROOK8VILLE.
Harborside grange met Feb. 11; forty
present. Seven were instructed in first and
second degrees.
Program: Piano solo,

Two Wits and a Street.
Craven street. Strand, London, once
produced quite a competition among
epigrammatists. James Smith, one of
the authors of the "Rejected Addresses," who died there in 1839, wrote:
In Craven street,
find place.
And ten dark coal
its base.

atrantiBnncntft,

2lmong tlje ©rangers.

HARBOR8IDE,

Britain’* Conscience Fund.
Much more money has been sent
anonymously to the British government's conscience fund than to that
of the American government. The first
recorded payment of this kind was the
sum of $1,800, sent to Pitt in
1789.
with a letter requesting him to apply
the money “to the use of the state in
such manner that the nation may not
suffer by its having been detained from
tliq public treasury. You are implored
to do this for the case of conscience
to nn honest man.” Nearly every year
since then the chancellor of the exchequer has received a certain amount
of conscience money. In 1841 the
chancellor received $70,000 from a person who stated that he had engaged
In smuggling for many years, and that
this sum represented all his profits
therefrom.
One year the conscience
money forwarded by British taxpayers
totaled $80,000.

For there's craft
on the street.

do is to learn how to do our
work, to be masters of our materials instead
of servants, and never be afraid of anything
All

of money in

the

genius when all that

At any rate, a woman’s shoes haven’t yet
reached the point where they button up the
back.

proverb

hard doctrines have

a

But thou go forth and do thy deed
In forest and in town,
Nor sigh for ease while pain and need

Possibly time may have softened it, and it
may be it is expressed more mildly now;
sort of “padded” to make it fit easier, as
so

acts like

indigestion.

strong man to be mean. When
I give a tip ’tie not because I want to, but because I’m afraid of what the waiter’ll think.

dear Bchool,

a

a man

ails him is

other."

think that is too hard

"Give me your hat and coat," she
said.
“I will hang them away, for 1
can see that you are tired.
Have you
had a hard day at the office, dear?”
“l’es,” he replied. “I’m all fagged
out.”
“I’m sorry. But never mind. I feel
sure that things will take a turn for
the better soon.
I’ve got a surprise
for you—the maid has prepared a nice
chicken stew, the kind you like so
well. Shall I run upstairs and get your
slippers ?’’
“Never mind, little woman,” he re.plied, pushing his hand into his pocket,
“how much do you want?”—Chicago
Record-Herald.

This accounts for the enormous demand
for it from coast to coast. If you are
troubled with any ailment peculiar to
women why don’t you try Lydia E.
It
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound?
will pay you to do so.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.
a stretch of railroad—between
the ocean and the inland city of my hunt. I
boarded a train and it took me through a
wide valley, and I saw large bands of cattle
and sheep feeding thereon. I had never before seen so many cattle and sheep.
The
latter were dirty, not at all like white sheep
of a New England pasture.
When I arrived in Los Angeles, after thirty
minutes' ride, perhaps, at a very small depot,
I got into a free bus for the hotel that seemed
to be the one for the crowd. It had a bar for
dispensing beer and other liquors. The price
of beer was a “bit” a glass, a short “bit” being ten cents, long “bit” fifteen. If the customer threw down ten cents, that paid for
bis glass of beer, but if he threw down two
“bits”—a quarter—the bartender would give
him only ten cents in change. No change
less than ten cents in circulation, so far as I
could see.
I remained at the hotel for dinner only,
then went in search of a private family for a
I had an idea thatj might find such
room.
quarter. I found a room to suit me in a house
occupied by a doctor and his family. It was
a very quiet place. It is now in the very
business center. If I had bought that house
and lot I might be a millionaire now.
I
walked right over fortunes every day and
didn’t know it. I found in this house two
Maine roomers. They were music teachers.
Feeling pretty sure that I had struck the
right roost. I pulled my grass hammock out
of my trunk and hung it up to two trees in
the garden. This was the first garden that I
had ever seen with such profusion of flower
and birds.
Susan.

He Capitulated.
His wife met him at the door. His
dinner had been waiting for thirty
minutes, but she was smiling sweetly.
Her hair was done up in a becoming,
style, and she looked ten years younger than usual.
She put her arms around his neck,
drew his head down and kissed him

sweetly.

Vegetable Compound has restored their
health when suffering with female ills.

patient charity.

wr

j
|

Women Have Been Telling Women
for forty years how Lydia E. Pinkham’s

Dear M. B. Family:
I said,to B. E. S., who passed me the
above poem, that I never knew “Rudyard”
could write a poem like that, so I suppose
it must be j that I had not understood
Some way I had the impression he
: him.
was not that kind.
Really I should have
remembered “Best W| Forget ’.
In the voluminous writings of to-day I
only wonder that we do not “lose ourselves” altogether. What do the nieces
and nephews find especially good in the
course

I

—

only understood.

we

my

uu

feet and what I did do was by great
effort I could not sleep at night and
of course felt very bad in the morning,
and had a steady headache.

Is less turbid at its source;
not amid the evil
All the golden grains of good;
And we’d love each other4better
If we only understood.

If

ue

a

Seeing

ue-

of false teachers and teaching,
for formalism and rationalism and
The
worldliness are ever increasing.
Tharisee was all for form and outward
show, even though professing to believe some things. The Sadducee had
for anything sui>ernatural.
no
use
while Herod, though somewhat religious. preferred the sinful pleasures of
this world (Acts xxiii, 8: Mark vi, 20).
There is no place in the Bible where
leaven ever signifies anything good.
In Lev. vli, 13; xxiii. 17. where leaven
was commanded to be offered. It represented sin in us and in our service,
as is explained in Amos lv, 5, margin.
In the parable in Matt. till. 33. it refers to the corruption of the food given in the churches in this age of "the
mysteries of the kingdom," which Is
set forth in the parables of the sower,
the tares, the mustard tree and the
We are rapidly approaching
leaven.
the time of the oven and the burning.
If we receive the word of God simply and heartily we shall know something of the hatred of the religious
world (John xvii. 14). even unto persecution and death (Rev. i, 9; 11. 10; xli.
17). but onr Lord teaches ns that the
death of the body is not a serious matter if we are truly His, for it will
mean for the believer real gain and
something very far better than remaining here (Phil, i, 21. 23). Therefore we
are not to fear It (verses 4, 7; Matt x.
28). He who cares for sparrows will
surely care for His own redeemed
ones, so that we may be as brave as
Daniel’s friends if we have faith in
God. The unsaved have every reason
to fear death, for to them it will mean
the torment of Luke xvi. 22. and finally the lake of fire (Rev. xx. 14. 15).
A true child of God is one who. seeing himself to be a sinner, has pleaded
guilty and cast himself upon the mercy of God in Christ, receiving Jesus
Christ as his own personal Saviour,
putting all his trust in the precious
blood shed for him on Calvary. Thus
one is able to say, “Being justified by
faith. I have peace with God" (Rom.
v, 1). None others are children of God.
according to the Serintures
Now, while God needs no evidence
of our sincerity in this apart from our
faith, for He reads the heart, it is necessary that men should see some evidence of our faith, for they can only
see faith as it is manifest in the lives
and the works of believers, according
to Eph. li. 10: Tit. iii. 8: hence that
other saying about confessing with
the mouth the Lord Jesus and showing faith by works (Rom. x. 9. 10: Jas.
li. 24).
There are those who walk in
the outward life as Christians, but
who mind earthly things and are the
enemies of the cross of Christ They
profess that they know God, but In
works they deny Him (Phil, iii, 18. 19:
Tit. i, 16).
It is not for us to judge them or to
say that they are or are not thus and
so.
He will see to that But we may
judge ourselves and consider well if
our faith in Christ is real and our life
corresponding in any measure thereto.
That there is a possibility of being
Baved and yet unrewarded is plainly
taught in I Cor. Ill, 11-15.
The last verse of our lesson is a
great comfort to those who are willing
to confess with their mouth, as well as
to such as may suddenly tie placed In
E difficult position.
Nothing can take
the place of reliance upon the Holy
Spirit both as our teacher and our utI have in my mind along
terance.
with verse 12 the comfort of Ex. iv.
12; Jer. i. 7-9: Prov. xxii. 18. and have
proved the reality of this comfort
times without number.
As to the sin against the Holy Spirit
■which hath no forgiveness. I under«tand it to be the persistent rejection
of the voice of the Spirit until the
heart becomes so hardened and the
ears so dull of hearing that His voice
Those who fear
Is heard no more.
that they have committed this sin are
the very ones who have no cause to
fear it for the very fact of their fear
shows that the Spirit is still dealing
with them.
Those who have committed this sin
are so hardened and rebellious that
they cannot be approached on the matter of their souls* welfare. They will
not listen to it

I drMiHfullv ninHown
state of health,
had internal troubles and was so extremely nervous and
prostrated that if I
had given in to my
feelings I would
have been in bed.
As it was I had
hardly strength at

*^

we knew the cares and trials,
Knew the efforts all in vain,
And the bitter disappointment,
Understood the loss and gain—
Would the grim eternal roughness
Seem—I wonder—just the same?
Should we help where now we hinder?
Should we pity where we blame?

All the wrong will be manifest in I
due time, and the right will prevail, so
that it Ls wise to live always in the
sight of the I.ord and seek in all things
His approval (1 Cor. iv. 3; II Tim. ii.
He had said on n previous occa15).
sion. "Beware of the leaven of the
Pharisees and of the Sadducees aud of
Herod.” but they were so dull that
they thought that He referred to literal
bread and not to false doctrine (Matt,
xvi, 6-11; Mark viii, 15).
neea

Vegetable
Compound I was in a

If

hypocrisy." As matters were consummating and the crisis approaching. He
was speaking more pointedly concerning some things.'

more

F

When I started

—

E. Pinkham’s

understAd.

if we

the leaven of the Pharisees, which Is

is

Richmond, Pa.

taking Lydia

THE AMERICAN,
Ellsworth. Me.

ing one with their ancestors In persecuting and killing the prophets, and
He had accused the lawyers of not
only refusing the truth themselves, but
Now He
of keeping it from others.
says to His disciples. “Beware ye of

mere

E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

to

He had In onr last lesson spoken of
the Pharisees as not only having a
mere outward religion, but also of be-

■

Though Sick and Suffering; At
Last Found Help in-Lydia

commanlcations, and lts success depends largely
on the support given It to this respect. Communications roust be signed, but the name of
writer will not be priuted except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

Verses.
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WOMAN WOULD
NOT GIVE UP

uHelpful and Hopeful.”

Its Motto:

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text

MADGE”.

EDITED BY "HUNT

Strang# Fact* About Sleep.
No scientist can explain what sleep'
really Is. Jl>st human beings sleep on
their sides, with the knees drawn up;
elephants always and horses commonly sleep standing up. Bats sleep
head downward, hanging by their hind
Birds, with the exception of
legs.
awls nnd the hanging parrots of India,
sleep with their heads turned tail ward
over the back and the beak thrust
among the feathers between the wing
and body. Storks, gulls nnd other long
legged birds sleep standing on one leg.
Ducks sleep on open water. To avoid
drifting shoreward they keep paddling
with one foot, thus making them move
in a circle.
Sloths sleep hanging by
their four feet, the head tucked in between their fore legs. Foxes and
wolves sleep curled up, their noses and
the soles of their feet closed together
and blanketed by their bushy tails.
Hares, snakes and fishes sleep with
their eyes wide open. Owls, in addition to their eyelids, have a screen
that they draw sideways across their
eyes to shut out the light, for they
sleep in the daytime. No one knows
whether insects sleep or not. Man is
the only animal that ever sleeps on its
back.—New York World.
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narcotic in Scott’s Emulsion,
just purity and strength. **
__
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jould touch him with the button of
her foil.
“Don’t you think, sir,’’ she
protested. “that it would be better for mo to
read to you?"
“No; it’s your business to amuse me,
and you must amuse me; not bore me.’’
“But the doctor; he wouldn’t allow it.”
“The doctor be hanged; he’s not here
to stop It.”

Philippa

Barton Hough was educated abroad,
and, after having attended schools
till he was eighteen, universities till
was twenty-six and taken post

he

till he was twentynine, his mother thought It time that
he returned to America.
It is not to be inferred that Mr.
Hough came out with great knowledge
from all this training. He had become
accustomed to European life and remained in the universities for the purit. The only thing
pose of prolonging
In which he had become proficient was
the use of the small sword, which he
learned at a German university.
However, when he had finished his
last postgraduate course he concluded
to take a rest in Paris, where he remained a year. Then Ills father died,
and he felt It incumbent upon him to
He found his mother very
go home.
lonely, and she begged him to stay
with her. He promised to do so, but
before long it became apparent that
he was sighing for those places where
people work a few hours a day or not
at all and enjoy themselves the rest of

graduate

courses

the time.
s
In order to get her son chained down
she desired that he should marry. Unfortunately for this plan Barton’s feminine associates abroad had not been
such as to inspire confidence in wotnen. He had been much pleased at one
But
time with a Russian countess.
she turned out to be an adventuress
and the sweet intercourse oeiween
An
them had turned to bitterness.

English girl. Lady Angela Courtney,
had been his next flame, but she had
married a nobleman of her own country, leaving the American In the lurch.
Mr. Hough, forgetting that “one
swallow does not make n summer”—
or two In bis case—came to consider all
women bereft of any sense of honor,
end he would have nothing to do with
them, or, rather, he would trust none
As to marrying, that was
of them.
out of the questiog.
One day Bnrton fell ill. His mother
was not strong enough to nurse him,
but he would have no one else. Finally when womout she suggested a
The young man was
trained nurse.
so enraged at the suggestion that bis
mother desisted. Finally in order to
relieve her he consented that she might
bring in a man to help her.
Mrs. Hough knew a young woman
who had become a trained nurse. This
girl, Adele Trevor, the good lady sent
for, and on her arrival said to her:
“Philippa, my son is ill and 1 must
have some one to take care of him.
What salary do you usually get?”
“Twenty-five dollars a week.”
“I will pay you double that sum, but
I have a requirement to make of you.
You must personate a man."
The girl hesitated, but she needed
money, and $50 a week was a temptation to her. Besides it was understood
that her duties would be rather to entertain the patient than to nurse him.
She accepted the position and Mrs.
Hough sent her to a tailor to be outfitted.
It became necessary to cut
off a wealth of hair, but her employer
gave her a substantial check to cover
the loss.
When all was ready the
nurse was Introduced to the patient
by Mrs. Hough.
“Why, mother." he said, “I thought
you were to get a man, not a boy 1"
“You don't ueed a person of strength.
Tkp butler will do everything for you.
Philip ts simply to be with you when
you are lonely, to give you your medicine, and read to you.”
"Very well, let him begin at once.”
“What kind of reading do you like,
sir?” asked Ibe nurse, very meekly.
Barton smiled. “You must be pretty
young.
Your voice hasn't changed
Yet." he said; then added in contrasting tones, “I want a blood and thunder story.”
u*u]Ji>u
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Mrs. Hough for a book and .returned
*lth a history of the buccaneers of
the Spanish main.
Drawing a chair
heside the invalid's couch she seated
herself and began to read. She had
hot read
long before Barton stopped

her.
“That’s no voice with which to read
about pirates. No pirate would ever
tell anybody to walk the
plank like
that. Put it this way”—and in ns

stentorian
tesod in

voice as he could comhis weak condition he rea

peated:
‘Out there—every one of you!’
My voice isn’t very strong yet. I
•oppose it will be stronger when I am

older,”
e

said the nurse.
You need developing. Look in the
oset and you’ll find a
couple of foils.
ever mind the
pirates; I'm tired of

them."

Philippa closed the book, laid it aside
od. going to the closet, found the
oils
standing in a corner. She brought
hem to the
Invalid, who took one.
the other "’1th her.
stand off there,” he said, “and
*n,
*’iTe Y°u a lesson in fencing.”

..I?18

^„But,

sir;

are

you

strong enough

I m
going to do my part in bed.
ut the
pillows behind me.”
®

Propped him up as he desired.
he bent his foil above his head
er the
fashion of fencers beginning
and told Philippa to do the
e’
Then he told her to see If she

*hd

^hght

made several inoffensive
thrusts, rather endeavoring not to
touch the patient than to do so.
“See here, young man,” cried Burton; ‘do you call that fencing? I want
you to do your best to put the button
there,” and he tapped his left breast
with his finger.

Philippa, seeing that nothing would
satisfy him except her doing her best,
set to work to touch the spot Indicated,
but found it impossible. Although reduced by illness, he was too quick for
her.

“Now, I’ll try you,” be said, “but my
hand Is not as steady as it should be,
and 1'm afraid I'll hurt you.
You’ll
find a mask in the closet.
Bring it
out.”

Philippa brought the mask, and he
told her to put It on. She did so and,
again taking up her foil, placed herself on the defensive. Bnrton had no
difficulty in getting behind her guard
and placing the button of his foil
wherever he liked. They were In the
midst of lunges and parries when the
door opened and Mrs. Hough ushered
in the doctor. Philippa turned quickly, lowered the point of her foil to the
floor, bent her head and stood like a
culprit ready to receive a reprimand.
"So this is the nurse yon have provided for your son?” said the doctor to
Mrs. Hough.
“He’s a dandy!” said the patient.
“I don't believe he ever took a lesson
in his life, and yet he came very near
pinking me several times.”
But the doctor refused to be placated.
"Mudam,” he said to the mother, “is
this young man a professional nurse?”
“He is.”
•uiscnarge uim at once.
“Not on your life!” cried

her.
here,"

snld

Barton

The quotations below give the range of
prices in Ellsworth:
Country

Creamery per lb.35 @40
Dairy.30 §35
I'M**
Fresh

native, per doz
Poultry.

§22
Chickens.22025

to

his

Denver.

Here

Cabbage, lb,
Beets, lb
Po'atoes,pk
Turnpis, lb,

Ooffee- per
Rio,

Mocha,
Java,
Tea—per &—
Japan,
Oolong,
Sugar—per lb—
Granulated,
Yel’ow, C
Powdered,
Molasses, gal,

Mother, 1
I’ll take that out of you.
want him to stay with me till I get
well. 1 feel better already.”
So Philippa continued her attendance. and the patient continued to
Improve. As much cannot be said for
Philippa. As the patient grew stronger he increased his efforts to take the
effeminacy out of her, and she was
forced to suffer some pretty hard
A crisis came when Barton
knocks.
was able to get out of bed and stand
Then one day Mrs. Baron his feet.
ton h^atd sounds above, followed by
a thud.
Running upstairs, she found
her son lifting Philippa, unconscious,
Both had boxing
from the floor.
gloves on meir nanus.
“For heaven's sake. Barton,” cried
the mother, "have you killed her?”
You mean him.”
“Killed her?
“Oh, my dear boy, she is a girl!”
Barton laid Philippa on a lounge
and begged his mother to go for reWhile the old lady was
storatives.
gone Philippa opened her eyes, meeting another pair of frightened eyes
that showed a relief, but still anxiety.
“Thank heaven 1 haven’t killed you!”
be said.

“No, no! It is nothing. The violence of the exercise overcame me. I
am all right now.”
me, sweetheart—1 mean lit“Forgive

1 didn’t know”—
tle girl.
"I should not have entered upon
such a deception,” the girl moaned.
“I didn’t want to do so. but was overpersuaded. Your mother’s offer was
tempting, and I yielded despite my
But I didn’t know
better judgment.
I would be expected to play a man’s
Part except as a man nurse.”
When Mrs. Hough returned to the
salts her son
room armed with smelling
so intently
was bending over bis nurse
that he wus not aware of his mother’s
But Philippa’s color had
presence.
suddenly returned in a measure. Ina blush
deed, there was something like
listened to the
on her cheeks os she
for forpleadings of the young man
giveness. The good lady withdrew,
she
and it was not many weeks before
son announcing
was rewarded by her
America and
that he would remain in
become a benedict.

South Africa’s Feathers.
Next to gold and diamonds feather
raising is the most profitable of South
Africa’s industries. The ostrich yields
between £2.000.000 and £3,000.000 per
There are
annum to the subcontinent.
some 500,000 birds in South Africa, and
they yield an average of from £4 to £5
worth of feathers per head per annum.

doz,
Grape fruit, each,

40
15

20 §28
38
38

Rice, per lb
Vinegar, gal

Cracked wheat,
Oatmeal, per It*

06@08
20 @25
05

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS

The Talker.
"You are wanted at the telephone.”
“But I am so hoarse I can’t talk.”
“You won’t need to talk; it's your
Wife.”—Houston Post

The brave man may fall,
cannot yield.—Irish Proverb.

but

he

was

cold

PURE

OIL

CASTOR

TASTELESS.

and

found.

The True Sense.

Tasteless in

WALTHAM.
Miss Isabel! Jordan has a private school
at her residence.

—

Percy Davis and wife are the happy para 11 % pound boy.

ents of

There will he

dance at town hall Monday evening, March 30. Supper will be
served.
Garland’s orchestra.
a

Howard Staples is home froth
Boston.
Feb. 8.

Not

use.

For 3,000 years chemists have tried to
the taste.
Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil is just

remove

what the name means—a pure, clear, refined oil without any taste. It is a new
discovery of Spencer Kellogg & Sons, of
Buffalo, large refiners of vegetable oils.

Anybody

a

visit in
Tony.

can

disguise

the taste of castor

oil by mixing it with alcohol,wintergreen,
peppermint or other flavors, but it remained for the Kelloggs to keep the oil
pure and make it tasteless.
Kellogg’s
Tasteless Castor Oil works even better
than the old, evil dose, without pain or
griping. Children take it easily.
Sold now in all drug stores. 25c and 50c.
Ask for Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil and
look for the trade mark on the label—a
green castor leaf, bearing the Kellogg
signature. Made only by Spencer Kellogg
& Sons, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., refiners of
vegetable oils.

Better Than Wealth
is perfect health; but to enjoy good health it is necessary
first to get rid of the minor ailments caused by defective or irregular action of the stomach, liver, kidneys
and bowels,—ailments which spoil life, dull pleasure*
and make all sufferers feel tired or good for nothing;

AND MEASURES.

barley

CASTINE.

Augustus Coombs

is

visiting in New !

A. F. Adams and wife
Boston.

are

visiting

(The Largest Sale

|

York.

of

Any Medicine in the World)

have proved themselves to be the best corrective or pre»
ventive of these troubles. They insure better feelings
and those who rely upon them soon find themselves so
brisk and strong they are better able to work and
enjoy life. For that reason alone, Beecham’s Pills are

in

Bowden died Sunday at his
North Castine, aged eighty years.
During the past two years he had been a
great sufferer from cancer, but the immediate cause of death was a shock two days
before. He is survived by three brothers
—Wilson, J. Wesley and Edward C., all
of Castine.
Feb. 16.
G.
Samuel

home in

The Favorite Family Medicine
Sold everywhere. In boxes, lUe., 26c.
Directions with every box show the way to good health.

_

FRANKLIN.
Mr. Eeds, of Newport, N. H. is
at H. G. Worcester’s.

a

guest

Bay Your Piano

^

*

|

at

Where you are sure of getting a fine instrument. Nowhere else can you buy a
GOOD piano for less money
than from New England’s
JEWETT
More Jewett pianos are
Our
largest piano house.
sold in New England every
thousands of customers each
year than of any other
Your choice
year prove this.
make of equal cost.
here of the best and most
famous pianos witn complete range oi prices.

SEVERE BRONCHIAL COUGH

Tho medical profession does not believe that lung troubles are inherited,
but a person may Inherit a weakness
or tendency to them.
Mrs. Kate Heckman,
Springfield,
Ohio, says: "A few years ago I was
In a very bad run-down condition, and
the physician told me 1 had consumption. I tried another physician, and
he told me I had ulcers on my right
lung. I quit the physicians and
on
‘Vinol.’
started
Today I am
perfectly healthy, and that is why I
recommend ‘Vinol’.”
Vinol soothes and heals the Inflamed surfaces and allays
the cough,
Vinol creates an appetite, strengthens
the digestive organs and gives the
Inpatient strength to throw off
cipient pulmonary diseases.
Try a bottle of Vinol with the understanding that your money will be
returned if It does not help you.

11

-.

Steinert’s

xLhbrtttgnntnts.

Doctors Feared Lung Trouble*
Restored to Health by Vinol,

—...

i~

Mrs. Millard French sustained a shock
last week, from which she is rallying
slowly. Her daughters are with her.
Feb. 16.'
B.

l

ji
ji

Steinway, Home, Jewett, Woodbury Pianos
The Pianola and Other Player-Pianos
You can pay at once or on our liberal time plan. Send for catalog and full
information. Tell us what you want to pay. We send pianos anywhere
and take all the risks. Large list of desirable second-hand pianos at small

prices.
LIBLSAL ALLOWANCES HADE
ON OLD PIANOS IN EXCHANGE

Fill out and mail this coupon today.
M. Steinert & Sons Co..
162 Boylston St.. Boston.
Please send me your booklet of
Jewett Piano styles with information
regarding your rental purchase plan.
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JL

& SONS CO.

Naf*.
Street.

City

or

I

STEINERT HALL,
BOSTON
----1

Town.

P. S.—For any skin trouble try our
Saxo Salve. We guarantee it.
G. A. Parcher,

druggist, Ellsworth, Me

Pain for Ease
Swap when
bottle of Tuttle’s

Why suffer,

MI=0=NA QUICKLY
ENDS INDIGESTION
I)o not continue to suffer with indior
dyspepsia causing heartburn, dizziness, after-dinner distress,
biliousness,
headache,
pain in the
bowels, or sour and gassy stomach.
Get effective and lasting relief at
once.
Buy from G. A. Parcher toa fifty-cent box of Mi-o-na Tabday
ets.
They quickly and surely end
are pleasant to take
,stomach misery
and perfectly harmless.
Mi-o-na is one of the most dependable remedies for disordered stomachs.
It heals the sore and inflamed membranes and is not only a digestive and
antacid, giving prompt and effective
relief, but is a tonic that tunes up and
strengthens the entire digestive system-then the food is properly digested and assimilated—you enjoy robust
health.
Do not delay—get a box of Mi-o-na
at once. If you are not entirely satisfied with results—money refunded.
—

YOUR GROCER SELLS

Stickney & Poor’s Mustard
Tell film nothing else will suit you

Family

a

Elixir will bring such speedy and permanent relief ?
Why get lame and stiff—inviting serious complaints—after hard work, exposure or violent
exercise, when you can keep in the pink of condition by a good rubdown with

gestion

Familiarity.
"Does he know her very well?”
“He must. I overheard him telling
her that she is getting fat.”—Detroit
Free Press.

froze to death before he

IN 3000 YEARS

Oakfield farmer,

aged thirty-two, was overcome by the
last Thursday, fell from his wagon

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and fit for shipping, is 60
pounds; of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas,
60 pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal,50pounds;of parsnips, 45pounds,
of
and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats;
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreemeut.

—

Stood on Her Rights.
Coroner—You say you told the servant to get out of the house the minute
you found it was on tire and she reShe
fused to go? Mrs. Burns—Yes.
Bald she must have a month's notice
before she would think of leaving.—
National Food Magazine.

an

lE8T LAXATIVE

TB

_

20 @35
Fresh Fish.
12 @25 Cod,
08
Halibnt,
08
15
Haddock,
Smelts, lb,
50 Scallops, qt,
50
Oysters, qt,
25
Clams, qt,
Flour, Grain and Feed.
60
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
5 50 §6 50 Shorts—bag 150(5,160
150 Mix feed, bag 1 60§1 65
Corn, 1001b bag
1 50 Middlings, bg 1 50 §1 80
Corn meal,bag
1 50
Cracked corn,

I

Sifting Out the Lions.
What to do when confronted with a
lion is not a problem that would have
puzzled the editor of one of the earliest newspapers published in South
Africa. Asked by some inexperienced
(or imaginary) correspondent for information about “the best way to get
a good bug of lions in the Kalahari
desert,” he crisply replied in an editorial note, “The Kalahari desert is
principally composed of sand and lions.
First you sift out all the sand with a
big sieve; then the lions will remain.
These you [dace iu a bag which is
carried for the purpose.”

10
07
02
04

Lamb,

across

That's the way he carried it too far
nnd confirmed her suspicions that he
was the way he was.—Cleveland Plain
Dealer.

Albert McLaughlin,

_

to be extra nice to his wife—to treat
her as if he was courting her again, if
you know what we mean. Haggerty's
wife sought to divert him from the extravagant compliments he was paying
her.
“Look, dear,” she said. "There’s a

“Ah, my darling,” whispered Haggerty, leaning close. “I have no eyes
for beauty now. I just want to look
nt you!”

Mrs. Bert Cooper, of Pittsfield, gave
birth to quadruplets—two boys and two
girls, Feb. 8. All four of the children died
shortly afterward.

04
H.
Feb. 9.
20
Buckwheat, pkg
45"o.65 Graham,
Miss Emma Jordan is visiting in Ells04@o5
30 §65
Rye meal,
04&05 worth and Bar Harbor.
Gran meal,
03
Bion Jordan and daughter Sylvia have
05b2 Oil—per gal—
06
65 returned from a visit in Bayside.
Linseed,
10
12
Kerosene,
Austin Giles, who has been confined to
85 §60
the house for some weeks owing to a cut
Meats and Provisions.
was given a post-card shower.
foot,
Pork, lb:
Beef, lb:
Feb. 16.
H.
25 §45
22
Steak,
Chop,
Roasts,
Ham, per tb
18§30
25§28
17
10@15
Shoulder,
ATLANTIC.
Corned,
25 §30
Veal:
Bacon,
28 §30
Salt.
Steak,
Sidney Joyce and wife are visiting in
14&I5
18 §20
Lard
15 Boston.
Roasts,
Lamb:

No Beauty For Him.
Haggerty and his wife were riding
home on the street car. Haggerty Was
in that mellow state which urged him

the aisle from us, two rows back.
want you to notice her."

Bermuda onions,
Lettuce, head,
Carrots, lb,
Squash, lb,

Groceries.

At one of
way beside the stream.
these narrow points a needle of granite thrusts itself up between creek and
roadway to a point of more than forty
feet. Poised upon its top, like the bar
on the letter T, is a huge log, twenty
feet long. It was left there some years
ago by a sudden flood that drowned
more than a score of people camping
in the canyon.
On a brass tablet
fastened to the pillar the county authorities have inscribed this pregnant
sentence, "If you knew what put this
log up here you wouldn’t camp in this
canyon.”—New York Times.

Philippa went to him and, taking her
hand, the patient said kindly:
“Don't mind what the old curmudgYou’re a nice little fellow,
eon said.
only a bit too delicate for a boy, but

02

Oranges, doz
Ci anberries, qt, 10&12

Bear

remarkably pretty girl sitting

05

03
18

Fruit.
25 §40 Lemons,

creek, a mere rivulet, hardly ankle
deep, threads its way for several miles
through a narrow canyon, In places
hardly wide enough to permit a road-

nurse.

StefamtaoneKta.

CARIBOU.

Damage estimated at $75,000 was caused
The Smell
Flavored or Altered.
Hay.
Thursday nigbt by a fire that destroyed a
and Taste Removed.
Best loose, person.12014
block
199
brick
at
Lincoln
Baled.
18 §20 four-story
street, Lewiston, owned by Mrs. Pierre
‘•traw.
For 3,000 years castor oil has been the
Provost & Vincent, furniture
Lorse.10 §12 Provost.
Baled.
15
dealers, and Marcotte & Cote, grocers, suf- world’s best laxative, bat until now an
Vegetables.
fered heavy losses.
25 Onions,
05
offensive, sickening taste has limited its
Celery, bunch,

Unique Flood Mark.
A striking warning against the floods
that rise with inconceivable rapidity
and volume in the Rocky Mountain
streams is seen in a gorge twenty-five
of

35

....

Fowl.20

A Day In the Opan.
Our anxieties are nearly all artificial and are bred Indoors, under the
stifling oppression of walls and roofs,
to the maddening clangor of pavements, and a day in the open will often
dispel them like a bad dream.
With more air and sun and ground
we find fewer instances of immorality
and despair. For a return to nature is
a return to good nature.
True, we cannot at once incontinently leave our tasks and wander at will
Into the green world whenever the
wind sets from a pleasant quarter; but
for all that there nre many steps that
we may take toward re-establishing
our divine heritage and rightful portion in the delectable commonwealth
of out of doors. And the best use we
can make of it will surely consist in
wholesome normalizing exercise—not
necessarily in living out of doors more
than we do at present, but in living
there wholesomely and naturally.—
Bliss Carman in “The Making of Per-

west

Pro«tnce.

Batter.

blances to the eyes of the beholder.
Begin with the thought of the canyon
thirteen miles wide, a mile deep, the
Colorado river, 200 feet wide, imprisoned down in the depths between lofty
Walls of weather stained granite and
rushing wildly on its way.
It is buried so deep that only now
and then can you get a glimpse of
what looks like n little, dark ribbon of
gray. Above the black granite walls
of the river you see what you can easily imagine to be row after row of red
brick skyscrapers projecting from the
sides of the canyon at acute angles
and always pinnacled by Imposing
towers.
The height of those prodigious skyscrapers and towers cannot be measured by the imagination. They seem
to rise a few hundred feet In reality
they tower thousands of feet from the
foundation walls. The colors are marvelous.—Leslie’s.

miles

KITTERY TO

MARKETS.

retail

sonality.”

the patient
“Any educated nurse.” continued the
doctor, “knows better than to risk a
patient's life by permitting him to take
such violent exercise.”
"Permitting!" sneered Barton. “Do
you think that stripling could lord It
over me? Not much."
“Either discharge the nurse,” said
the doctor resolutely, “or I shall withdraw from the case.”
“The nurse won't be discharged,” replied Barton. Whereupon the doctor
left the room, followed by the fond
mother, who was quite beside herself
at the trouble she had made in giving
She made no
her son a man nurse.
attempt at an explanation to the doctor, being too agitated and not knowing what to do. She went back to the
sickroom, to find the nurse had vacated It, while her son was evidently
no worse for his exercise.
“Mother,” he Raid, “let old sawbones
go. I like this little chap you’ve given
me, and before he goes nway I'll make
a man of him.”
“Oh. dear!" cried the mother, which
under the circumstances was as appropriate as anything she could say.
“Send Philip back to me,” Barton
went on. “He’s a bit cut up at being
blamed.”
Mrs. Hough was ready to do anything in her power and, going out,
bnck dragging Philippa with
came
“Come

ELLSWORTH

Marvel* of the Grand Canyon.
The Grand canyon cannot be described in measured terms. Every beholder
sees it in a different form, just as the
rolling clouds suggest different resem-

Tuttle’s
|

—for

more

Family Elixir

than half

a

century, in millions of households, the standard

remedy for rheumatism, lumbago, backache, toothache, lameness, soreness,
twinges, sprains, bruises, and the multitude of other everyday afflictions.
With Tuttle’s Family Elixir in the house you can rest easy.”

2
3

|
k

$

Pain cannot live in company with
Tuttle’s Family Elixir. The longest establishcd, the safest and most reliable.
Guaranteed under the pure food law.
Compounded of gums, oils, and vegetable extracts
thus perfectly adapted
for internal as well as external use.
—

TUTTLE’S ELIXIR CO., 17

Before another day passes get a bottie from your druggist. If ne cannot
supply you, send us 60 cents in stamps
together with his name and we will
send you promptly, prepaid, a large
sized bottle. Your money back if it
does not do what we claim.

Beverly Street,

?

■

Boston, Mass.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN
Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsfor those who
worth
HAVING
support and
need assistance during the next five
to

care

may
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth,
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Dbummby.
house.

▲ LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH. MAINE,
BY THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

tUDBcrlption Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 lor six
months; 50 cents for three months; If paid
strictly In advance, $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 pei

cutting down of the duty has caused much
uneasiness along the eastern Maine border,
and much of the work that was formerly done
in Eastport, Lubec and neighboring coast

finance

at)b(Ttiftmntt*.

Snnouncnncnta.

ISolittcal

committees, because they so
beautifully illustrate the sort of public
news letter from Eastport last week
bookkeeping that obtains in this city.
says:
! If the city books were honestly and fully
“The closing this week of one of the largest
kept, a dispute as to whether, at a given
boneless-herring plants, and the throwing out
time, we were thousands to the good or
of employment of more than 100 men and
thousands to the bad, would be quite imwomen, is said to be one of the results of the
recent lowering of duties on smoked and
possible. If the books were honestly and
boneless herring coming in from Canadian
intelligently kept, the very familiar anisland settlements near this border city. The nual juggle as to which administration
democratic tariff is doing for them. A

®l)c Orllswortl) 'American

:

ir-

1

:

•

most economical and which left the
finances in better shape, would be out of

»

»

the

•

'•

■.

REPUBLICAN TICKET.
Election

Monday,
FOR

March

mitted by Congress to a referendum
of the states. Such an amendment is
now pending in both the House and

2, 1914.

MAYOR,

the

Senate, and the promotion of it
through Congress is the accomplishment toward which all the anti-liquor
forces are looking most hopefully.

ALEXANDER C. HAGERTHY.
For Street Commissioner,
Fred B. Marden.
For Aldermen,
Ward

The

1—Walter J. Clark, jr.
2— Frank R. Moore.
3— Owen H.

Maine

started

Central

“winter in

a

railroad has
Maine” cam-

sicians who know

by experience say:
days of this rugged outwhich the participants
ski ten miles each day,

“Four or five

The Municipal Election.

door

in

life,
Ellsworth is again in the throes of a
municipal campaign. A short, sharp snowshoe or
campaign of a little more than a or ascend 2,000 feet towards the clouds
week, and on Monday, March 2, the in zero temperature, is worth the envoters will again decide who will con- tire two weeks of the conventional
duct the affairs of the city for the summer outing, so far as health is
concerned.”
next municipal year.
ouen

tnese

political contests

by personalities,

decided

are

or

The Shackleford bill, under which
the federal government would distribute 825,000,000 annually for good
roads among the various states, conditioned upon a dollar for dollar ap-

by

side issues, rather than as a purely
business proposition, and in the last
analysis, that is jnst what it is. The
voters and tax-payers are stock-

propriation by
the House by

each state, has passed
a vote of
282 to 21,
and now goes to the Senate.

holders in this municipal corporation,
and as such have a vital personal
interest in the selection of men to
conduct the business affairs of the
city for them.

What

lively little discussion there
will be at the next Maine legislature

The men whom they select will have
the handling of over
$50,000 of

a

when that bill which ex-Judge E. C.
Smith, of Foxcroft, is preparing, is up
for debate. The threatened bill will

their money. The returns to the taxpayers will not be dollars and cents,
except as money saved. The returns
are in schools, in roads, in
sidewalks,
in street lights, in protection from
fire, and in the hundred and one in-

provide the same penalty for the
who buys liquor as for the man

this issue

—

only
during

rate
was

to

Insurance Statements.
NATIONAL SURETY OOMPA'NY.
115 BROADWAY, NEW YORY CITY.
ASSETS DEC. 81,1918.
Real estate.
$ 193.3C6
49,040
Mortgage loans,
20.600
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds, (market value)
5 266,151
Cash in office and bank,
916,073
Agents’ balances,
823,899
Bills receivable.
2,102
Interest and rents,
51,110
All other assets,
309.545

NOTES.

|Thk American invites announcements
from candidates of all parties in the coming
primaries, to be published in this column.
This is purely a news column, and announcements will be treated as such. It will introduce to the voters of all parties the men who
ask for their support, but no candidate will
be given, intentionally, any advantage over

Oross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

another, either

as betweeen candidates for
nomination within his own party, or as between parties.]

democrats will refer the recommendation of a candidate for postmaster
to the democratic voters on Mareh 2.

Flye, of Brooklin,

Roland A.

has

ESTATEM E N T

PHOSNIX

twenty-five degrees below

of his

on

and

AGRICULTURAL

poor editor. He has troubles
at this town report time.

economy

as

strict as is
In basing

been

city debt

has been re-

nominated

by the democrats for a
third term. Even his bitterest political opponents can but recognize his
integrity and his conscientious ad-

under

for

of

Mayor Simonton,

forest fires that raged

during

the fall of

that

With these exceptions,
expense has been thrown
any particular government.
year.
heavy extra

|

Ellsworth man to be returned to
Congress in the third district. There

an

m

iiai

me

ueutB,

oi

w

victory in the air and a “get-together” movement beneath the sur-

on

hich is i«Ktn irom

have omitted to show
outstanding orders which had been drawn
on tbe treasury
and remained unpaid,
rhese omissions were evidently made for

j

purpose of covering up expenditures

of the year, or, more likely, for campaign
1 find no outstanding orders
purposes.

reported

Fred B.

Marden, the present street
commissioner, has been unanimously
renominated by the republicans. He

in

1855,1891,

No tax-payer

can

1907 and 1910.

look

list of

the

over

increasing liabilities and taxes withrealizing that a continuation of such

ever-

out

j
J

j

government will lead to serious consequences in the near future. The accounts
and books of the collector and treasurer

the two most

important accounts,
Handicapped,
every
j and never have been in
possession of the
is, by lack of funds to spread city. The
present administration has
over the city’s extensive road
system, made a tsx rate of 25 mills on a property
as

street

com-

are

not

missioner

he has left as few “sore spots” as any
who ever held the office.

man

The democrats nominated Joseph
a

or

or

address

Sale.

first-class condition, 9 rooms
aud bathroom, furnace, hot and cold
water, 3 minutes’ walk from postofficc; at
junction of Main and Court Sts., Ellsworth.
One-half acre of land. Apply to P. B. Day.
Calais. Me.

HOUSE—In

j
j

!

JHantrt.

hotly-contested fight

in the caucus, his opponent being
Jeremiah Hurley. Defeat in a caucus
leaves a bitter taste in the mouth of
the most partisan of men. The
little caucus contest in the democratic
party will not lessen the chances of
Mr. Marden’s election.

even

Three of the men nominated by the
republicans for aldermen are members of the present board, and their
experience is of value to the city.

The two other republican nominees
are strong in their respective wards,
and it is not too much to expect a
complete republican victory at the
election on March 2.
of Democratic Tariff.
The people of Maine do not have to
go to the big industrial centers of the
Kffect

country, or rely upon lengthy statistical reports, to learn just what the

valuation of
value.

than

more

They explain

sary because
w'hich they

market

actual

that this

was

neces-

they had appropriated $2,000,
wished to pay

on

the

city

debt, and that previous governments had
left

unpaid bills for them
pretend to say

I do not
ment

is

correct.

To

to pay.
that the

the

best

stateof

my

knowledge and belief, no single correct
statement concerning the finances of this
city has been made in fifty years. I refer
to

the

statements

issued

by

the

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
local
applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of tbe ear. There
is only one way to cure deafness, and that is
Deafness is
by constitutional remedies.
caused by an inflamed condition of the
mucous
lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness is the
result, and unless the inflammation can be
taken out and this tube restored to its normal
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh,
which is nothing but an inflamed condition
of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness
(caused by caiarrh) that
cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O,
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
TakejHall’s Family Pills for constipation;

by

CO.

FORECLOSURE.

35,832 51
712,862 00
128,400 00
2.964 569 33
299,974 34
806,679 44
42.687 70
6,690 41

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$4,496,695 73-

Admitted assets,

$4,302,768 37

193,927 36

LIABILITIES, Dec. 31, 1913.
Net unpaid losses,
$
125,213 06
Unearned premiums,
1,881,'03 97
All other liabilities,
245,814 44
Cash capital,
500,000(0
1,550.636 90
Surplus over all liabilities,

$4.3(f£,768 66

SALESMAN—To

ATLAS
and W’lFE—For general farm work,
1.
Address J, R. Wallace,

March
MAN
Indian Point, Me.

ASSURANCE

CO.

LTD.

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.
Rea) estate,
83.87*81
$
Stocks and bonds,
2,642,567 16
Cash in office and bank,
92.411 48
335,195 54
Agents’balances,
Interest and rents,
28,962 72
All other assets,
8,084 18

Stofocrttscromta
DEPARTURE

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Selling Medicines at Half Price Un-

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.

der Guarantee of Cure.

in (he county of Hancock and
Maine, bv his mortgage deed dated the 15th
day of April. 1886 and recorded in Hancock
county registry of deeds, book 205, page 418.
conveyed io Hosea B. Phillips, of Ellsworth,
in said county and State, th»ee certain lots or
of land deacribed in said mortgage
eed as follows, to wit: Three certain lots or
parcels of land situated in said Hancock
county and bounded and described as follows:
in said Ellsworth,
lot lying
First: A
bonudt'd and described as follows: Beginning on the’northwesterly side of the road
leading to the back meadow at the southeastern corner of the lot sold R. W. Armor by
Benjamin Joidan by his deed recorded in
Hancock registry of deeds, in vol. 130, page
507, being the western side of lot No. 74 and
runs north 6 degrees east on said west line 66
rods more or less to the south Hue of the
John Royal lot; thence north 85 degrees east
on the said Royal’s south line 27 rods more
or less to the northwest corner of the lot sold
by N. H. Higgins io N. K. Sawyer.; thence
south 5 degrets west by said Sawyer’s line to
the road aforesaid; thence southwesterly on
said road to the place of beginning containing 9 acres more or less, being the same lot
conveyed to H. B. Phillips by N. H. Higgins
in bis deed recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds, vol. 139. page 544, to which reference is
to be had.
Second: A lot lying in said Ellsworth and
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the easterly aide of Union
street at the northerly line of Benjaimin Jordan’s lot, No. 14: thence easterly on said line
to the corner of lot of Z. & D. Weaver; thence
northerly and westerly on said Weaver’s line
to Union street to place of beginning, containing 8 acres more or less, being same lot
conveyed to H. B. Phillips by N. A. Joy by
his deed recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds in vol. 151, page 213, to which reference
is to be had.
in Hancock
and
Third:
A
lot lying
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning in the center of the road leading
from Ellsworth to Franklin and on the division line of Ellsworth and Hancock and running south 5 degrees west on said division line
100 rods to stake and stones; thence at right
angles south 85 degrees east 92 rods to the
road aforesaid; thence northwesterly by said
road to place of beginning, containing60 acres
more or less.
Meaning and intending to convey all ray right and title in the last above
described premises, excepting a triangular
piece bordering on the division line aforesaid and cut off by railroad, containing
of
one acre more or less, and conveyed by H. B.
Phillips to H. 8. Jones by deed. The above
being part conveyed to R. B. Phillips by
Nathaniel McFarland by his deed recorded in
Hancock registry of deeds, vol, 138. page 286,
to which reference is to be
had. Also excepting from last part the portion occupied
the
and
whereas
the
conditions
railroad,
by
or said mortgage have
been broken, now,
therefore, by reason of such breach of conditions, I claim a forr.losure of said mortgage.
Homba B. Phillips,
by Wm. E. Whiting, his atty.
Ellsworth. Me., Feb. 12, 1914

Sarcels

NOTICE

OF

FORECLOSURE.

'TTT'HEREAS, Harriet A. Saunders, of
VV
Bluehill, county of Hancock, State of
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the24tn
day of May, 1902, aud recorded in Hancock

registry of deeds, book 378, page 324.
to H. B.
Phillips, of Ellsworth,
Hancock county, Maine, certain lots or par
cels of land described in said mortgage deed
as follows, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of
land situated in said Bluehill, and bounded
and described as follows, to wit:
North by
land of Archibald Wescott; westerly by the
town line; southerly by land
formerly belonging to Phineas Osgood; easterly by laud
formerly belonging to Nathaniel Cushing, being the northerly part of lot No. 11 in the
Becond division upon the plan of Bluehill,
containing 48 acres, more or less.
Also one other lot of land situated iu said
Bluehill, for a description of which reference may be had to Hancock registry of deeds
vol. 99. page 288. It being the same lot as
tleeded to Harriet A. Saunders by Newell Osgood, containing 80 acres, more or less.
Also another piece of land situated iu said
county

$

Total liabilities and surplus,
C. W. & F. L. MASON. Agents,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

look after our interest in
Hancock and adjacent counties. Salary
or commission. Address The Victor Oil Co.,
Cleveland, O.

NEW

88

no

administrations

the

31,

Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agent’s balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

$3,191.C99 89
323,350 ll

2,867,749 78
31,1913.

conveyed

Bluehill, containing 80 acres, more or less,
being the same land conveyed to me by
Jonathan Lockling in bis deed of July 12.
1864, and recorded in Hancock registry of

Seeds, vol, 136, pxge 179. and whereas the
conditions of
said mortgage have been
broken, now therefore, by reason of such
breach of conditions, I claim a foreclosure of
»aid mortgage.
H. B. Phillips,
By Win. E. Whiting, his atty.
Ellsworth, Me., Feb. 1?, 1914.
NOTICE

OF

FORECLOSURE.

VITHEREAS, Adelaide B. McFarland anti
Edward E. McFarland, both of LaI?
moine, Hancock county, Maine, by their
mortgage deed, dated April 29, 1899, and recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds,
vol. 337. page 6, conveyed to HoseaB Phillips,
>f Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock and
State of Maiue, a certain lot or parcel of land

Jescribed in ►aid mortgage deed as follows,
to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of laud situ118.894 91
1,632.217 P8 ated in Lamotne and bounded and described
is follows, to wit:
the southern part of the
64'
39,374
homestead farm on which we now live,
1,077.262 15
bounded as follows, viz..
Beginning on
his
of
at
half
selling
plan
says that
price Total liabilities and surplus,
:he
division
line
between
said
farm
$2,867,749 78
ana
the
farm
owned
Lewis
by
OMAK
W.
TAPLET,
size
of
Dr.
Howard’s
50
cent
Agent.
the regular
the shore; thence
Hodgkins at
south
ELL8WORTH, ME.
r9 degrees west on said division line 240 rods
to the back line of a lot; thence
specific for the cure of constipation and
northerly on
EQUITABLE FI HE & MARINE INS. CO. laid back line 20 rods; thence northerly 69
degrees east 200 rods to the shore; thence
dyspepsia, and guaranteeing to refund ;
PROVIDENCE. R. I.
following the shore to the point of beginning
ind containing 50 acres and 120 rods more or
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1918.
the money if it does not care, has been the
Real estate,
jess and beirg the same property described
$101,180 00
in deed from Nathaniel McFarland to Jacob
00
loans,
be
has
ever
Mortgage
115,400
success
known.
greatest
Stocks and bonds.
705,382 17 S. McFarland, dated June 7. 1850 and recorded
in vol. 95, page 254 of Hancock
Cash in office and bank,
9,263 54
registry of
Anyone suffering with dyspepsia, con22,387 53 Seeds. Excepting, however, two lots containAgents’ balances.
Interest and rents,
74
9,065
J ing in the whole 20 acres more or less constipation, liver troubles, headaches, diz- All other assets,
475 U0 ! veyed by Jacob S. McFarland to Harriet B.
Bibber, and whereas the conditions of said
ziness, coated tongue, or the general tired
Gross assets,
$963,153 98 mortgage have been oioken, now therefore,
Deduct items not admitted,
by reason of such breach of conditions, I claim
2.828 27
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Admitted assets,
$960,525 71
feeling, caused by inactive liver and
Hosba B. Phillips,
LIABJLITfES DEC. 31, 1913.
bowels or disordered digestion, should
by Wm. E. Whiting, his atty,
Net unpaid losses.
$ 47,678 45
Ellsworth, Me., Feb. 12, 1914.
Unearned premiums,
204 898 22
take advantage of Mr. Parcher’s new deAll other liabilities,
43,218 93
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Cash capital,
400,000 00
HEREA8, George W. Whiting, of EUlsparture and buy a bottle of Dr. Howard’s Surplus over all liabilities,
264-630 05
▼ V
worth, Hancock county, Maine, by hie
mortgage deed, dated the seveuth day of
$900,525 71
specific at half price, with his personal Total liabilities and surplus,
a. d. 1918,;and recorded iu the HanFebruary,
C. W. & F. L. MASON, Agents.
cock registry of deeds in book 500, page 239.
guarantee to refund the money if it does
ELLSWORTH, ME.
conveyed io me the undersigned, a certain
parcel of real estate situated in said Ellsnot cure.
LOYAL PROTECTIVE INSURANCE CO
worth and bounded and described as follows,
to wit:
My one-eighth part of the store and
COPLEY SQUARE, BOSTON, MASS.
lot on Main street in said Ellsworth, together
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1913.
with all the buildings connected therewith or
Paint Now
Stocks and bonds,
$315 850 00 used in connection with same and known as
104.831 72 the store of Whiting Brothers in said EllsIf you property needs it; don’t wait. Cash in office and bank,
Interest and rents,
worth, together with any interest which I
3,865 43
may have in 8Dy land or lands in said HanThere are two parts of a job: the paint
county, or to which I may become enGross assets,
$424,547 15 cock
titled either in law or in equity and whether
and the work; the work is more than the
the same has been acquired by purchase or
Admitted assets,
$424,547 15
by
inheritance either as the heir of Henry WhitLIABILITIES, DEC. 81,1913.
paint.
ing, deceased, or by Henry Whiting, jr., deNet unpaid losses,
$ 83,407 32 ceased, or any other source whatever; and
The cost of paint is about two-fifths; Unearned premiums,
99,641 87; whereas the condition of said mortgage has
All other liabilities,
17,190 88 been broken now therefore, by leason of the
Cash capital,
100,000 00 breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
the work three-fifths.
Surplus over all liabilities,
124,307 28 foreclosure of said mortgage and give notice
for that purpose.
Paint won’t came down in a hurry; too Total liabilities and
surplus,
Sadie Hopkins Whiting.
$424,547 15
Ellsworth, Me., February 17,1814.
W. P. AMES, Agent.
off.
many jobs put
BUCKS PORT, HANCOCK CO., MAINE.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisMen are waiting for $2 or $3; they don’t
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix trator of the estate of
CHARLES H. BUNKEtt, late of GOULD8know it; they think they are waiting for of the last will and testament of
HANNAH P. HOLMES, late of EDEN,
BORO,
in
the
of
county
Hancock, deceased, no bonds in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
$20 or $25.
being required by the terms of said will. All given bonds as the law directs. All perpersons having demands against the estate of sons having demands against the estate of
Why don’t men use their heads?
said deceased are desired to present the said deceased are desired to
present the same
same
for settlement,
and all
indebted for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
DEVOE.
thereto are requested to make payment im* requested to make payment
immediately.
Estbeb M. Greeley.
mediately.
William K. Hammond.

Qgure6 given by the finance committtees
After two months of remarkable sales,
in their printed reports, so far as I have
been able to obtain them, I find Several G. A. Parcher, the enterprising druggist,

is

has made good as a street commissioner, proven himself a good roadbuilder and a good sidewalk builder,

1909,
suppression

ernment of

in almost every ward

ministration. But this is a republican
year. The party in Ellsworth is more
united than it has been before since
19X2. It is a State election year, with

—

our

looking over the list of interest-bearing indebtedness at the close of such administrations as have made public their
official acts, we find that unusual burdens
had been put on the city government of
1873 under Mayor Davis for expense and
care of smallpox
patients, that disease
having been epidemic in some sections of
the city during that year; alBO the gov-

mayor.

face.
This year for the first time a new
feature enters into the municipal
campaign the street commissioner
is to be elected by the people instead
of by the board of aldermen.

is

and

for Kent

to

22
45

1913.

Real estate.

In

point

Mayor Cunningham

by extravagance,
now $93,000.

caused

New milch.

96

44.298 79

Mortgage loans,

—

00
75
91

$14,612,354 67

INSURANCE

ASSETS DEC.

for Sait.
Apply
Otis Conaby, Surry, Me.
COW

38
00

WATERTOWN, N. T.

the

own

141,0)3
33.100
77,000
12,392,069
658,498
1,153,060
103,280
54 331

Total liabilities and surplus, $14,568,055
COAS. C. RURRILL Si SON, Agents,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

The American’s longkind correspondents.
If
items pretty severely
you And
your
“boiled down” this week, don’t be too
harsh

81, 1913.
$

Admitted assets,
$14,568,055 88
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1913.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 578,003 19
Unearned premiams,
5,619.137 31
All other liabilities.
210.000 00
Cash capital,
3,000.000 00
6,160,915 38
Surplus over all liabilities,

word to

a

06
01

UE THE

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

zero.

suffering

19
60

INSURANCE CO.

ASSETS, DEC.
Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agent’s balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

a

COUNTY GOSSIP.

of

49
58

OP HARTFORD. CONN.

an-

candidate for the
democratic nomination for county commissioner in the primaries.
Mr. Flye is
the present chairman of the board of
selectmen of Brooklin.
He is well known
throughout the western section of the
county and in Ellsworth.
as

462,747

96
68

Total liabilities and surplus,
$7,158,984 05
MISS M. E. HOLMES, Agent.
MAINE.
ELLSWORTH,

Bluehill

nounced himself

$7,621,731

99
57
00

Admitted assets,
$7,158,984 05
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1913.
Net unpaid losses,
$1,287,658 63
Unearned premiums,
1,870,101 60
All other liabilities,
501,223 92
Cash capital,
2,000,000 00
1,500,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,

In

to the low taxthe five years when he

Morrison after

POLITICAL

temperature

Of Interest to Tax-Payers.
Ellsworth, Me., Feb. 16,1914.
To the Editor of The American:

consistent with efficiency.
his campaign upon such a platform he
does not need to rely upon promises—
he has

missioner in the primaries of 1914. Mr.
Maddocks is a well-known democrat in
Hancock county. He was a candidate for
this office two years ago.

James A. McGown.

who

to-day carrying a
April, 1869, Mayor Davis, in his inheavy burden; we are swimming just augural address, said that the funded and
a little beyond our
depth. Men of floating debt of the city was $62,000.
sound business judgment have from Since that time the succeeding administrations have assessed the tax-payers for
time to time sounded the
warning, over
$40,000 to pay that debt, but instead
and the voters are awakening to it.
of using it for that purpose, it has been
Dr. Hagerthy, the republican nomiapplied in bolstering up the funds of
nee for mayor, will make his
campaign various departments when a deficit had
on

H. FREMONT MADDOCKS,
of Ellsworth.
Democratic candidate for county com-

the ad-

man

ComBpanonur.

is

by

conducted during all these years named
in such a manner that we find ourselves
in the condition of the man who, under
stress of family appeals, bought an automobile, and after telling of joy rides
and heavy upkeep expenses, concluded his
lament by saying:
“It is the case of the drunken sailor
At the wheel of a rudderless ship;
It’s over the hill to the poorhouse—
YVe are striking a her ova clip.”

Just

which make Ellsworth a
good city to live in, but which swell
the expenditures of the
city each

is shown

as

ministrations for the years 1903-4-5-6,
which found the city debt reported as
f81,073.50 and left it standing at |88,536.40.
In fact, the affairs of the city have been

The cold winter may not be without its
recompense. It has been claimed by some
that the brown-tail moth succumbs to a

sells it.

cidentals

year.
Ellsworth

paign purposes,

attention to the enjoyments of out-door life in Maine and
the White mountains in winter. Phy-

G. Moore.
5 -Howard B. Moor.

NOTICK or

IITHEBEAS, Colin McKenzie, of Ellsworth,
State of

a way that would warrant
That has been used for cam-

paign, calling

Treworgy.

4— Charles

j.uo

such rate.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities,

$

j

VI/

w

THE

Morrison-Joy Co. sell it.

February 12,1914.

«T*

".....'

32 rgnl Notices.

conducted in

is near when a
constitutional amendment providing
for national prohibition will be sub-

:

was

question.
It is perfectly possible to keep the books
rear.
towns is now carried on at Dominion islands
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be near, and the products are brought across the of a city as the books of n well-managed
made known on application.
bank are kept, so that a clear, concise,
line and sold somewhat less than what Maine
Business communications should be addressed operators formerly commanded, yet the con- unequivocal and comparable statement of
made
orders
and
all
checks
pay
and
money
to,
sumer does not come in for any reduction in
the treasury's condition can be made from
bole to The Hancock County Publishing the cost
of living.”
time to time, and garbled and incoherent
OO., Ellsworth, Maine.
c_
This is bringing the low-tariff men- reports cannot be palmed off on the taxpayers in every campaign. The books
This week’s edition of The ace pretty near home.
will be so kept whenever the people insist
American is 2,550 copies.
on it strongly enough.
A press despatch from Washington
The matter of fixing the tax rate by an
!2,677 says: “Many of the leaders in the naAverage per week for 1913,
administration at a low figure is not evitional legislature see the prohibition dence that the affairs of the city will be
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY IS, 1914.
as a national issue.

question looming
They^fear the time

!

;

THE

February 10,1914.

!

legal Hotter*
STATE OF MAINE.
County op Hancock ss.
To the Honorable Justice of the suorem. i.
dicial court next to he holden at Ellswonk'
within and for said county of Hancock
1 0n
the second Tuesday of April, a. d. lwc
represent, j0bn ahSomes, of Mount Desert, in said
aud Stale, that he is in possession of
real property situated in said town of
01
Desert and described ns follows, to wit
Beginning at the head of lot No. 56
of lot formerly owned by Nathaniel o„ttM
being a part of lot No. 108 as rer plan of i.w
town as made by Salem Towne. Ir,
sai-1 line north to lot No. 57; thence follow
said line north seventy rod, to
Uott 2d s line aa per deed from David
to John Seavey, recorded iu volume is
132: thence following said Qott's line
Ks.t
Daniel Homes Vendee lot; thence follow!—
said line south to lol No. 68; thenee follow
said 1,ns to Nathaniel Oott 2d's line;
following said line west to the first
tinned bound, not Including certain reservi!
lion, described in deeds hereinalter

Respectfully

mm"
cetuiJ

follnii—
!!
Was—5
f!
!!
K
men'

Nath,iS

referral

"That your
claims an estate
freehold in aald real property: that he |,
those under w hom he claims have been in and
an
< interrupted possession of such
property for
four year, and more.
That the source of your petitioner's title is
as follows;
(1) Quit claim deed from Charles W w—
gatt to David P. Wasgatt, dated March 9 isffl
and recorded In Hancock county registry .1
K
r,°'
deeds, in book 119. page 477.
(2) Warranty deed from David P. Waagatt
to Andrew J. Wasgatt, dated September
1883, and recorded in said registry, in book
166 p&ge 620.
(3)
Warranty deed from Andrew J. Wsa.
gatt to John W. Homes, dated December!!
1904, and recorded in book 416, page 298. in aaid
records.
(4) By descent from the said John W
Somes, who is now deceased, to your netiv
tioner, his only heir.
That an apprehension exists that some
person or persons unknown
as
claiming
heir*
devisees or assigns, or in some other
way by'
through or under the late John
died in Mount Desert in the year a. d 1824
claim or may claim some right, title or interest in the premises above described adverse
to the estate of
your said petitioner, and that
such
creates a cloud upon the
title and depreciates the market value of his
said property.
The petitioner allegen under
oath that the names and residences of said
heirs of ssid John Seavey and of said
persons claiming by, through or under said heir*,
are unknown to him,
Wherefore he prays that all aaid person*
above described and all
persons claiming by.
through or under said heirs of John Seavey
may be summoned into court to show cause
why they should not brinjj an action to try
their title to the above described premise*.
Dated at Mount Desert, Maine, this 10th
day of February, a. d 1914.
John Allen Somes.
STATE OF MAINE.
County of Hancock hs.
Mt. Desert, Me., Feb’y 10.1914.
Personally appeared the above named John
Allen Somes and made oath that the name#
and residences of the heirs of John Si-avey
and of all persons claiming by, through or
under said heirs are unknown to him.
Before me,
M. L. Allen,
Justice of tLe Peace.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss. Supreme Judicial Court. In
Vacation.
U»on the foregoing petition. Ordered: Th»t
notice of the pendency thereof be giveu to
the heirs
of. the said John Seavey and to all
persons claiming by, through or under said
heirs, by publishing an attested copy of the
petition and of this order thereon in the Kill*
worth American three times successively, the
last publication to be thirty days, at least,
before the April terra of this court, a. d. 1914:
that all persons interested may
and
show cause against said petition, appear
if thev see
fit.
Ellsworth, Maine, Feb’y 11,1914.
Ahno W. King,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court
A true copy, attest:—John E. Bunker,
Clerk S. J. Court.

petitioner

Seavey,’who

apprehension

NOTICE

OF

FOKKCLOSUKL,

TITHEREAS, Adelaide B. McFarland and
Edward E. McFarland, both of I.unoine,
T t
Hancock county. State of Maine,
v tneir

mortage deed, dated Jan. 17. 1906. and recorded
in Hancock connty registry or detd«. book
414, page 430, conveyed to Hosea B. Philips,
of Ellsworth, county of Haucock a: d "tate
of Maine, certain lots or parcel# of land described in said mortgage deed as fo,.ws. to
wit: A certain lot or parcel of land -ituated
in I«amoine.
county and State aforesaid,
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
The southern part of the homestead f irm on
which we now live, bounded and described
as follows:
Beginning in the divi-i n line
between said farm and the farm owned by
Lewis Hodgkins at the shore; thence south
79 degrees west in said division line -’t
rod#
to the back line of a lot; theuce northerly on
said back line 20 rods; thence north 69 degree#
east 200 rods to the shore; thence foi
wing
the shore to the place of beginning and containing 50 acres and 120 rods more or less, and
being the same property described in the deed
from Nathaniel McFarland to Jacob .- McFarland, dated June 7, 1850, and recorded in
Hancock county registry of deeds, book W,
page 261. excepting, however, two lots containing in the whole 20 acres more or less
conveyed by Jacob S. McFarland to Harriet
B. Bidder.
Also another lot or parcel of land situated
in said Lamoine and bounded and described
as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the shore of
Partridge Cove at a birch tree; thence running south 67 degrees west 127 rods atid 5
links to a stake; thence south 72 degrees west
66l. rods to a stake and stones marked for#
corner; thence on line of land now or formerly of Jacob 8. McFarland 12 rods to ft drv
fir tree marked for a corner; thence north '3
degrees east to the town road to stake
marked for a corner; thence on said town
road to stake marked for u corner; theuce on
said town road northerly
rods to a stake;
thence north 57 degrees east to said shore of
Partridge Cove; thence by said sbo-e northerly to the first-mentioned bound, coutato*
ing 25 acres more or less.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken,
now
therefore, by
reason of such breach of conditions, I claim*
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Hosea B. Phillips
By Wm. E. Whiting, his
Ellsworth. Me. Feb. 12, 1914.

3tiorrtisnnftU8o

|

-

Wm. O.

EMERY

TITLES
E.LBWORTH,

MAINE

Searches made and abstracts
and copies ^furnished on short
notice, and at REASONABLE PRICES.
OFFICE!

MORRISON,

JOY & CO. BLOCK,

Talapfcoaa, 125-2.

P. 0. Bax,

7*5

The procession of low prices is movi*9
right along, headed by advertisers
THE AMERICAN.

•

betterment of the city and the general welpeople.
Yourg very truly.

MERCHANTS’ ASS’N.
smoker and MEETEVENING.
MONDAY
ING

Ellsworth

BANQUET,

COMMITTEES

BUSY

PROSPECT

—

O. W.

Board of Trade.
John O. Whitney,President.

Tapley, Secretary.

After the reading of the
communication,
a
motion to
indefinitely suspend any
further efforts for consolidation was
voted
down.

NO IMMEDIATE

OF CONSOLIDATION

WITH BOARD OF TRADE—

Discussion of topics of general interest
became general, and a few matters
of
Merchants’
association,
business were disposed of before the meetThe Ellsworth
with its regular business ing adjourned.
in connection
held a banquet
meeting Monday evening,
SHOP AT HOME.

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.

at Odd Fellowa halt banand “smoker”
Tbe supper, prepared and
quet room.
by Caterer John H. Leland, assisted
was

Well-Known Member of Hancock Bar
and Prominent Politically.
Edward E. Chase, a well-known member
of the Hancock county bar, and long
prominent in political affairs of the county
and State, died yesterday morning at his
home in Bluehill, after an illness of several months of Bright’s disease.
Judge Chase was one of the leading republicans of Hancock county, and widely
known throughout the State.
He was
born in Bluehill fifty-two years ago, and
was educated in the public schools and

Capt. Walter Haskell left Tuesday

worth the game.
ever, was 21-18 in

Your home merchant can duplicate the
made by any responsible arm, anywhere
and in the same
poods of the same quality
and upon the same basis or delivery

1.

price
on

Harbor View chapter, O. E. 8., gave

Aiid

You can examine your purchase in your
of satisfaction behome store and be assured
fore investing your money.
are
always willing
3 Your own merchants
or replace
and ready to make right any error,
article
purchased.
auy defective
Your home merchants help support,
I.
through their direct and indirect taxation,
schools, churches and other
your town,
Your home merchant
public institutions.
and pays part of his tax
pays bis tax here,
of
doing business within the
for the privilege

Shea, r g
R Whitcomb. 1 g

AStrout, If
Flckett, r f
Referee, Flanigan: umpire, Arata; timer,
Campbell. Time two minute periods
The second team the same evening lost
to Franklin high at Franklin. The score
was 22-14.
Next Friday night the Old Town Indiana come to Ellsworth for a game. Thia
will be a little novelty, and will doubtless attract a good crowd. The second
team has no game scheduled as
yet.

community.
Yonr local merchants help to develop
6.
and enthe resources of oar city, promote
standard
courage trade, and to bring about a
which
gives value to
of business conditions
within the city.
your land and property
6. Your home merchants ere your friends,
whom you rely upon to extend the hand of
and fellowship in all times of need

Sunday School Contest.
The Sunday schools in the competition
become so accustomed to the handicap which a severe day brings,
that
Sunday’s severe weather and snowy
streets only served to test their mettle.
There are many cases of measles, too, as
well as severe colds, but the enthusiasm
of the contestants refuses to be cooled.
North Ellsworth, where no sidewalks
have

friendship

and assistance.
7. The merchants id other cities give yon
nothing valuable that the home merchants
cannot give yon, and the former cannot and
will not contribute towards the expenses of
maintaining the city, and for the favors and

bers

President Haines also spoke of the develof this
opment of agricultural resources
vicinity, referring to the fact that the

agriculture

was

already

_

MEMORIAL

adopted in Ufford camp,
Royal Neighbors of America, Feb. 16, in

WEST

academy of that town, in Westbrook
seminary, Hallowell academy and Bowdoin college.
He studied law in the office
the late Chief-Justice Andrew P. Wiswt.ll, in Ellsworth, and was admitted to
the Hancock county bar in 1888. He had
ever since practiced law in Bluehill.
It was through his political activity
Judge Chase was best known. He early
rose to a position of prominence in his
party in Hancock county. He represented
his class in the legislature in 1885. He
was appointed judge of the Western Hancock municipal court when that court was
created, and served in that capacity for
of

Myron Carlisle’s baby, who has been
pneumonia, is gaining.
Rubie Cunningham, of Bluehill, is with
her mother.
She has been keeping house
very ill of

for her while Mrs. Carter has been in the
hospital for an operation for cancer.
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.

Capt. Allen Reraick, of Bangor, spent
Wednesday and Thursday with his uncle,
W.

L. Remick.

Miss Gladys Sadler spent
week in Trenton.

a

few

eight years.

The bones, the muscles, and all the
organs of the body depend for their
strength and tone and healthy action on pure blood.
If the blood is very impure, the
bones become diseased; the muscles
become enfeebled, the step loses its
elasticity, and there is inability to
perform the usual amount of labor.
The skin loses its clearness, and
pimples, blotches and other eruptions appear.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes pure
blood. It is positively unequaled in
the treatment of scrofula and other

humors, catarrh, rheumatism, dyspepsia, loss of appetite, that tired
feeling and general debility. Hood’s
Sarsaparilla is a pure, safe and effective remedy. There is no other
medicine like it.
Be sure to get
Hood’s and get it today.

Hot Water Heating, Furnact
Work and
HONEST WORK;

David R. Black, manager of Gaffir farm,
Orono taking a three-weeks’ course

is in

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

Albert N. Cushman

Electrician and Contractor
Electric

chicken-raising.
During the gale Saturday night, Capt.
Varnum’s boat, the Mystic, dragged her
anchors and drifted down to Stub point
She was brought back to her moorings off
Wasson’s wharf Sunday.

It is believed his
and Sylvester
Gott searched for him Sunday, but without success. Will Gott nearly lost his life.
A wave washed him overboard, but fortunately he succeeded in grasping a rope.
not been heard

association to discuss the details for a consolidation, these committees to meet on or before Feb. 13.1914.

Very truly yours,
Charles C. Burr ill,
Walter M. Allen,
Harold L. Hooibk,
Roy C. Haines.

from.

foundered.

boat

Will

Native of Penobscot Dead.
P. Pendns, aged sixty years, a native
ot Penobscot, died suddenly Sunday, Feb.
8, at his home in St. Joseph, Mo., where
he had been in business tor twenty-five
years. At his death he was storekeeper at
the State hospital.
His
He leaves a brother in Penobscot.
wife died twelve years ago..
L.

ElLSWOKTH, Mh., Feb. 13, 1914.

Charles C. Burriil. et als., Members of the
Merchants’ Association, Ellsworth, Maine.
Gentlemen:—Your letter of the 29th ult.,
relative to consolidating the merchants’ association and the Ellsworth board of trade
under one head, was received in due season,
and has since been laid before the executive

officers of the board of trade for their consideration.
In reply to your
request that a committee of
five members of the board of trade be appointed to meet a like committee of the merchants’ association to discuss the question of
cosolidation, I am directed to say that it is
the opinion of the members
present that too
many people cannot be interested in the welfare of our towu, and therefore, if two organ-

to

WANTED-- LADIES

DObbARDTOWN.
The little daughter of Alraon Reed and
wile is better.

Grace Wood and Byron Wood
visiting in Bangor.

are

Miss Catherine Patterson, of Cambridge,
Mass., is visiting here.
Miss Lilia McIntyre, of Bluehill, is the
guest of Mrs. Frank Harding.
Earl

Grindal,

Dingley,

of

is at home for

the steamer Gov.
a few weeks.
circle

The ladies of the cbapel
their annual supper and sale Friday
ing. Proceeds, $56.50.

held
even-

Sim.

Feb. 17.
_

SWAN’S ISLAND.
Miss Mildred Smith is ill.
Bridges entertained fifteen friends
Tuesday eveniug at sixty-three.
F. E.

F. Morse gave

Mrs. F.
last

week.

a

party

Rook and flinch

night
played.

one

were

Winnie Garland is at work for the Sar- 1
One of the tubes in the Vinal Haven’s
boilers burst last week, scalding Engineer
gent Lumber Co., of Brewer.
Albert Moulder about the face and neck.
S.
Feb. 16.
PROSPECT HARBOR.

command the services of more
workers, it is better for the place that both
continue the struggle.
But if you are of the
opinion that it is best
for both to work under
one head, our doors
are
surely open to you, one and all, and we
cordially invite you to Join the older organization. The board of trade, as
you well know,
has been in existence since
1893, and many of
of its members
have been members
can

_

Feb. 25 is the date of the food fair for
benefit of the library.
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
church met at the lighthouse Friday, and
enjoyed a picnic supper with Mrs. Was-

OTTER CREEK.

the

by the
Stanley, at
the Bar Harbor hospital, following an
I operation. Miss Stanley will be greatly
missed. She leaves an invalid father,
valentine box for her
one
she cared for for

gatt.

Gove had a
the date of the last league meeting, Friday. It was a new idea here, and
the children were much interested, 400
valentines being contributed.
Feb. 16.
Miss

school

to-day
continuously during the time it has existed.

Through

its efforts and the efforts of its
members a large amount of good has been
done, in many ways, for the town, and large
sums of money have been
expended to foster
ne
commercial and business interests of the

on

The community

death

Saturday

SEAL COVE.
Mrs. Ella Carter, of Beech Hill, visited
relatives here recently.

Whether you do, or do not, decide to affiliate
yourselves with the board of trade, you may

who

I

injured by being

Allen Pierce,
from a team two months ago, and
sustained a broken leg and wrenched
knee, has gone to Bangor hospital.
^
Feb. 16.
thrown

was

saddened

many years,
Mrs.
sister
Greeley Walls, and one
brother, Rev. Fred Stanley, of Hallowell.
G.
Feb. 16.
whom

—

HARRIET N. MILLIKEN,
ROOM 57,
175 TREMONT ST..
Boston, Mass.
POX TRAPPING
Walter Bray, Orland Me.,
34 mink;
Thomas Callahan, North
Monroe, N. H., caught 23
fox with Page methods.
Stamps for testimonials
and terms.
Warranted
land, water, snow sets.
Bait and scent in pint jars
Edgar K.
for sale by
Page, Orland, Maine.

caught 24 fox,

WANTED
Collector Will Pay Cash for Old

Paintings, Engravings

MARRIED.

Boston, New York, Ships, Colleges,
Autograph Letters and Old Books. Address G. A. JACKSON, 8 Pemberton Sq.,
of

ABBOTT-YORK-At Bluehill, Feb 7, by Rev
Charles Hargrove, Mrs Addie M Abbott to
Percy E York, both of Bluehill.
HALL—GRAY—At North Brooksville, Feb 6,
by Rev J N Palmer, Miss Hazle G Hall to
Levi J Gray, both of Brooksville.

Boston.

WEST GOULDSBORO.

ou'

Mrs. Helen Witham is visiting in Steuben.

Mrs. Eunice Jones is with Mrs. S. G.
a few days.

Wood for

Harry Ashe, who fell and hurt himself
working in F. P. Noyes’ mill, is
able to work again.

while

styles Any

All
3izes
and
widths

—

24days.
GIBBS—At Orland, Feb 16, Mrs Martha E
Gibbs, aged 73 years, 4 months, 11 days.
HENRY—At Green Lake, Feb 14, James E
Henry, of Bangor, aged 32 years.
HIGGINS —At West Eden, Feb 10, Melvin
Higgins, aged 70 years, 1 mouth.
At Bar Harbor, Feb 14, Miss
STANLEY
Edith Stanley.
Oms. Feb
At
12, Miss Cordelia
YOUNG
Young, aged 81 years, 2 months, 26 days.
—

—

IKA

Feb. 16.

P.

woman can earn

this beautiful pair of
$4 shoes during a lit.
tie of her spare time
For particulars addresB
BAY STATE
HOSIERY CO., Inc.,
Lynn, Mass.

nAUAIN, Jr.

d.

Civil
Land

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Correspondence Solicited.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.

Commission fflerriiants.

St/tintisemcnta.

BLACK FOXES
For Sale: Silver Black and Paten Foxes. AlEnormous
Mink. Skunk and Marteu.
profits in ihe business. Animals can be
We build
raised successfully in Maine.
ranches and supply animals on easy terms.
Address St. Georges Bay Fur Company, 800
Journal Bldg., Boston, Mass.

The advertisements below represent some o
the leading houses of New
England. Our
readers will doubtless flud them ot value.

so

Aldrich itichard and wife, of Brockton,
Mass., are guests of Frank Day and wife.
C.
Feb. 10.
_

Trapped the Witness.
Nearly every murder trial has its
iense moments when every eye is on
the witness in the box. A man named
Hardy was on trial, and a witness
swore most persistently that the prisoner had been in his company at the
time the murder was committed.
“Are you quite certain of the exact
time?” asked the prosecuting counsel.
“Certain!” replied the witness.
“How are you so sure about it?”
“We were in the Bear public house
and X saw the time by the clock in the
bar,” said the witness. "It was twenty-seven minutes past 9.”
“You saw that clock yourself?” asked counsel.
;
“Yes.”
turned
around
counsel
and,
Suddenly
pointing dramatically to the clock in
the court, said: “You see that clock!
What is the exact time by it?"
The witness became ghastly pale,
gasped and was silent. He looked
helplessly at the counsel and then at
the clock. He had beau lying, for he
could not tell the time.
The prisoner was condemned.—London Globe.

(olonist
Excursions

15

BOSTON

+,

C°MHISSI0N ritRCHANj5
APPLES

i

>v e

have

to

greatly improved facilities
for handling.

siirp these also:

L (ajifornia

A person’s character is and can be
nothing else but the total result of
/bfs habits of thought—Arnold Bennett

A PAIR of SHOES
EASILY EARNED

as

ferent

ALLEY—At North Ellsworth, Feb 10, Martin
Alley, aged 68 years, 2 months, 14 days.
BOWDEN—At Castine, Feb 14, Samuel Bowden, aged 80 years.
At
East
BOWDEN
Bucksport, Feb 16,
Charles Bowden, aged 67 years, 3 months.
FRAZIER—At Ellsworth, Feb 14, Minnie, wife
of John W Frazier, aged 60 years, 7 months,

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

Cents and Sentiment,
One of the strangest things in this
world is why it is that even a stingy
man would sometimes rather give his
wife money than tell her he loves her.
—Galveston News.

Send for list.

DIED.

Thursday night.

_

_C.

city.

was

of Miss Edith

(PI C A

BORN.
BARBOUR—At Deer Isle, Feb 6, to Mr and
Mrs Archie E Barbour, a daughter.
CONEY—At Ellsworth, Feb 16, to Mr and Mrs
Daniel J Coney, a daughter.
EATON—At Deer Isle, Feb 9, to Mr and Mrs
Asa C Eaton, a son.
HOWARD—At Dover, Feb 13, to Mr and Mrs
Arthur C Howard, a daughter.
LAKE—At Ellsworth, Feb 17, to Mr and Mrs
Charles Lake, a daughter.
LUFKIN—At Deer Isle, Feb 1, to Mr and Mrs
Fred L Lufkin, a daughter.
SAUNDERS—At Orland, Feb 8, to Mr and Mrs
Harvey H Saunders, a son.
SMITH—At South Brooksville, Feb 13, to Mr
and Mrs Edwin J Smith, a daughter.

SARGENT V1LLE.
Miss

Ellsworth.

•

To Know I Make Switches
From Your Combings.

—

m.

Supplies and Fixtures.

Estey Building,

in

_

has

Expedience.

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

days last

Hancock County Forts.
Southwest—In port Feb 16. Br barges Bristol
and Glooscap; schs Mary J Beales, Nickerson; sloops Bessie, Alert
Feb 17, the Br sch R CarroD, lumber laden,
St John, N B, for Rockland was reported yesterday at the east mouth of Yorks Narrows
flying distress signal

has

Sidney Daws left in his boat at 2 a.
Saturday to haul his lobster traps, and

HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’

MARINE LIST.

The first birth in town in 1914 was a
daughter, born to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin J.
Smith.

insane

Jobbing.

Telephone 87-11.

Mrs. William H. Stover entertained the
ladies’ circle last Friday.

In 1901 he was appointed a member of
Governor Hill’s council, and served two
terms with credit. He was elected judge
of probatp for Hancock county in 1906,
serving four years.
He had also served on the State board of

IOD

Means
Healthy Nutrition—'
Hood’s Sarsaparilla Makes It.

WEST BROOKSVILLE.

_

Ellsworth Merchants’ association upon the
belief that there should be a union of the commercial organization of our city. If agreeable
to the board of trade and you think it advisable, we should be pleased to have a committee of five meet a like committee of our

It

ter.

_

Ellsworth, Mb., Jan. 28, 1914.
John O. Whitney, President of Board of Trade,
Ellsworth Falls, Maine.
Dear President WhitneyThe undersigned
have beeu constituted a committee from the

ELLSWORTH.

William Pickering is critically ill of
pneumonia.
Millard Carter and wife of Ludlow, are
with his father, John H. Carter, this win-

F. Archer.

Whereas, the angel of death has broken our
royal circle for the second time, and has
taken one of our charter members, casting
a shadow over her home;
Resolved, That by her death we have lost a
loved member, her husband and daughters a
good wife and mother. We as a camp extend
our heartfelt sympathy to the stricken home,
and while they mourn her loss, we mourn the
loss of a tiue neighbor, but our heavenly
Father doeth all thingsj well; and be it
further
Resolved, That dur charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days; that a copy be sent
to the family, one to The Ellsworth American for publication, and one spread on our
records.
Mrs. Allie M. McDonald,
Mrs. Ethel V. Eaton,
Committee

THE WHOLE B(
NEEDS PURE

P L U M B I NG.

RESOLUTIONS.

Resolutions

memory of Annie

Harrington Tuesday evening,

j

in

zest assured that
the board and its members
eartily appreciate the spirit that prompts
you to undertake
the work you are doing, and
18
at all times to give encouragement
ana
assistance where it can, as well as to any
all
undertakings whose objects are for the

by North Ellsw'orth

to

there by the serious illness of their
mother. Another daughter, Mrs. Increase
J. Shackford, spent a day with her mother
last week.
called

Francis Eaton, who has been away at
work since spring, has returned home.
Feb. 16.
Hubbard.

_____

communication with parties who might
be induced to locate a commission house
or produce exchange here.
The matter of consolidation of the merchants’ association and the board of trade
At the annual meetwas then taken up.
ing of merchants’ association the officers
were urged to take up the proposition of
consolidation early in the year. Tbis was
done, the officers acting as a committee.
This committee did not, in its letter to
the board of trade, advance any of the
arguments why consolidation would be
advantageous, but merely asked the board
of trade to appoint a committee of five
to meet w ith a like committee from the
the
discuss
merchants’ association to
proposition. The correspondence follows:

izations

Mrs. Emery Strout and Fred E. Grace
went

Feb. 16.
Tomson.
served the towrn as selectman many
enabled that bad
; terms, and in several other public capacischool to come within easy hailing disWEST HANCOCK.
ties. He had been for many years a mem*
tance of the Methodist school. At present
Mrs. Rose Young and family will go to
! ber of the board of trustees of Bluehillthe standing is:
Baptist, 51.45; CongreAuburn for the remainder of the winter.
Stevens academy,
gational, 49.5; Ellsworth Falls, 45.3; George
Miss Vera Johnson has gone to Bangor
He leaves a widow and eight children.
i
Methodist, 37.25; North Ellsworth, 36.3.
The funeral will be held to-morrow at hospital for treatment. Her mother, Mrs.
The order of the classes leading in
A. E. Tracy, accompanied her.
2 o’clock.
growth has not changed. B. B B. class,
Daniel Gallison, who has been quite ill
Baptist, is first, Mrs. Pomeroy’s class
SEDGWICK.
at the home of his daughter, Mrs. SherMethodist, second, and Mrs. Greely’s
Miss Violet Perkins is
visiting in man McFarland, is improving.
class, Methodist, third.
Mrs. Mary R. Butler is spending the
The classes leading in attendance were Brooksville.
F. W. Bridges came home from Boston winter with her son in Florida.
hit hard by illness and the weather. BeO. P. Q.
Feb. 16.
cause of good health and staying powers,
Friday, ill of mumps.
Miss Milliken’s class, of the Falls, has
Columbia chapter, O. E. S. gave a ValenWEST BROOKUN.
forged ahead of all the others, and this tine party Friday evening.
class leads with a percentage of 91.6. Miss
Roy Carter has purchased an automoMiss Evelyn Gray, who is living with
Holmes’ class Congregational, is tied for
bile.
her sister, Mrs. R. A. Flye, at Brooklin,
second place with the junior boys, of
Proctor Bridges, after a visit home, has
spent the week-end at her home heye.
Ellsworth Falls, at .90.
Miss Russell’s
returned to New York to resume his
J. H. Hooper will leave to-day for
class, Congregational, is third, .89.
work on the steamer Richard Peck.
Haverhill, Mass. Mrs. Hooper, who has
B.
Feb. 16.
spent some weeks there, will return with
Ice Fishermen Fined.
him.
HANCOCK.
Game Warden Frank Thompson, of
One day last week an eight-year-old
A. B. Crabtree is visiting in Melrose,
Eden, has been getting after the ice-fisherthe postoffice
on
men
Mt Desert island. George M. urchin came running into
Mass.
and asked the lady at the window* if she
Tower, found fishing at Long pond with
The basket-ball game Thursday evening
She replied: “No,
had lost ten cents.
too many lines, paid fine and costs in Bar
between the Ellsworth A. C. and Hancock
said he, “I have found ten
“Well”,
why.”
Harbor
municipal conrt last week.
A. A. was won by the later; score 31-15.
and will you please take it, and if
Frank Haslaro, accused of leaving his cents,
S.
Feb. 16.
one says they have lost it w*ill you
any
lines set over night, was fined flO and
This little felto them?”
it
give
please
costs. He appealed.
LAMOINE.
low doesn’t have many dimes to spend,
The dancing school and extra was postbut he will make a man, just the same.
McKinley Man Missing.
poned from Monday night of this week
H.
Feb. 16.

10. If Ellsworth is good enough for you to
live iu, get your bread aud butter in, it is good
enough for you to spend your money in. Trade
If it becomes impossible for you to
at home.
of
get merchandise through the indifference
local merchants, then go out of town for it.

on

take his team.

Miss Verna Lawrie, of Franklin, is visitat Wilson Eaton’s.

Last year he
hospital trustees.
courtesies which the local merchants’always
was appointed by Gov. Haines as commisare
rose to the
plowed,
emergency by
extend.
sea and shore
fisheries, but
iu
running their school in two sections, two sioner of
8. Every dollar aepi in circumuon
to opposition which developed in
and
to
values
and
a half miles apart, with a
increase
nroperty
trade helps
telephone owiHg
the governor’s council, he resigned before
to tie the sections together.
keep business conditions alive.
9. The best citizens in Ellsworth are those
The Baptist school, by adding three new assuming office.
In his home town Judge
Chase was
who believe in aud practice home patronage. members, has been able to increase its
Be one of the best citizens of Ellsworth.
lead, and the addition of tw’o new' mem- always prominent in public affairs. He

committee

Sunday evening was well attended, in
spite of the bad travelling. The subject
of next Sunday evening’s lecture is “Bud-

an

ing

p Dresser, r g
K Dresser, 1 g
Martin c

c

The illustrated lecture given by the pastor

PARTRIDGE COVE.

MILBRIDGE HIGH.

It Haynes, If
McQown, r f
E Whitcomb,

payment.

1.

of Mrs. Jude’s parents, Judson A. Austin
wife.

and

entertainment, “Cranberry Corner,” at
the town hall Friday evening. The parts dhism”.
were finely taken.
Webb’s orchestra furLewis I. Gray, who has been employed at
nished music during the evening and for
Green Lake since last fall, with his team,
the dance that followed.
is home for a few weeks.
His brother,
Rex.
Feb. 16.
George E. Gray, went up Monday noon to

The Hnal score, howEllsworth’s favor.

a* H* 8-

of schooner John Swan.

Mrs. Mildred Tripp, of Vinalhaven, is
visiting her parents, Charles Powers and
wife.

The line up:

quantity

Granville Swan, of Northeast Harbor, is here visiting her mother, Mrs.
Annie Bresnahan.
Mrs.

to take command

to-day, and will continue for the remainder of the week.
showing encouraging activity.
President Haines, in a comprehensive
Reporters for this week are Maude
some of the work laid
address, outlined
Brooks, Evelyn Bellatty, Myrtle Camber,
devoted some time
He
tbe
for
year.
out
Philip Guptill and Basil Robbins.
home” proposition. He
to the “shop at
BASKET-BALL.
of Ellsworth money
that
f20,0(10
estimated
Last Friday evening the
high Bchool
that
could
for
town
of
purchases
out
went
team played
Milbridge. The Milbridge
or through Ellsworth
be made at home
team played a good
game, and this, tomerchants. He gave ten reasons why gether with the fact that the
Ellsworth
Ellsworth people should trade at home, as players were rather
slow, nearly lost Ellsfollows:

for

Mrs. Martha Alexander, who has been
ill, is much improved.
George C. Austin and Melvin Jordan
Henry B. Webb and Asa Webb are the
came home last week from Strong, where
guests of Mrs. F. A. Gross.
they have been employed since last fall.
Mrs. Violet Goss, of Stonington, has
Miss Alice Clough is with her relatives
been the guest of Mrs. Fred Week.
at Waltham and attending the private
Capt. Jasper Haskell, who has been em- school taught by Miss isabell A. Jordan.
ployed in Bridgeport, Conn., is home.
William F. Jude and wife, of Castine,
Capt. W. H. Haskell has gone to Boston are visiting here for a few days, guests of

Thursday and Friday of last week the
schoolrooms were so cold that it was impossible to have school. The highest
thermometer in the building
Thursday
registered forty degrees at 8.30.
Mid-term examinations are being held

were lighted
After tbe banquet, cigars
was called
to
meeting
business
the
and
members were elected.
order. Two new
were called for,
Reports of committees
to report,
and nearly all had something

®Jbrrtt«rantk\

FALLS.

Miss Hazel Hamilton,
daughter of
Hiram Hamilton and wife, is ill of pneumonia.

Boston.

up to the usual high

standard.

ELLSWORTH

DEER I9LE.

Written for The American
by Members of E. H. S. Press Club.

served

8. Call,
bV Frank

COUNTY NEWS.

JUDGE CHASE DEAD.

fare of its

MEATS, EGGS,
Farm

and all

Products.

Arizona

March 15rApril 15l
These spring Colonist excursions
offer very low railroad and sleeper
fares, with the excellent service
provided by Santa Fe trains.
Tourist sleepers—personally conducted three days a week—furnish
sleeping-car comforts for one-half
the usual Pullman charge.
The time en route only three
days, if you take the Fast Mail.
Why not go and buy that California or
Arizona farm ? Write to C. L. Seagraves,
General Colonization Agent, 2301 Railway
Exchange, Chicago, for AriSan Joaquin
zona and
Valley booklets—they

professional CarBs.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

typewriting, accounting and
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of rortand, for furnishing Prohate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore's Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.
fl

|

||

i)R.

WILLIAM

SEMPLE,

OSTEOPATH.
506 Eastern Trust

Bldg., Bangor, Me.

IN ELLSWORTH TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS

Telephones: Office, 1259-18; Res., 708-1
The newspaper

which has no uniform
for advertising space, and is satisfied to take what it can get far it, ia a
S. W. Manning, G.N.E.A.,
cheap advertising medium, and the ad336 Washington St.,
vertiser need expect nothing but
Boston, Mass.
cheap
| results.—Lawrenceburg (Ind.) Press,
j Advertising is like learning to swim
The only place to get bargains is at the | Have confidence, strike out and
you will
«tore that advertises for your trade.
| surely win.
are

free.

rate

COUNTY news.

Wright,
recently

and

knee and ankle.

OTIS.

i

Miss Cordelia Young, a highly-respected
lady, aged eighty-two, died suddenly
Wednesday night of acute indigestion
The death of Miss Young leaves a distinct
she

East Orland, fell on the ice
broke his leg between the

of

the last

but

returned from

has

visit

a

with his son, Dr. Fred Ball, in Fdrgo, S*
D. His son accompanied him home for a
short visit. H's sister, Mrs. Maud Stratton, accompanied him as far as Salem,

of th<

one

J$all

Horace

void,
Mass., on his return.
older residents in town, and will be sadlj
i Feb. 16.
woman
was
a
remarkable
She
missed.
as

was

[

\ I JOE

■

BAKER’S I
GIRL
By M. QL AD

Copyright, ISIS. Oy Associated Literary Press.

E.

JiT

__

memory that was marvelous, retaining her faculties and good health until the last. Her life was like the placic
with

SOUTH BROOKS VILLE.

a

Mrs. Emma S. Gray, of Harborside. is
with her son at Buck’s Harbor.
and
bright
waters, reflecting all the pure
Mrs. Orvis M. Gray and son Lawrence
tints of nature, yet with a depth that
are visiting Capt. Gray on his vessel, the
brother’!
her
could reach all hearts. Since
Pendleton Sisters, at Searsport.
death six years ago, she had been a loving
It is a quiet winter here. All are hoping
pud loved member of her nephew, Arder |

job

ha; ; for another

Young’s family, whose wife—Fannie,
stood in the light of an angel to the agec I spring.
The last

and lone aunt.

and wife

her, and they have proved
faithful to their sacred trust. She leave*
an aged sister—Mrs. Julia Ann Kelliber
of Eddington Bend, aged eighty-six, the
last of a family of ten. The funeral was
held at the be me Saturday, Rev. P. A. A
The
Killam, of Ellsworth, officiating.
bearers were James Jordan, Albert and
have lived with

spelling

ment and

Miss Helen Mayo will go to Somerville.
Mass., this week for a visit.
New

Miss Musa Dollard will leave Thursday
a visit of several weeks in Massachustts

in

last

town

evening.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

May.

Feb. 16.
NORTH PENOBSCOT.

was

Lumbering operations have been limited
in this locality on account of scarcity of

a

friend, Mr. Lewis.

Never

men.

Sunday, Lincoln day, at the Baptist
church, Mrs. Arthur Tarbell delivered an
interesting address.

within

been

choppers

forty years

have

Valentine night was observed by Lookchapter, O. E. S. Friday evening. The
degrees were conferred on two candidates,
after which an interesting program ol
was
enjoyed.
charades, contests etc.,

H.

Nelson Stewart, who has been ill several
weeks, is convalescing.

tine season.
Feb. 16.

A. conference in

Merle Googins will attend the Y. M. C.
Waterville.

Miss Rena Springer is at home from
Sullivan Harbor, where she has been

teaching.

Capt. Jacob Mayo last week brought his
invalid wife, who has been with her daughter, Mrs. Byron Carpenter at Bar Harbor,
for a short visit to relatives here, then
■went to Saco to spend two months or more

Feb. 16.

Foster Gerrish is at the hospital in Bangor, where he has had a second operation

with their

performed.

Harmoo has been receiving
the Bar Harbor hospital.

Mrs. Alice

George

Mrs.

treatment at

ill.
Feb. 14.

Mrs. Alma

packer,

a

plankas soon
suitably equipped.

be

can

as

the

Feb. 12.

building

T. E. D.
_

LAMOINE.

Feb. 16.

Spray.

Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins has returned from

WEST TREMONT.

a

employed.
Ashbury Dopaus, who hurt his
Jan. 31, consulted a physician who

visit in

Hampden.

F. L. Hodgkins and wife have returned
from Boston. Mrs. Hodgkins’ sister, Mrs.
Augusta Bartlett, accompanied thehr, to

W. A. Clark, sr., and daughter Grace left
Thursday for Portland, where both are

a

a

Mrs. Nelson Somensby spent a few days
recently with her mother, Mrs. Willian
Dolliver, who has been quite ill.

Mr. Wass, of Harrington, who

will start the

Spuriingjhas returned from

visit in Bangor.

sardine

a

S.
SEAWALL.

J. T. R. Freeman has sold his factory
the wharf to

is with
mother, Mrs. C. T. Hooper,

who is

The annual temperance meeting planned
the evening of Feb. 15 was postponed,
as owing to some difficulty in the beating
of the Methodist church, Presiding Elder
Pallidino held his evening service at the
Congregational church.
on

Hooper, of Boston,

her husband’s

for

and storehouse

Axon.
WINTER HARBOR.

Alfred.

remain the rest of the winter.

hand

Feb. 16.

found

R. H.
_

broken bone.

MT.

Mrs. Emma A. Reed, with daughter
Miriam left Thursday for Boston and
Keene, N. H., to visit her children.

|
j

DESERT.

John Fairfield Norton, born in Mt.
Desert seventy-three years ago, and a
veteran of the Civil war, died Feb. 10, in
Portland, where he had been in the gro-

ladies’ aid at its annual meeting’ cery business many years.
Feb. 4, elected the following officers: PresSOUND.
ident, Mrs. E. B. Reed; vice-president,
Mrs. Alton Pomroy; secretary, Mrs. Henry
Mrs. Pomroy, of
Trenton, is visiting
Thurston; treasurer, Mrs. Edwin Mar- | Miss Nancy Brown.
Claude Murphy and wife are receiving
shall.
congratulations on the birth of a son.
Feb. 8.
Thelma.
Feb. 9.
Bcd.
The

WEST EDEN.

GOTT’S ISLAND

Philip Moore is visiting in Bar Harbor,
preEllsworth, and Bucksport.
paring a play.
Charles F. Harding and wife celebrated
A missionary social was held at the their silver
wedding last Saturday evenWest Eden chapel Thursday evening. ing.
*
Feb. 14.
Chips.
Rev. Elias Anger gave an interesting talk
The pupils of the high school

on

missions.

attracted
was

are

Ice-cream, cake and homeand a Chinese

candy were sold,
booth, presided over by

made

much attention.

Mayo
good sum

Marion
A

realized.

Feb. 9.

_s_

Melvin

Higgins

age

of

were

held at the

Walker,

M.

died

Funeral

seventy yearB.
of

Tuesday,

at

services

chapel Friday, Rev. Mr.
Somesville, officiating.

Feb. 16.

EAST ORLAND.
Mrs. Bessie Dunbar is visiting in
gor.
Willie Pickering is critically ill of
monia.

M.

Arch
Alec Briggs has purchased the
Henderson place. Mrs. Ellen Henderson
will reside with her daughter, Mrs. Orrin
Bickford.

C.

Feb. 9.
_

Miss Mary Warren, of Bangor, is

visit-

here.

Mrs. W. O. Fogg, of Hall’s Cove,' is with
her sister, Miss Nancy Jordan.
Everard H. Brawn and wife are emat No. 8. for the Turner brothers.
Feb. 9.
Davis.

ployed

HANCOCK POINT.
Horace Ball is laid np with
ankle.

a

sprained

Mrs. Kobert Hagerthy’s brother, E. H.
A Winter

pneu-

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

OTIS.

ing

Ban-

M.

Feb. 16.

the

Cough

A stubborn, annoying, depressing cough
hangs on, racks the body, weakens the lungs,
and often leads to serious results. The first
dose of Dr. King’s New Discovery gives relief.
Cavendish, Vt.. was
w*»nrv
D. Banders, of

TRENTON.
Little Harry L. Davis, jr., who has been
ill two weeks, is better.
Lonnie Woodworth, wife and son Harold returned to Bar Harbor Saturday.
May.
Feb. 14.
__

NORTH SEDGWICK.
A successful term of school closed Friday. taught by Eunice Dunbar, of North
Bluehill. The Roosevelt school le&gne
gave

fine entertainment

a

in

the grange

hall; proceeds, f 16.65.
REACH.
Judson Haskell broke his wrist recently.
Claribel Lowe entertained in honor of
her fifth birthday Friday.
M. L.
Feb. 14.
_

MARLBORO.
Mildred and Lyle
School closed Feb. 6.
Ford were perfect in attendance for the
weelis.
of
term
twenty
Abe.
Feb. 14.
_

mild, easy action of the bowels, a
single dose of Doan’s Begulets is enough.
25
Treatment cares habitual constipation.
Ask your druggist for ; them
cents a box.
For

IA
CASTOR
and Children.
Jot Infants

Tha Kind Yoo Have Always Bought

/T\,*
J

//
a

S’

“SHAU, BSE JIOItE ASOTBEB 8EASOS."
The Essex Fertilisers hare given me the best of satisfaction,
an,| j raise*! potatoes on the Complete Manure at the rate of 300
bushels per acre. I had a good crop of com raised on XXX,
I shall use more another season
ron«* ierinff the dry season.
W. A. JEWELL, Waldo County, Me.
than this.

J

If in doubt as to which brand to use for your crop,
and private alike, and to os and all
-'A'
write us for advice. Ask for our Free Crop Book.
was
a
others who came that way she
If no one sell* Essex Fertilizer in your town, write
border queen.
us about H.
For weeks the Indians of Idaho had
been sulky and sullen and threatening.
ESSEX FERTILIZER COMPANY 1
We bad not seen the girl for a month
39 North Market St., Boston. Mass.
when a sergeant's guard was dispatched to East Butte to cat and haul
telegraph poles for the line which was
to connect the fort with the outside
world.
WEATHER FORECASTING.
Two miles east of the jabin we
made our camp and began work, bat
How the Weather Bureau Predict*
tbe Indians were ready sooner than
You can't see the widow this week.
Storms, Frosts and Floods,
we had planned for.
On the second Come Thursday, the Uth. She's a 11m
j Many people have an idea that there is
night of our stay we were fired into dandy.
The message was signed with the
at midnight and routed out of camp
; something mysterious and occult about
We initials of Mr. Ver Beck's most Inti- the work of the weather bureau in forewith the loss of two men killed.
^
mate
of
over
whose
influence
1
friend,
were falling back in the direction of
!
casting the coming of storms, frosts and
Baker’s cabin when we were Joined her husband the wife was distrustful—
The Indians pressed us a clubman, a man about town, a man Hoods. Not a few think that the obserby Mary.
with the reputation of being rapid.
vers must necessarily get their data by
every foot of the way, and but for the
“Thursday, the 15th,” Bhe said to ! reading the planets, the stars and the
darkness of the night and the girl’s
familiarity with the lay of the gronnd herself. “I’m glad he gave the date. moon. As a matter of fact, the forecaster
We shall see about this."
j of the bureau foretells the coming of disnot one of us would have escaped.
Replacing the telegram in the en- turbances in a business-like way, very
We were no sooner sheltered by the
cabin than it was clear that we must velope and pressing down the flap, sbe similar to that in which a man who has
When you start
stand a siege before tbe door could took it downstairs and left It in the ordered a shipment of goods would estio
make the dainty
H,
for
mall
on a table in the ball.
salver
date
mate
the
of
its
arrival.
ake or luscious pie
be opened again.
Then
she
to
her
boudoir
a
returned
and.
business
man
had
ordered
a
ir
the
wholeSuppose
good,
“Well.” said Joe Baker’s gal when
ome bread on which
like Mrs. O'Shanter, spent the rest of carload of pineapple* from the Hawaiian
HI
we bad canvassed our situation and its
he
thrives.
IH
to
ber
wrath
Islands.
He
would
know
family
the
afternoon
the
"nursing
average
chances, "we mast put up with things
Order William Tell
But shortly before time it would take the steamer to make
keep it warm.”
as they are and do our best. The In'lour and baking day
dians have encircled the cabin and will dinner, realizing that it was necessary the trip to the Pacific port, the average
rill be a pleasure and
H
be on tbe watch tbe rest of tbe night, to ber plan that she should dissemble, time for unloading and loading into
H
triumph. Richest m
and
the average
but they will make no move till day- she dressed with ber usual care and refrigerator
cars,
: H
mtritive value too,
ind goes farthest, belight comes. Let us sleep if we can.”
by the time her husband came home number of days to be allowed these cars
She went to her room, and the four had steeled herself to qecelve him as for their trip across the continent to New
ause jt is milled by
iur special process
i
of us lay down on the floor and napped usual
Bhe beard him pause In the York. His estimate, however, would be
rom
the finest Ohio
H
until daylight came
ball while he read the telegram; then subject to error because the steamship
Wheat.
ted
Winter
■
In the larder there were about five he came up and gave ber the custom- might be delayed by fog, or the cars
Your grocer will
(
pounds of bacon, nothing else. There ary marital kiss.
might meet with an accident.
lave it
: ■
just say
was no telling bow long we should be
Storms, like pineapples, as a rule, do
“Anythin* new downtown?" she askend me
■
(It)
not originate in the United States.
cooped up to live on those scant ra- ed carelessly.
They
tions. and by common consent we
“No, nothin* special. The market Is come to us, some from the Philippines,
went without breakfast. The Indians
better today.
Have yon anything on Japan, Siberia, Alaska, Canada or the Gulf
cooked their morning meal in a leisure- hand for next
of Mexico.
The weather bureau gets
Thursday night?"
ly manner, and it was gome time after
“It’s coming," mused the lady. “I cable, telegraphic or wirelesB notice of a
sunrise before they made their first
foreign storm. Station after station, or
thought so.”
move. It was a band with Chief Char“Yes," she replied. “I’ve promised vessel after vessel reports the storm’s arlie In command, and be knew Baker
Kit I’ll go over and keep her com- rival in its neighborhood, so that the genand the gal even better than we did.
UUITCUMK, HM.M..KCO.
eral direction and rate of progress can be
pany. She'll be alone."
C. W. (JltlNI'Al.
Baker had hunted with him and on
In fact, the arI’m sorry. 1 was going to pro- determined very early.
“Oh,
one occasion had saved his life, and
pose that we go Into the city, dine and rival of some storms can be foretold ten
he called at the cabin on various occadays in advance.
to the theater."
sions and bad been hospitably received. go
The forecasters watch for the region of
“The wretch!" said Mrs. Ver Beck
He was therefore probably in earnest
“He was not going to pro- low barometer, which is the storm center
when be advanced alone and unarmed mentally.
He asked the around which the wipds blow. This whirl
pose any such thing.
to within a few feet of the cabin and
question to find out whether he would or eddy move* bodily forward with the
said to Mary:
general eastward drift of about 660 miles
"We are on the warpath against the be able to get rid of me. I’ll fix him.
a day in our latitudes.
As the lines of
whites, and we mean to kill, kill, kill If be sees his widow he'll have to take
First aid to the
equal pressure (isobars) around the low
until all are dead or driven away. me along with him.
relict
injured—surest
center
crowd
closer
the
winds
1
“I’m
said
together,
she
“but
aloud,
sorry,’’
Sour father saved my life, and an Infrom Coughsf Colds,
the
storm
increase
in
force.
attending
Kit
1
wouldn't
disappoint
dian never forgets. I do not want harm promised
HI Cramps, Rheumatism.
The forecaster determines the direction of
to come to you. and you shall take her. We'll have to go to the city some
movement
of
the
storm
and
its
velocity.
your horses and ride away to the fort other night.”
When weather disturbances are reported
Mrs. Ver Beck was standing at her
In safety.”
the
forecasters
know
from
“But what about the soldiers?” she dresser putting on finishing touches
experience
asked from one of the loopholes.
Forgetting that her husband was be- about how long it takes them to reach our
ANODYNE
Pacific
and
how
coast,
^ben
long after
"They cannot go.” he replied. "The hind her and a mirror before her.
soldiers are here to make war on us— though she spoke the words Indiffer- they will reach the Atlantic coast.
For example, if a storm coming from
to shoot us down, to make us obey or- ently, she expressed her feelings In
We have only her countenance
ders we do not like.
Her husband saw Siberia drifts eastward around the North
1 know bow many and wondered.
hatred for them.
Something had evi- Pole and reappears in Alaska, it should
Use it for both internal and
there are in there—four.
They have dently gone wrong. But he bad learn- appear in Washington and Oregon in
I external ills. Sold evervtheir guns and will fight, but we shall ed when things had gone wrong with about two days; should get to the Great
w here in 2 5c and 50c bottles.
n
kill every one. Come out. and we will his wife to let her alone till the storm Lakes in six days and to the Atlantic
send you safely away."
I.S.
had blown over.
So he arose from coast in seven or eight davs.
“I shall remain here and help the sol- his chair, went downstairs and read
Unexpected conditions may delay
diers to fight you!” answered the girl. the evening newspaper till dinner was storms or divert them from the straight
Boston, W Parsons'
track just as a refrigerator car
“Then you will be killed with them!" served.
may be
■■*•••
The chief turned away and went
Pills
The next Thursday morning before thrown off its schedule or be shipped by
back to his warriors, and ten minutes
accident on a wrong road. Some of these
business
to
Mr.
Ver
Beck
asked:
Make the liver M
going
storms deplete themselves
later there was a circle or fire all about
by running
“My dear, are you going to Kit’s tothe cabin. It was not long before two
into regions of high barometer which are
night?”
of the soldiers were dead.
of greater magnitude and extent than the
“1 am.”
With only three of us left to guard
“Then 1 think I’ll remain In the citv.” storm itself. Some of them, however,
the cabin, another attack must over“Do so by all means. It will be very travel competely around the world.
come us. It was hours before we beard
To keepstab on cold waves that come PROTECT THE
HEART
dull for you bere alone."
from the Indians again, and we were
So Mr. Ver Beck remained In the into the United States from Canada and
FROM
almost certain that they had drawn off.
city, little dreaming that he was a Alaska, the weather bureau studies the
when, an hour before sunset and with- mouse on whom the cat was to
Canadian weather reports.
England
pounce
and
out the slightest warning, they rushed
His wife knew that wbeu in town he sends reports from Iceland, the British ItHEUMA Purifies the Hlooil
The demons were on
for us as before
Throws off Complicating Diseases.
dined at his club, and wherever he Islands and continental Europe, and daily
the roof and battering at the door and went he would
Fortu- reports come from St. Petersburg on the
go from there.
Weakening of the blood tissues by con*
firing in upon us from some of the nately for her there was a little restau- conditions in Russia and Siberia.
tinued attacks of Rheumatism affects the
|
loopholes, when suddenly things turn- rant opposite the clubhouse, and there
The same business-like system used in heart and
produces complications which
ed dark with me.
she went for dinner, sitting at a ta- tracing the track of a storm is applied in ; result fatally.
RHEUMA puts the blood
There was no more fighting that ble close
by a window. She made a determining the arrival of frosts.
| in condition to ward off other disease®,
night. Consumed by thirst and rack- frugal meal—not having any appetite—
Flood forecasts are made in much the and eradicates Rheumatic conditions from
ed with pain. 1 remember nothing ex- and
spent half an hour after she had same way. Information as to the amount the whole system.
Recommended for all
cept that Mary spoke hopeful and sym- finished
waiting. Then she saw her of rainfall at the head waters of Btreams forms of Rheumatism. 60 cents at G. Apathetic words now and then, and that husband come out to the club stoop, that cause floods are covered by tele- Parcher’s. This letter w ill convince you
she had the guns distributed around so stand a
moment—looking bored, she graphic reports sent by local observers. of its great value:
as to cover as many loopholes as posUI was so crippled w ith Sciatic Rheuthought—then stroll slowly down the As this rain reaches the main channel, the
sible tu case of an attack.
When street.
Leaving the restaurant, she height of the water in the channel is de- matism I could not walk. Doctors could
morning came the Indians asked for followed him. He went to the
theater termined by successive gauging stations. do nothing for me.
After taking three
a parley and offered to send her to the
Past records established how much a j bottles of
district.
i
RHEUMA, the Rheumatism
1 did not know it. being out of
fort.
“He’s going to meet her at the play," height, say of twenty feet at Dubuque, had entirely left me.”—Guy Torley, ^
She scorned the
my head with fever.
Iowa, will produce at Davenport, another Summit Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
thought the shadower.
offer, and for three hours the cabin
Mr. Ver Beck turned In at one of the station eighty miles down the Mississippi.
was under a heavy fire.
rush
A
would theaters. His wife,
ThiB plan is followed all the
keeping far enough
way down
have followed the fusillade, but as behind to
permit him to get in. fol- the river, and at each point full allowance
were
they
gathering for it a half troop lowed and asked for a single seat The is made for the effects of water from
tribof cavalry from the fort, headed by
utaries, and from additional and local
*lerk gave her an excellent one that
Tonic and alterative. Increases strength.
Joe Baker, came galloping to the res- had
just been returned. Mrs. Ver Beck rainfall. As a result of these observations
Restores healthy functions. No alcohol.
cue, and the Indians were routed.
It drew down her veil and entered. She in the recent flood, the
of
Cairo had
people
Sold for 60 yean.
was
ten
days before 1 knew all would watch her husband and the wid- warning a week or ten days in advance.
about it.
Ask Your Doctor.
ow unrevealed.
When shown to her The Pittsburgh district can be given only
A great Indian war was upon the seat she was thunderstruck to
find It twelve to twenty-four hours’ notice, beland, the girl had been sent hundreds next her husband.
He looked at her cause|a flood is upon them within twentyof miles away for safety, and when
furiously, but did not at first recog- four hours after a heavy rain storm.
peace came again she did not return. nize her through her veil.
It is like a dream to me—three dead
Then suddenly she saw the name of
Bliggins is a terribly obstinate man.”
men. one grievously wounded, a white
the play on her program—“The Merry
“\ou once said he had
great moral
faced girl moving about and making Widow.” A light broke In on her.
courage.” “Yes. But that was when he
ready to fire a last shot, the crack of
“Jim!"
w-as doing
I
something approved of.”
rifles and the fierce warwhoops—but
“Sallle!”
I know that It was all real, and a hum“1 thought I’d surprise you.” she
Stops itching instantly.
ble private soldier whispers:
Cures
laid.
piles,
eczema,
salt| rheum, tetter, itch, hives
"God bless Joe Baker's gal wherever
But it Is questionable If be believed
rehpes, scabies.
Doan’s Ointment. At
The more eyet an advertUement catchei
any
she may be!"
hgi, though be pretended to do so.
drug store.—Advt.
the more dollars it it worth.

*J||

You Want

VIore than
Just'Flour

I
■

■

H;

NORTH HANCOCK.

Unique features were introduced at the
banquet. The decorations of the banquet room were appropriate to the Valen-

son

who commanded botb admiration and
respect the moment you laid eyes on
her.
She bad a handshake for officer

Jr*

proved

^B

_

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

one

/£x

H

Mrs. E. A. Lowell is better.
Feb. 15.

Une Femme.

climbing, riding and walking, and

/I

I I
/V

DO NOT EXPERIMENT
with unknown brands on the crops you plan to raise,
whole season. Use Essex High
as you may lose the
(trade Fertilizers which have been tested by actual
have always
satuse under all conditions sad
isfactory. They supply plant food in the richest,
m08t condensed form-Bone, Blood, Meat and Fish
balanced with High Orade Chemicals. They nourish
the crop until maturity is complete.

j

so scarce.

Montgomery, who has been
seriously ill of pneumonia, is recovering.
Vernon

out

teamsters and others who did not
know that her name was Mary.
A girl of about eighteen when I
knew her—alight, blue eyes, short,
curly hair, a strong face, dressed for

Mrs. Ver Beck was sitting In her
boudoir sewing when there was a ring
at the doorbell, and a few moments
later a maid banded ber a telegram
addressed to her husband with the
book for signatures.
Baring signed
and the maid departed, Mrs. Ver Beck
began to look at the envelope curiously, holding It up to the light as though
sbe might read what was inside. All
this was merely doing something to
while away the time while sbe was
resisting a temptation to read the telegram, to which she finally yielded.
Before acting it occurred to ber to
gratify her curiosity without ber busband knowing It She warmed the little gum with which the envelope was
sealed and drew forth the message.
The look on ber face as sbe read it
would have sent a cold chill through
the bones of any husband, however
brave. The corners of ber mouth were
drawn down, and her lips were set
tight together. This was what she
read:

|

_

for

Medford, Mass.,
week accompanied by

the

Henry Perkins left Monday for St.
Joseph, Mo.
Capt. J. B. Sellers is spending a few
days iu Ellsworth.
Miss Nina Varnum, who is employed at
Togus, spent last week at home.
Mrs. Gertrude Perkins and daughter
Marguerite are visiting in Sedgwick.
A goodly number of Masons responded
to the invitation given by Chester Smith,
pastor of the Baptist church, and attended
morning service Sunday.

BROOKLLN.

LeRoy Tolcott,

in

_

*

Guy Sherman, of Boston, is visiting his
mother.

of

bee

There were about seventy present. An excellent program was given.
C.
Feb. 9.

Howard Kincaid and Emery Willey.
Davis.
Feb. 16.

John H. Freetbey is home from
York for a few weeks.

the

School No. 5, Miss Beatrice R. Condon,
teacher, closed Feb. 6, with an entertain-

years hei

two

grand-nephew, Daniel G. Young

in

quarries

at the

That was the way she was referred
to In a general way—"Joe Baker's girl"
—and there were plenty of soldiers,

a

—Advl.
The King of All Laxatives
For constipation, Dr. King’s New Life Pills.
Paul Matbulka. of Buffalo, N. Y.. says they
of
all laxatives”.
They
the ‘‘king
are
are a blessing to all my family and I always
well
keep a box at home.” Get a box and get mail.
Price 25c. At Diuggiste or by
again.
H. £. Buckien A Co., Philadelphia or St.
LOUiS.
y
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RHEUMATISM

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

ftailroabs anti Steamboats.

COUNTY NEWS

I

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

MANSET.
Miss Celia Wilson and Miss Helen Clark
have gone to Massachusetts.
News has been received of the birth of a
daughter to Rev. and Mrs. Trites, of
Massachusetts.
in the vilOne day there appeared
u stranger who gave
„f
Highlands
,af;e
Bacon and his business as
hls nliu,e ns
for the London and
opening au agency
Cash Down Accident lusur-

Liverpool

company.

ance

He
jir. Bacon looked prosperous.
He shook
and suave.
was smiling
and hoped their
bands with everybody
were well.
Wives and children
first Sunday
He attended church the
be arrived.
attended a sewing
On Thursday he
himself agreeable to
society and made
tbe ladies.
Oa Saturday he called

the two
each to
them
ministers and handed
of Africa.
be sent to the heathen
Monday morning Mr. Bacon was
He bad hinted
ready for business.
his insurance differed
right along that
from any ever presented before, but
had refused to give out particulars,
would now do so with tlie greatest
on

lie

of pleasure.
•■It will he a waste of time," said the
laudlord of the inn. “We carry lire
insurance here, hut none of the other
kind, l'ou can't give it away."
•i shall hope to do considerable business here.” was tile confident reply.
••This morning in driving a nail you
bit your thumb with the hammer.”
“Yes: I was just fool enough.”
■•You have It tied up in a rag, but It
will be sore for u couple of weeks.”
“Yes. duru it"
“Bo you know how much cash you
would have drawn this very day had
me?”
you been insured with
"Not a red cent.”
I told you this
“Ten dollars, sir.
English company was different from
It looks almost entirely
an) we have.
after the small accidents and cases of
temporary illness. There are no blanks
to till out. There are no affidavits to
be made."
/
"I never heard of a company like
landlord.
said
the
that"
“There is only one company in the
world, and that is the Cash Down. It
permits its agents a latitude that no
other Insurance company does. For instance. If 1 had explained Us plans to
you yesterday you'd have taken out a
at

policy

once.”

"I duntio about that, was the reply.
“And when you mashed your thumb
this morning you d have held it out to
me and asked, ‘Mr. Bacon, how much
cash are you going to allow me on
that.'
“And I'd have taken a brief glance
at It and replied, 'Mr. Boniface, that
mash is worth $10 to yoirf and here's
the cash.'
Sot a person was asked to insure.
Mr. Bacon simply watched and wait
ed. Deacon Pilgrim fell off a load of
hay and injured his knee. The doctor
advised hinr to bang around the house
for four or five days and rest it. Mr.
Bacon went to see the deacon and the
knee Mid said:
“Yes. your knee may be all right in
a few days, but if you had a policy in
my company I should say to you:
“‘Deacon Pilgrim, when u man close
to fifty years of age injures his knee
it may get well iu a week, or it may
take a month. I shall insist that you
accept this $20. That is $ij a week
for four weeks.’
“But why in tarnashuu haven't I
heard about sucb-'a company?" shouted the deacon.
“Because Pm not saying much yet.
I look upon it ns my fault that you
haven't got a policy, and I insist on

making good

to

you."

“Shoo:

You goin' to pay me $20?”
“Here's the money, deacon."
“But meblie 'tain’t quite right to
take it!"
me
worry aooui uiai:
want to show the Yankees

.>uu

Britishers

that some things can be done as well
•s others.
When your knee is quite
well we'll talk about a
policy."
Mrs. Glazier, wife of the town con

stable, leaned

over the pigpen to empty a pail of swill into the trough, and
•he fractured a rib.

"My dear sir,” said Mr'Bacon to the
victim s husband, "I propose to be liberal about the settlement."
But what have you got to do about
was

asked.
You may have heard that I am an
•Seat of the Cash Down Accident In-

surance company?"
I believe I did
hear somebody say
°’ hut my wife was not insured with
you."

And why not? Because I had not
ou you and
explained the liberal
ties we Issue.
For instance, they
““in what we call the
‘pig clause,’
uich permits
every holder, man oi
Oman, to bend over a pigpen as often
"*sh- Y'our wife will be disat ™
a
for at least four weeks. It was
Y fault. Here is
$20 for you.”

By thunder!”

Yes, sir; that’s the way we English
do business.”

“But—but”—

•-..^“Y

no more now.

about

n<

a

By and by we’ll

policy.”

two
ha*ter
“hove be

three more cases
ready to talk
ta*k. ff® talked so well that
he •old
m
insurance to 250 different peo« ‘hree
times its value,
uc when
the first accident happen0 a
Po'lcy holder Mr. Bacon slid
oat

lik

Inn

or

was

■

Ann
temr

'h*n they hunted for the
COnWnt be found,

,those

com-

who had been swindled
'hose who hadn’t been.
f°r n°thluK always leads

sotncthi'8

Cyrus Miulge

was

an

given

ana

his

critic

Barbara

a

social in

Whitmore, piano

by

duet

Misses

Eva Mayo and Hazel Ramsdel; duet by
Ora and Master Tom Newman, singing by
the school children, and a speech by Rev.
F. Dresser.
Feb. 9.
Lilac.

home

I
Boston via
I
Dover lv.
Boston via
Portsmouth lv.

from

employed.

in

A.

j

and

fast

a

basket-ball
36-27.
Feb. 16.

E. E.

Cummins

returned to Pittsfield.
will

erect

pond.

Etta Blake, of Cape Rozier, is visiting her daughter, Annie Grindle.
C.
Feb. 9.

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.14
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10.65
p m connect with Washington County railway.
* Stops on signal to conductor.

engines.

Mrs. Clara D. Grindle is home from
Bluehill, where she has been caring for
Mrs. Charles Dodge.
D.
Feb. 9.

Passengers

are
earnestly requested to protickets before entering the trains, and
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls tc
Ellsworth.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.
Portland. Maine.

cure

iltmrrtisnnrntis.

Eastern

Steamship
Corporation.

—

It Has Been Done, So Scores of
Ellsworth Citizens Say.

Winter Schedule.

Special Fares.
Boston,! $3.50,
Bluehill and Boston, $3.50 3

Bar Harbor and

To get rid of

Sedgwick

aching back,

an

The tired-ont feelings,
at

In many
Doan’s

the

cases

cause.

’tis the kidneys.

Kidney Pills

are

for

Thursday for South Bluehill, Brooklln, Sedgwick. Deer Isle.Sargentvllle, South Brooksville,

weak kid-

Dark Harbor and Rockland.
Connection Is made at Rockland with
for Bosiou.
RETURNING

neys.

5pm Tuesday and Friday for
Rockland, connecting with steamer leaving
Rockland 6 00 a m, Wednesday and Saturday
for Bar Harbor, Bluehill, Sedgwick and In
termedlate landings.
Leaves Boston

take place.

^

E. L. Smith. Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hrkrick, Agent, Bluehill.

Phonograph and Sewing
Machine Repairing
and Cleaning

good.”
For sale

by

all

dealers.

Scissors and Edge Tools ground
and Honed.
Saw-setting and Filing.

Price 50 cents.

Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New* York,
sole agents lor the United States.

|

Remember the
take

no

name

—

Doan’s

—

Parasols and Umbrellas Repaired
and Mended.

and

Locksmith, General Craftsman.

other.

Isaac L.

It’s Wonderful!

Hodgkins.

Ergal

Begy’s Mustarine
Nothing Quicker

steamer

Steamship Belfast.

Turbine Steel

STATE
County

End Chest Coldsi
Sore Throat, Coughs, Lumbago, Back*
ache, Stiff Neck, Earache or Headache.

op

Notices.

OF MAINE

Hancock

bs.

to

February 11,19i4.

this llth day of February, a. d
1914, on execution dated the 12th day ol
January, a. d. 1914, issued on a judgment rendered by the Ellsworth municipal court, foi
the county of Hancock, at a term thereof begun and held on the first Tuesday of January
anno domini. 1914; to wit: on the 9th day ol
January, a. d. 1914, in favor of Alton H. Robbins, of Franklin, county and State aforesaid
against James E. Robbins, of township No
in said county and State, for sixty dollars
10,
EEGY’S MUSTARINE will not blister,
will not soil—it never fails to satisfy— debt or damage, and eleven dollars and
cents, costs of suit, and will be *olc
thirty-six
wonderful
it’s simply
how quickly II j
at public auction, at the Relay house, in saic
drives out aches and pains.
to the highest bidder, on the 16tt
A big yellow box costs but 25 cents, Franklin,
of March, a. d. 1914, at 9 o’clock iu the
and any ^druggist will recommend it— day
forenoon, all the right and equity, which the
praise it—guarantee It.
said James E. Robbins has to redeem the folUse it to warm up cold feet, for sore lowing mortgaged real estate to wit; a certair
muscles, sprains, swollen joints, lame- lot or parcel of land situate in township No
It’s great also for frosted feet, 10, on Catherine’s hill, so called, bounded anc
ness.
chilblains and to draw the agony from described as follows: on the north by land o:
Be sure It’s
corns, bunion* and callouses.
Emily V. Aurbert, on the east by land o:
BEGY’S MUSTARINE, if you want the Hinckley and Campbell, on the south by th«
mustard
50
best—equals
plasters.
county road 'eaJing from Cherryfield tc
Franklin, and on the west by land of Hinck
ley and Campbell, containing four acres
more or less,
together with the building!
thereon, excepting therefrom a right of waj
L. Seymour to Emily V. Aurbert
conveyed
by
Hyoinel Gives Instant Relief.
being the same premises conveyed by said L
If suffering from a cold or catarrh Seymour to James E. Robbins, by warranty
deed
dated September 6, a. d. 1906, and re
causing dull headaches or an
corded in Hancock registry of deeds, bool
and burning sensation in the nostrils, 433, page 283. Said real estate is subject to
el- mortgage given by said James E. Robbim
try Hvomie. It gives
Edward L. Seymour and recorded in Han
relief or money to
ective and
cock registry of deeds, vol. 435, page 89.
G. A. l’archer. It goes
H. L. Fkrnald,
refunded
Deputy Sheriff.
feel better in
to the

Agony

TAKEN

from Neuritis and Rheumatism
Goes Like Magic

HEAD STUFFED UP?

itching

surely
right

quick,

permanent
by

spot—you

five minutes.
No roundabout method of stomach
dosing with Hyomei—you breathe it.
This health-giving medication goes
directly to the inflamed membrane, all
irritation and congestion is quickly relieved, the delicate tissues healed and

8utscriber hereoy gives notice tba
he has been duly appointed adminis
trator~of the estate of
DANIEL W. HILL, late of BUCKSPORT
in the county of Hancock, deceased, anc
All per
given bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estati
of said deceased are desired to present tht
same for settlement, ana all indebted theietc

THE

vitalized.

Hyomei should be in every household. Druggists everywhere sell it.
I
Ask for the complete outfit—$1.00 size.

are

requested

Bucksport,

to

make

8
H

—

LOWELL FEBTILIZER CO., 40 N. MARKET ST., BOSTON, HASS.

iU'tjni Kaltera.

I
B
ft

H

fl

B

ILcgnl Satires.

To all persons interested in either of the esSTATE UF MAINE.
tates hereinafter named:
County of Hancock bs.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
To the Honorable Justice of tbe Supreme
for the county of Hancock, on the third
Jucicial Court, next to be held ai Ellsworth,
day of Feb uary, a. d. i»14.
within and for the county of Hancock, on
following matters having been prethe second Tuesday of April, 1914
sented for the action thereupon herein
L. ASH, of Sullivan, in said county,
after indicated, it is hereby ordered: That
wife ol Herbert W Ash, respectfully renotice thereof be given to all persons interthat her maiden name was Rena L,
presents:
a
of
this
ested, by causing
order to be
copy
three weeks successively in the Hooper; that she was lawfully married to
Illsworth American, a newspaper published 'eaid Herbert W. Ash, at Boston, in the state
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may of Massachusetts, on the 24th day of August,
1910. by Charles H Brigham, a justice of the
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth in said county, on the third day of peace; that they lived together as husband
March, a. d. 1914, at ten « f the clock in the and wife at Danversport, in the county of
forenoon, and be heaid thereon if they see Essex, in said state of Massachusetts from the
time of their said marriage until the 3lst day
cause.
Nelson P. Noyes, late Castine, in said of August, 1910; that your libelant has always
county, deceased. A certain instrument pur- conducted herself towards her said husband
porting to be the last will and testament of as a faithful, true and affectionate wife; that
said deceased, together with petition for pro- on the said 31st day of August, 1910, the said
bate thereof, presented by Grace D. Noyes, Herbert W. Ash utterly deserted your libelaDt without cause and went to parts unknown
fhe executrix therein named.
to her; since that time she has never seen or
Helen L. Mackay, late of Bluehill, in said
heard from him, or received from him any
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of support; that said utter desertion has continued for three consecutive years prior to the
said deceased, together with ,petition for probate therefor ui d for the appointment of filing of this libel; that his residence is unAnnette C. Mackay and Donald 8. Mackay, known to your libelant and cannot be ascerjr„ or some other suitable person administra- tained by reasonable diligence; that there is
no collusion between your libe'ant and the
tor with the will annexed, presented by Annette C. Mackay, heir-at-iaw and devisee of said Herbert W. Ash to obtain a divorce;
wherefore she prays that a divorce may be
said deceased.
Ephraim Alley, late of Eden, in said county, decreed between her and the said Herbert W.
Ash for the cause above set forth, and that she
deceased. First account of Lulu B. Alley, admay have tbe custody of her minor child,
ministratrix, filed for settlement.
Rena L. Ash.
George W. Ash, aged three.
Alden 8. Hamor, late of Eden, in said
Ellsworth. Me., Jan. 29,1914.
countv, deceased. First account of Calvert G.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 29th
Hamor, administrator, filed for settlement.
Ephraim E. Pendleton, late of East Orland, day of January 1914.
Herbert O. Johnson,
in said county, deceased. Final account of
Justice of the peace.
Lincoln N. Gilkey, executor, filed for settlement.
STATE OF MAINE.
Nahum B. Grant, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. Second account of Orlando
Hancock ss.
Supreme Judicial Court.
W. Foss and Roxana W. Grant, executors,
In Vacation.
filled for settlement.
Ellsworth, Feb. 3, a. d. 1914.
Mary M. Harper, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. Second account of Charles
Upon the foregoing libel. Ordered: That
W. Harper, administrator, filed for settle- the libelant give notice to the said libelee to
ment.
appear before the justice of our supreme juCharles Leighton, late of Gouldsboro, in said dicial court, to be holden at Ellsworth, within
county, deceased. Final account of William and for the county of Hancock, on tfre second
F. Bruce, administrator, filed for settlement. Tuesday of April, a. d. 1914, by publishing
Sewall L. Heywood, late of Bucksport, in an attested copy of said libel <*nd this order
said county, deceased.
First
account of
thereon, three weeks successively in the EllsSewall Leo Heywood, administrator, filed for worth American, a
newspaper printed in Ellssettlement.
worth in our county of Hancock, the last pub8eth Harding, late of Eden, in said countv, lication to be thirty days at least prior to the
deceased.
First and final account of Ida second Tuesday of April next, that he may
Abram, executrix, filed for settlement.
there and then in our said court appear and
Nathaniel W. Preble, late of Boston, Mass
answer to said libel.
Arno W. Kino,
deceased. First account of Wm. B. Blaisdell,
Judge of tbe 8up. Jud. Court.
administrator filed for settlement.
A
true copy of the libel and order of court
Sarah A. Gray, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of thereon.
Attest:-John E. Bunker, Clerk.
William M. Howard, administrator, filed for
settlement.
STATE OF MAINE.
Nathan F. Atwood, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased.
First -account of
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Gracia C. Atwood, executrix, filed for settleEllsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
ment.
on the third day of February, in the year of
Tobias L. Roberts, late of Eden, in said oi r Lord one
thousand nine hundred and
county, deceased. Final account of William fourteen.
M. Roberts, trustee, filed for settlement.
CERTAIN
instrument purporting to be
Noah Brooks, late of Castine. in said county,
a copy of the last will and testament of
deceased. Eighth account of Chas C. Upham,
SAMUEL
C.
COBB, late of BOSTON,
trustee, filed for settlement.
Georgianna Meader Gray, late of Bluehill, in the county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth
in said county, deceased. Petition filed by
of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the proFred L. Mason, administrator, for license to bate thereof in said commonwealth of Massasell certain real estate of said deceased, as chusetts, duly authenticated, having been
described in said petition.
presented to the judge of probate for our said
Joseph Shepley Meader, late of Ellsworth, county of Hancock for the purpose of bein {
Petition filed by
in said county, deceased.
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
Fred L. Mason, aoministrator, for license to court of our said county of Hancock. And
sell certain real estate of said deceased, as praying that let ers of trust issue to Winslow
described in said petition.
of
Warren,
Dedham, county of Norfolk,
Deborah B. Conner, late of Orland, in said commonwealth of Massachusetts, named in
county, deceased. Petition filed by Theodore said will as trustee. Gustavus Arthur Hilton,
H. Smith, administrator, for license to sell cernamed in said will as trustee, being now detain real estate of said deceased, as described ceased, and Francis C. Welch, named in said
in said petition.
will as trustree, having declined to act.
in
B.
late
of
said
Carrie
Stevens,
Eden,
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
county, deceased. Petition filed by Henry H. all persons interested therein, by publishing
Gray, administrator, for license to sell cer- a copy of this order three weeks successively
tain real estate of said deceased, as described in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
in said petition.
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of HanIsaac W. Blaisdell, late of Orland, in said
cock, prior to the third day of March,
county, deceased. P’irst and final account of a. d. 1914. that they may appear at a probate
Tracy N. Eldridge, administrator, tiled for court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
settlement.
said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the
Paul R. Eames, late of Bucksport, in said forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
county, deceased. First account of Esther D.
against the same.
filed
for
settlement.
Gorham, administratrix,
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate.
George Blodget, late of Bucksport, in said
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.
county, deceased. First account of Benjamin
P. Blodget, and Fred S. Blodget, executors,
filed for settlement.
STATE OF MAINE.
Arthur L. Farnham, a minor of Penobscot,
Hancock bs.—At a probate court held at
in said county. First account of Linua E.
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
Gibbs, guardian, filed for settlement,
on
the third day of February, in the year
a
of
L.
minor,
Farnham,
Penobscot,
Arthur
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Petition filed by Linna E.
in said county.
fourteen.
Gibbs, guardian, for license to sell certain
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
real estate of said minor, as described in said
a copy of the last will and testament and
petition.
of
codicil
said
of
in
late
county,
E.
Eden,
Nancy
Joy,
First account of Horace D. Joy,
deceased.
KELLERAN HARRIS, late
of
EDWARD
executor, filed for settlement.
PALATKA,
Clarence Stoughton Fiske, late of Cambridge, Massachusetts, deceased. First and in the county of Putnam, and state of
final account of Margaret Grace Fiske, execuFlorida, deceased, and of the probate thereof
trix, filed for settlement.
in said county of Putnam, duly authenticated,
Ann R. Fennelly, late of Eden, in said
having been Dresented to the judge of probate
county, deceased. First account of Charles H.
for our said county of Hancock for the purWood, executor, filed for settlement.
pose of being allowed, filed and recorded in
Delia H. Harden, late of Eden, in said the probate court of our said couuty of Hancounty, deceased. First and final account of cock.
Almon Harden, executor, filed for settlement.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
Abijah Fletcher, late of Eden, in said coun- all persons interested therein, by publishing
ty, deceased. Petition that Edward A. Mc- a copy of this order three weeks successively
Quinn or some other suitable person be ap- in the Ellsworth American a newspaper
pointed administrator of the estate of said printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Handeceased, presented by Edward A. McQuinn, cock. prior to the third day March, a. d.
a creditor of said deceased.
1914, that they may appear at a probate court
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said court. then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for said
A true copy of the original order.
county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the foreAttest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
they have,
noon, and show cause, if any
against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate.
STATE OF MAINE.
A true copy of the original order.
Atlest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
subscriber hereby gives notice that
on the third day of February, in the year of
he has been duly appointed executor
thousand nine hundred and
our Lord one
of the last will and testament of
fourteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
AUGUSTA C. PIERCE, late of BUCKSa copy of the last will and testament of
PORT,
ABBY AUSTIN POTTER, late of B03T0N,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, nobonde
in the county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth
All
terms of said will.
the
by
being required
of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the propersons having demands against the estate
bate thereof in said county of Suffolk, duly
of said deceased are desired to present the
authenticated, having been presented to the
same for settlement, and all indebted therejudge of probate for our saidcounty of Han- to are requested to make payment immedicock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
Fkank S. Pierce.
ately.
and recorded iu the probate court of our said
Bucksport, Feb. 3,1914.
county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
subscriber hereby gives notice that
a
he has been duly appointed executor
copy of this order three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspa- of the last will aud testament of
per printed at Ellsworth, in said county
CYNTHIA E. CROSBY, late of ORLAND.
of Hancock, prior to the third day of March,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
a. d.
1914, that they may appear at a
All
^court, then to be held at Ellsworth, being required by the terms of said will.
n and
for said county of Hancock, at ten j persons having demands against the eso’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if ! tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
any they have, against the same.
thereto are requested to make payment im-%
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate.
Benjamin R- Stpbbs,
A true copy of the original order.
mediately.
Attest:—T F. Mahoney, Register.
Bucksport, Feb. 10,1914,
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HENA

Suhiished

—

payment immediately
Widbeb T. Hill.

A

THE

A

THE

firobate

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
CATHERINE CARLETON, late of BLUE-

THE

HILL,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired t<o present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Otis Littlefield.
Bluehill, Feb. 3,1914.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
HARRY V. PHIPPEN, late of CRAN-

THE

BERRY ISLES,
county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of

In the

said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Agnes M. Phippbn.
Cranberry Isles, Feb. 10, 1914.

Feb. 10,1914.
subscriber

subscriber

hereby gives notice tha
appointed adminis

THE
tye has been duly
trator of the estate of
|

FERTILITY IS MONEY
when it is in available form. Lowell Animal Fertilizers supply an abundance of concentrated plant
food in nature's own form. They are made of organic
substances
Bone, Blood and Meat, with essential
Chemicals* Write for Information that will help you.
If we are not represented in jour town, send for Agents' terms.

A

Steamer Boothbay leaves Bar Harbor Monday and Thursday at 10 00 a m for 3eal Harbor, Northeast Harbor. Southwest Harbor,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland.
Steamer Catherine leaves Bluehill Monday and

*

You must reach the spot—get at the

spot —get

and Boston,

$3.00

The sharp twinges,

accept an ajiology.
“Apology for what?” asked Mudge.
“Mon dieu! For holding him up in
the air like a Jumping jack!”

vantage?
since
Finally Laboudier was satisfied
the
Mudge was ready for a fight to
It Is
death, though in a peculiar way.
did hot
needless to say that the duel

A M

I

Except Monday.

m

NORTH BLUEHILL.
CharleB
Conary, Billings Bros, and
F. M. Dunbar have purchased
gasoline
A.

|

to be pickaxes.”
Then he
The Frenchman gasped.
be
protested. But Mudge was not to
moved from his position. It complied
with the conditions of the code as it
What if
had been explained to him.
of a
It did give him an advantage
anclear sight above water, while his
surtagonist’s eyes were below the
adface? Was he not entitled to such

M 1

..

portable

a

in France.”
Ellsworth citizens testify.
“That doesn’t make any difference
to me. I'm not a soldier.”
Mrs. John Meader, Ellsworth, Me.,
The outraged Frenchman whipped
“For several years my back was
says:
out a card with Ida name on it and
weak and sore and 1 found it difficult to
before
the
table
on
it
down
Hung
Mudge. Laboudier picked it up and, stoop or get up after sitting. I had sharp
joining the other party, held a conver- ; pains in my kidneys which felt like knifesation in French, which his friends thrusts.
Until I procured Doan’s Kidney
I
Presently he redid not understand.
Pills at Moore’s Drug Store, nothing did
|
turned and said that he had endeavorThis remedy went directly
me any good.
ed to explain that Mudge was an
American unacquainted with the man- to the seat of the trouble and brought a
ners and customs of Europeans and cure. I haven’t needed any kidney meditried to excuse him on that ground. cine since. The endorsement 1 have given
He had finally induced M. Garuier to Doan’s
Kidney Pills before, still holds

my longness.”
“Monsieur, you do not understand
our
Parisian customs. You cannot
fight with the fists. The code does not
The weapons must be someallow.
thing that will kill."
“M. Laboudier." Mudge replied, “I
consider it my duty under the circumstances to fight this M. Gamier.
But since you say that, according to
your code, I can choose time, place
and weapons I choose any place in
the Seine where the water is exactly
five feet five Inches deep, the weapons

A

I

..

Mrs.

man

Well, I choose
fists, I to stand on the ground, my
enemy to fight me through a second
I don't want to take
story window.
he isn't
any advantage of him because
He can't help hie
as tall as I am.
shortness any more than I can help

|

....

mill at Walker’s

“What have you done?” he cried to
Mudge. “Do you know who that gentleman is?"
“That sawed off chap! Why, I reckon he's a dwarf escaped from a dime
museum.”
“He is M. Garnler, the best swords-

place of the combat.”
“Oh, I have, have I?

|
I

Holden.
Mill.
Phillips Lake—
Green Lake.
6 44. ll 121
3 48
Nicolin. * 6 53 11 24 * 3 .56
7 06 11 38i
Ellsworth Falls.
4 08
Kllsworiti.
7 13} 11 43
4 14
7 25 11 501 4 30
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road. * 7 33i*12 00
4 40
Hancock. * 7 41' 12 10| 4 50
7 44 12 13’ 4 53
Waukeag, £ Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry lv...
7 55 12 30
5 10
Sullivan.
8 10.
Sorrento.
8 40
Bur Harbor.ar.
9 15 1 10 5 50

M.

Alice Perkins has

equally expressive,
different way.

“Then If you will not apologize you
must fight.”
“Fight! With that little chap! Why,
I'd eat him up in two minutes!”
“My dear M. Mudge. you do not
You must fight him ununderstand.
der the code.”
"What's the code?”
“Why. he'd challenge yon. Therefore
you have the choice of weapons—pistols. foils, any weapon you like. You
also have the choice of the time and the

P M

..

was

PflSV."

PM

evening. Score, Egery’s

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.

ana,

“Didn't he insult me first?”
“He simply compared you to the
Eiffel tower.”
“He did. did he! If I’d known that
I wouldn't have let him down se

PM

Bangorv.lv.
Brewer June.

of

exciting game

Wednesday

M

Portland.lv.

West Sullivan A. A. defeated Bar Habor
A.

A

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Hal Blai8dell is home from Stonington,
where he has been

BANQOR.
|

4 50 *12 50 m5 0(
Portland.ar.
Boston via.
Dover ar.
8 31
8 10.
Boston via
Portsmouth ar. *5 10

NORTH SULLIVAN.
James E. Havey arrived
Bethel Saturday.

The Frenchman's face was as. red
as a turkey cock's comb, and his eyes
fairly scintillated sparks. I.aboudier's

though In

Monday evening.
Baptist entertainment and

M

Bur Harbor, lv.
6 40| 9 45
4 00
Sorrento...
4 80
Sullivan.t...
Mt Desert Fy.
6 00 f 9 6<
7 20: 10 30
9 61
Waukeag, 8 Fy. 10 36 5 07
Hancock. 10 89
5 10
10 0!
Franklin Road.*10 46 *5 19 10 1Wash’gt’n June.I 11 00 *6 28 10 4!
Ki!3worth
ll 06
6 35 10 5!
Ellsworth Falls. 11 11
5 40 *10 5’
Nlcolin.*11 24 *5 55 111 1(
Green Lake.*11 33
« 05 Ml 11
Phillips Lake.*11 40 * 6 14 *11 2(
Egery’s Mill.* 6 17
Holden.*11 47 6 22 *11 36 43
11 53
Brewer June. 12 0*
Bangor.ar. 12 10 6 50 ll 51

Ward’s hall Wednesday evening proved a
success.
The program consisted of selections by Southwest Harbor band, solos
by Miss Hazel Savage, piano solo by

taking him by the coat collar, held him
dangling In the air for a moment, then
let him gently down on the floor.

countenance

A

them

The

ed to be the center of attraction of
those with him.
When Mudge arose
from his chair this gentleman turned
to look at him with wondering eyes.
When Mudge finally finished going up
toward the ceiling the Frenchman exclaimed loud enough for all to hear:
“La tour d’Elffel!”
Now, Mudge was sensitive on one
subject—his height. He knew that the
Frenchman had said something detrimental, but. not understanding French,
was not aware that he had been compared with the Eiffel tower. He glared
at the man who had criticised him,
supposing the remark to be more insulting than it really was; then, making one step, be covered the distance
himself

BAR HARBOR TO

Clifton Foss and wife have moved in
their new house. A housewarming was

sightseeing copartnership.
During the dinner in the cafe in the
Champs Elysees a party sat at the
next table to Mudge and bis friends,
one of whom was a dapper gentleman
live feet five inches high, with a waxed mustache and imperial, who seem-

tietween

Feb. a, 1914.

Capt. George Hamilton left Thursday for
Massachusetts hospital, instead of Monday, as reported last week.
^

Indlanlan six

feet four inches high.
Having inherited some means and desiring to see the
world, he went abroad, in Paris he
met Joel Halsted, a fellow townsman,
who introduced him to Jules
Laboudier,
and he kindly consented to pilot the
two Americans among the sights of
Paris and the vicinity. One day after
having visited Versailles the trio returned tired and hungry, and Laboudier led the way to a cafe in the
Champs Elysees for dinner.
How these two plain inhabitants of
the western world ever secured the
services of so elegant a gentleman as
Laboudier to show them about is a
mystery, though possibly the fact that
Mudge paid the bills had something to
do with it. Seeing that Mudge was unaccustomed to the tone of high life in
Paris, the Frenchman took nalsted
np.irt and told him he feared that his
friend might through Ignorance put
-him to the blush. But Halsted quieted
his fears, and the three continued the

In Effect
1

ALLEN H. C. RICE, late of ELLSWORTH
In the county of Hancock, deceased, anc
given bonds as the law directs. All person!
having demands against the estate of saic
deceased are desired to present the same foi
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
Harry E. Rick.
Woodlands, Me., Feb. 4,1914.

gives

notice that

hereby
he has been duly appointed
THE
of the last will and testament and codicil

executor

EMILY

of
MOUNT

E.

ATHERTON, late of
DESERT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds

as

the law directs.

All

persors
given
aving demands against the estate of said deceased
desired to
the
for
are

present

same

settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
George R. Fuller.
Southwest Harbor, Jan. 30,1914.

subscribers hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed executors
of the last will and testament of
GEORGE BLODGET, late of
BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the earns
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Benjamin P. Blodgkt.
Fred 8. Blodgkt,
Bucksport, Feb. 10,1914.
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Absolutely Pure
Absolutely has

substitute

no

“John," said Mary MacKnight to her
husband when he came home from
business, “what do you suppose?"
"What do 1 suppose? Why, 1 suppose I'm to have a good dinner. I’m

Many mixtures are offered as
substitutes for Royal. No other
baking powder is the same in
composition or effectiveness, or

I

certainly hungry.”
“Aunt Cynthia is coming to live with

wholesome and economical,
nor will make such fine food.

so

only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar
Is the

Royal

Littlefield

G'ace

COUNTY NEWS.

by Miss
Osgood.

ISJLESFORD.

Word

Boston, where
sult a specialist.
for

Monday

Bunker will

Mrs.

con-

which

Central America.

Owing
tended

the

at

Curtis Walton, of Cleveland, O., is in
town, after spending a tew weeks at his
home, and is attending to the supervison
of the Haskell cottage.

The members of the democratic party
a candidate for postmaster to
be appointed to fill the vacancy caused by
will be taken to i
the resignation of A. C. Hinckley. Ballot
I ing will be held as soon as town meeting
will vote for

intense cold only a few at- adjourns,
drama, “Mrs. Briggs of the ! hours.

to the
the

Chase

in Bethel.

mothers’ club planned a Valentine
party for Saturday evening, Feb. 14, but it
was postponed until Monday on account of
the storm.
|
Harper Sibley, of Rochester, N. Y., has
rented the Tuttle cottage for the coming
summer.
Mrs. Tuttle has sold her steam
Ventura

K.

M.

daughter, Mrs. A. E. Herrick,

home of her

The

yacht

Mrs.

and

of tbe seri-

received last week

was

illness of

ous

Abram,

Holt

Alice

vocal selections

Mrs. Beulah
Francis Bunker and wife left

Beatrice

and

2,

March

and

continue

two

Yard,” at the Neighborhood
The Bluehill fire company will present
house, Feb. 11. It may be given again tbe three-act play, “Uncle Silas,” in Pelater. Over $20 was cleared. Those in the
nobscot, Feb. 19, Sedgwick, Feb. 21, and in
cast were: Mrs. Walter F. Stanley, Mrs. tbe town hall Feb. 23.
Tickets are now
Andrew E. Stanley, Russell Hadlock, Miss
; on sale. The proceeds will be used for
Minnie E. Spurling, Mrs. Edward A.
on the fire station used by
Spurling, Francis Bunker, A. J. Bryant, improvements
Mrs. Andrew E. Stanley, Mrs. Evelyn the fire company as a club room. The imMoore, Mrs. J. D. Phippen, Mrs. Walter provements become the property of the
Hadlock.
town as soon as completed.
S.
Feb. 16.
H.
Feb. 16.

Poultry

_

BLUEHILL.

SEAL HARBOR.

William McHowell is ill.

Henry

Boston

A. Saunders is in

on

Irving Clement

busi-

to New

ness.

her way to the wharf
A. S. Witham is at

chusetts,

on

where he has

Miss

Georgia Jude, of Ellsworth, is
sister, Mrs. Grafton Pinkham.
visiting
Miss Elizabeth Macomber, who has
been visiting her mother in Ellsw orth, is
her

Monday.
from Massa-

been

a

where she has been

unable to break

home

trip

a

Miss Ina Jordan is home from JLslesford,
teaching.

Mrs. Hugh Barbour has gone to Bangor
for medical treatment.
was

returned from

York.

Miss Jennie Libby has returned from
visit in Winter Harbor.

R. A. Barker is spending the week
in Calais.
Rev.

The steamer Mineola

has

for medical

home.

treatment, much improved in health.
The recital given in town hall Feb. 13
by Miss Starks was greatly enjoyed. Instrumental music was furnished by Misses

The chicken
their

men to

great
Feb. 16.

was a

supper given by the firewives

Wednesday evening

success.

P.

SUTTON.

r£t;brrtisnunu6«

William Burnham, of Philadelphia,

principal town visitor,
ill, but all are glad to

know’

our

seriously

has been
he

is much

better.
;

shop of Arthur L. Sargent & Son,
Henry Bunker launch is about completed and they are getting ready to set up
a
twenty-five foot launch for Grover
At the

the

Morse.

Bigger Hatches

|

All

:

Eggs hatch better if
the hens are in perfect
condition.

sorry to hear of the death of
at Brookline, Mass. She was
the mother of Mrs. C. B. Church and Mrs.
Mrs.

were

Warren,

Burnham, and

William

has

spent her

sum-

here for years.
Feb. 16.

mers

!

B.

_

NORTH

Poultry Regulator

!

big the year ’round.
It prevents disease, sharpens the appetite, improves
digestion. You’ 11 get more
“live” eggs—more and
stronger chicks.

pays

Sunshine

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Money Back.
Refuse substitutes; insist on Pratts,
IS

lodge gave

Bayview

hall

an

entertainment

Friday evening, followed

by a social.
Capt. Emory E. Dodge is employed this
wiDter by the Rhode Island Coal Co., of
Providence, R. I., of which Eugene Grindle, formerly of this place, is superin-

Packages 25c. 50c, $1.00. 25 lb. pail, $2.50.

j

BROOK.LIN.

Dodge and granddaughter, Ruth Roberts are visiting in Bangor.
Mrs. Amanda

in

tendent.
Xenophon.

Feb. 16.

—

Get Pratts 160 page illustrated
Poultry Book.

SOUTH SURRY.

For sale by
Merrill & Hinckley. Bluehill, Maine
G- A. Parcher. Ellsworth. Maine.
Whitcomb, Haynes Co., Ellsworth Falls, Me.. !
Dunbar Bros., Sullivan, Maine.
4047

Mrs. Calvin Young fell

on

the

ice Fri-

day, injuring herself quite badly.
Olive Bonsey, who has been in Hallowell
and Augusta some months, is home.
Mr. and Mrs. 8. W. Wilder, of Newton
Center, Mass., were guests at E. M. Cunningham’s recently.
Feb. 16.

Tramp.
COREA.

Alma

Stewart has returned to Higgins
institute, Charleston.

I classical

Frank Dyer and wife, of Addison, are
their daughter, Mrs.
Winslow

j visiting
Young.

Feb. 16.

S.
M’KINLEY.
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What YOU Need
Uerhaps YOU—like hundreds

of
Not

■

“L. F.” Atwood’* Medicine
will tone you up
Bath, He.

pla
'iH
H

^B
flB
|g;

■
®

K
H

others—are all “run down.”
sick enough to take to bed—nor ■
miss work. But your appetite is H
poor—your food doesn't digest— m
your bowels fail to act freely 9

■
M

B

so you

feel like new.

Atwood’s
"We have used ynnr ‘L. F
Medicine for the last ten Years for all
kinds of sickness, and we think it a great
family remedy. I know of others who
have used it and who regard it just as
highly. Two or three doses wi!l tone a persou right up, and make him teel like new.
[signed] F. B. Lbwin
Big bottle—35c—your dealer’s.
Sample FR EE by mail—from us.
**L» F.” Medicine Co- Portland.

K
K
■
K|

Mgj
Kj

pH
^p
^B
^B

>

H. P. Richardson and wife have returned
from Boston.
Mrs. Sylvia Arey and daughter, and Mrs.
son Lawrence left Monday for

Albee and

Stonington.
Feb. 16.

P. M.
NORTH LAMOINE.

Edward Gilpatrick, who has had

a

crew

employed cutting and hauling logs from
his land, suspended work last week.
Feb 16.
BROOKSVILLE.
E. U. Douglass and wife, of Boston,
guestB at Ernest Babson’s.

Y.

are

F. M. Billings has been taken to Bangor
insane hospital for treatment.
Feb. 16.
B.

us.
You know she was at our house
till father died. Then she went to live
with Ellen Stone.”
"What's
the matter
with
Ellen
Stone?”
"Aunt Cynthia thinks she dneqp't
care for her except for what she can
get out of her. Miss Stone is very extravagant—runs up bills and has them
sent to Aunt Cynthia. You know Aunt
Cynthia is very well off.”
"I didn’t till you told me. How do
you know which Is at fault, your aunt
or her niece?”
"I don't. I have never seen Ellen
Stone."
"What are you going to do about taking your aunt in?”
"That depends upon you.”
“No, it doesn’t; decide it for yourself.”
Mrs. MacKnight was one of those
women
with whom any one could
She was kind hearted and
get on.
would like very much to give her aunt
a
home.
Mrs. Cynthia Withers, a
widow, would pay a good round sum
for her board, and that would be a
benefit to Mrs. MacKnight. who. on
her husband's salary, found it difficult to make ends meet. John MacKnight would rather have had Old
Kick come to reside in his house, but
he knew that pecuniarily it would relieve the strain on his wife, and he
consented for her sake.
.urs.

i\ liners

caiue

ana

seemea

much relieved to get out of Miss
Stone's clutches. The old lady was a
good deal broken down, and Mary MacKnight devoted herself to building her
up. In this she succeeded, so far as
any one could succeed, having a soothing effect upon her and taking great
pains to minister to her comfort. The
aunt had been much attached to Mary
while the latter was a child, and it
seemed now that she could not get on
with any one else.
Mrs. Withers had a son who was of
a roving disposition.
He was not fitted to take care of his mother nor
would she have been able to live with
him. owing to her nervous condition.
A year after she came to the MacKnights, she received news that her
After his death
son had died abroad.
she said to Mary:
“I'm going to make a new will.
While I was living with Ellen Stone I
think she must have hypnotized me.
for one day when 1 was ill she asked
me to sign a paper, and I did as she
She had provided two witbid me.
nesses, and this makes me think that
the paper I signed was a will. If so I
have no doubt that it cut off my own
son, to whom I had left all my property except a legacy to you. When I
got better I asked Ellen to let me see
the paper I had signed, and she said
that, since my recovery, it was of no
consequence; fearing that I was going to die. she had simply had me sign
instructions with regard to my funeral
and giving her authority to draw the
When I insisted on
necessary funds.
seeing what I had signed she said she
had burned it.”
The new will executed by Mrs. Withers left Mary MacKnigbt all her property. The aunt showed the document
to her heir and told her that in case of
her death she would find it in an antique writing desk in her room in
which she kept all her papers.
Not long after the execution of this
will Mrs. Withers was advised by her
physician to go to a sanitarium, where
she would escape the noises of a city
and have such trained attendance as
she required. She did not wish to go.
nor did her niece wish her to go.
Though she was a great care. Mary
had become accustomed to minister to
her wants, and since she was Mary's
only living near blood relative Mary
had grown every year more attached
to her.
Mary went with her to the
sanitarium and regretfully left her
there.
It was hoped that the invalid would
after a rest be so restored as to warrant her return, but she gradually became more dependent on doctors and
nurses and remained in the sanitarium
as long as she lived.
,
One day in February John Macand
on
a
steamer
Knight put his wife
The
sent her to the Bermuda islands.
winter had been long, and Mary had
not stood up under it very well. While
she was away John slept at home, taking his meals outside.
It happened that the day Mary re
turned, her husband was unable tc
meet her at the dock, being detained
at his place of business by a matter
of importance. Mary arrived at home
about 5 o'clock in the afternoon, and,
having a duplicate key with her, lei
herself into the house. Going at once
upstairs she was about to enter her
room when she heard something thal
sounded like the rustle of skirts in an
other chamber formerly occupied by
her aunt and which had been kepi
just as the old lady had left it in ex
pectation that she would return to It.
Mary entered the room and there

endeavoring to conceal herself behind
the window curtains, was a woman.
Seeing that she was discovered the
Intruder came forth and stood the picture of misery.
“What are you doing In my house?"
naked Mrs. MacKnight, with severity.
1
“Let me go; please let me go!
have stolen nothing!"
The woman was about thirty years
Did, comely and handsomely dressed.
"What are you doing here. I say?"
repeated Mary. “You are not a thief;
you are a lady.”
There were quick flashings in the
eyes of the stranger indicating that
she was looking for some method of
extricating herself. Finally rising from
her cowering attitude she said de-

fiantly:
“I will not attempt to deceive you.
I am no thief. 1 did not come here to
steal. 1 came to meet the man 1 love,
who is mine by right, yours by law.”
“My husband! You come here to—
Oh, heavens!”
“1 know not who you are, but 1 do
know that I am the only woman lie
loves,”
Striding past Mrs. MacKnight defiantly, she left the room and hurried down
the staircase.
Mary, on the verge of
collapse, fell on the bed. She heard
the front door open, then the voice of
her husband.
“1 beg your pardon, madam: but I
should like to know what you have
been doing in my house.”
“Let me go,” came the voice of the
woman who had just gone down•
stairs.
“Not until I have received a satisfactory explanation as to the cause
of your presence here."
The
Mary sprang from the bed.
woman must lie a thief after all and
Jiad made her believe that she had
come to meet John in order to get away
with the valuables she had taken and
The thought was minescape arrest.
gled by a delightful feeling of relief
that her husband was innocent. Rushing to the landing, she cried:
“Don’t let her go, John; she’s a
thief."
John closed the front door, shutting
the intruder in. Mary ran down and
confronted the woman with her husBoth were too intent on the
band.
matter of preventing the thief from
getting away with whatever she had
stolen to think of saluting each other
after their long separation.
"Turn over the plunder,” said John.
“You may as well give it up to me
as to the police.”
“I have no plunder,” said the woman
drawiug quick breaths in her excitement.
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thing alone might have saved her—a
fire, but there was no tire in the house
except in the furnace in the basement. In her desperation the woman
took from under her outer coat a paper and tried to tear it. but it was
folded, and she was not successful.
John snatched it from her and, looking at an indorsement on the outside,
read, "Last Will and Testament of
Cynthia Withers.”
"Who are you and what do you want
with this?” asked John.
The woman made no reply for a few
minutes: then she said:
"Since 1 have not succeeded there is
no barm done and you can well afford
to let me go away quietly. I am Ellen
Stone."
“Ellen Stone!” gasped Mary.
“Go on." said John.
“Mrs. Withers died this morning in
if I could have got
the sanitarium,
out with that paper 1 would have inherited all her property, for I have a
will dated long before that one, drawn
in my favor.”
“But how did you know where this
will was kept?" asked Mary.
“When Mrs. Withers lived with me
she kept ail her papers in her antique
desk. I knew she must have made a
Beeoud will, and there was a chance
I that it was in the desk. Learning that
there was no one in the house during
the day, 1 came here and. bringing a
tool to raise a sash, got in. 1 found the
desk and the will, as 1 hoped, and had
you, Mrs. MacKnight, been a minute
later 1 would have made good my es| cape. I made pretense of having come
j here to meet your husband, hoping that
it would prevent your detaining me for
Had you, Mr. MacKnight,
a
thief.
been a minute later 1 would have succeeded in passing the second danger.”
She paused a few moments, then continued:
'“You have nothing to gain by prosecuting me for this attempt to get possession of Mrs. Withers' will, and I see
no reason why you should not suffer

depart."
forgive you.” said Mary, "for
endeavoring to deprive me of a fortune
even by a criminal ruse, but it is not so
easy to forgive you for pretending that
you had wou him from me. Suppose,
me to

“I

can

you have said, he had not arrived
till you had gone. You would not only
have stolen the fortune my nunt intended for me. but it Is quite possible
that you might have made an irreparable breach between him and me. No;
I cannot permit you to go free."
The woman cowered at this.
She
had committed an offense that if pressed would send her to prison for many
years. John MacKnight interi>osed:
“Mary.” he said, “you must remember that where one is cornered and
must decide quickly the consequences
of an act are not carefully considered.
I recommend mercy."
The wife, who had so nearly been
separated from her husband as well as
losing a fortune, considered a moment,
then said:
“Do as you like, John.”
MacKnight open -d the door and said
to the woman one word—
“Go!”
as

Blackmail

we

die.

us up to heaven or
crush us down to hades. Little things
live beside us on the earth, eat and
By WILLIAM CHANDLER
sleep with 11s, laugh and grumble with
»■"
11s. catch the early train with ns or
The hinge on that part of my desk : make us miss it, irritate and appease
which when lowered formed Ihe surus—never leave us alone for a minute.
face on which to write being broken,
That is why they are so much more
While at work on
I put on another.
Important than the big things—the
the Job 1 accidentally struck the point I things that come only once in a way,
of tbe screwdriver on a certain part of
at long Intervals, and even then are
nearly always the result of a hundred
the desk which I had supposed was
and one little things combined.
solid, and out dew a little drawer.
1 had owned that desk teu years or
To be crushed by a large misadvenmore without belug aware of tills seture is natural, but to fall a victim to
cret drawee.
Naturally I was aston
series of petty misfortunes is hua
There were several papers In
lsbed.
miliating. There are many who would
I
It which I removed and examined
prefer to break tbelr necks once and
fancied that they all related to the for all by falling off a mountain than
same subject, though this was guessto bruise their whole bodies and diswork.
One was plain enough to he
locate their tempers by tbe daily stumIt was a deunderstood by any one.
It Is the Utile
bling over a molehill.
mand for *10.000 or “the case goes be
things that count. The satisfaction of
It was In
fore the district attorney.”
climbing Mount Olympus is a poor sort
to Samuel T
an envelope addressed
of attainment If the scores and scores
the
with
was
and
signed
Ilenderson
of pleasant details which wait upon
“J.
M."
Initials
success be absent.—Atlantic.
estate
real
in
a
the
friend
Through
facts:
business I learned the following
A Vanished Ocean.
The house at which I had bought the
In the tertiary period the geographdesk had belonged to Samuel T. Henical configuration of the globe was
derson. to whom tbe note was adsteadily approaching that of the pres
dressed.
ent day. The same holds true for the
Ilenderson had died In n sanitarium
climate was
shortly before the sale of the house, faunal aspect and the
verging on the glacial period, it was
and property ninouutlng to several
at this time the great equatorial ocean.
hundred thousand dollars which be
Is evwas supposed to have possessed was j "Tethys." existed still, and there
His house and
idence that East India and Africa.
nowhere to be found.
Australia and Asia, north Europe and
furniture were sold by his widow and
a
daughter, their only child. The North America were united by land
mother was dead, but the daughter connections. In the latter part of the
was living ou the meager income properiod the ocean "Tethys" gave place
duced from the amouut realized from
to mountainous formations, such as
the sale.
the Alps. Himalayas and Carpathians,
One morning 1 called on Miss Henthrough the folding up of the crust of
derson and asked her if she knew any
the sea. At the same time there were
one who had had any dealings with ] enormous outpourings of volcanic ma1
her father whose initials were J. M.
Snakes and true birds adterials.
She thought for some time, but could
vanced rapidly toward their modern
I asked her if position In this period, which was
recall no such person.
she had any of her father's papers,
characterized also by the maximum
and she said she had a handful of expansion of mammals taking the
them that had been removed from his place of the great saurlans.—New York
1 asked her Sun.
desk before it was sold.
to examine them and let me know if
she fonnd a name on any of them thnt
An Old Time Scotch Sunday.
would fit the initials. She looked cuThe sixteenth century practice of the
and
I
her
that
the
matter
told
rious.
elders in Scotland of going the rounds
was one of business which she would
to pick np offenders against Sunday
not understand.
rules survived until the eighteenth cen-
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Big things draw

■

evening woen I caiiea sne tola
that she had found an old check
book that bad belonged to her father
and in it a large number of stubs of
checks paid to J. M. 1 knew then that
I could get what I wanted, for the
checks must have been written with
the full name.
Miss Henderson gave
me the name of the bank on which
they were drawn, and. though all the
checks had been returned to Mr. Henderson. one of the bookkeepers remembered the name on these checks from
the fact that there was a dispute about
one of them that had nearly cost him
his position.
The person to whom
they were drawn was James Murphy
I began a still bunt for James Murphy and. after weeding the persons
of that name In the directory, threw
aside all but one James Murphy, whom
I investigated and found to be a man
living in excellent style. I wrote him
a note stating that 1
had come into
possession of a note of his to the late
Samuel Henderson.
If he desired to
see me about it 1 would be pleased to
call on him.
I received a reply stating that be did not understand what
1 meant, but he would be at borne the
next day at a certain hour.
1 found Mr. Murphy to be a coarse.
Illiterate man with a very disagreeable expression on his face.
He un
dertook to bluff me by feigning sur
prise at my note and demanded gruffly
what I meant by writing it I repeated to him the contents of the demand
I had found, how 1 came by it and
said:
“Mr. Murphy, It Is evident that you
were levying blackmail upon Mr. Henderson.
1 have become interested in
the matter
Mr. Henderson Is dead,
and no secret you held over him can
It is quite likely that
injure him.
your threats were the cause of his
death.
?ou have no right to the
amounts he paid you, and the time has
come for you to return them.
A check
book has been found bearing a stub for
check
Choose
every
betweeu
paid you.
returning the money and being prosecuted for blackmail and at the same
time standing suit for the funds paid
you without a legal consideration.”
Mr. Murphy lost some of the redness
of his face and stared at me for awhile,
not knowing what reply to make,
finally he said:
“1 bad a partner who was a great
rascal and is responsible for all this.
(Jive me a little time and I will try to
®nd a way out of the matter.
1 told him that be might have till
noon the next day. but meanwhile he
would be shadowed by a detective to
see that he did not get away.
I took
ho stock in nls partner story.
He eventually paid Miss Henderson
$175,000. which was all, so far as could
be proved, of the amounts her father
bad paid him. This was facilitated by
the fact that be bad made a great deal
of money out of the funds while he
held them. He refused to tell me the
secret he held over Mr. Henderson,
but admitted that there was nothing in
it that would have served with a man
of different temperament
When I told Miss Henderson that I
had a fortune for her she received the
news with great surprise.
She could
not understand how any man could
have possessed a secret Incriminating
her father, whom she believed to have
been a very good man.
Mias Henderson In time repaid me
for what I bad done for her by becoming my wife
Une

have been caught
in my house, and that is trespass.
Mary, go to the ’phone and call for
the iK>lice.”
“Hold!” said the woman.
“Well?”

“Very well,

Esne

A Case of

Significance of Little Thing*.
We love little things. we hate little
things, we fear little things.
Our
lives are knit up with little things
from the time we are born to the day

Mr. Thomsan In his "Weavers'
Craft” gives details of the "hag”
"The minister himself would make the
rounds to spy with his own eyes the
sins of the absentees.
Here one man
Is found romping with his bairns, another detected kisslug his wife, two
men were found drinking ale. and one
was found with his coat off, as if lie
were going to work, and still another
was seen eating a hearty dinner.
All
were pulled up before the session of
the kirk and 'repentences' enforced
upon each.” And now one can understand the wherefore of the drawn
blind on the Sabbath which struck
James Payn as astonishing in the
Loudon
Edinburgh of the sixties.
Chronicle.

tury.

—

A Medical View of Bathing.
Whether or not we believe that cold
baths have virtues which hot baths
can never [Kissess, it is far better to
preach the most advanced gospel of
cleanliness than none at all. The per
sou who bathes
frequently is a cleaner person both physically and mentally
than he who does not. and if our desire is today to bring about a higher
morale among tile people at large let
us not cavil at a
soap because forsooth
it may be a little too strong in alkali,
or at large quantities of water, even
though applied to the tiody offener
than oie e a day. For let no one think
for a moment that human nature is so
smitten with the Idea to keep clean
that it will ever have a maddening desire to use too much soup or water.
Dr. Philip Skruinka in Interstate Med
leal Journal.

The Victoria Cross.

England's prized Victoria Cross is
only won under circumstances of the
deadliest peril to its owner. The cross
itself is of bronze, cast from cannon
taken at

Sebastopol

inscribed with the

words, "For Valour.” It is the proudest
decoration a British subject cun wear.
The Duke of Newcastle, secretary of
state for war in 1854-5, is credited with
having originated the idea of the cross
after the Alma, being anxious to institute an English order which all ranks
might win and be proud to wear, like
the French Legion of Honor.
The
cross confers on all below commissioned rank an annuity of $50.

Why He Didn’t Sleep.
Doctor (to putlent, a golfer, suffering
insomnia)—Well, and how did
you sleep last night? Did you follow

from

My instructions and recall all the
strokes of your last round? PatientYes. Doctor—And then you fell asleep?
Patient—No; then it was time to

get up!
Thy Mother's Love.
One lamp, thy mother’s love, amid
the stars shall lift its pure flame
changeless, and before the throne of
God burn through eternity, holy, as it
was lit and lent thee here.—Willis.
Viciousare really engaged at
last?
I'm awfully glad to hear It,
dear! Angellne—Yes, I was sure you
would be: you may have a chance
now!

Molly—So

you

Truth may work mightily, though ia
the hand of the sorriest Instrument—
Schiller.

